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ABSTRACT
This study traces the significant events in the treat-
ment and education of hearing impaired individuals from
pre-Christian times through the mid—nineteenth century.
Beginning with developments in the 1820's, it then examines
the steps taken toward organizing programs for the prepara-
tion of teachers of deaf children. A detailed history of
the Clarke School for the Deaf Teacher Education Program is
considered next . Included are the early organizational and
staffing patterns, as well as information about the first
summer training sessions. Beginning efforts to develop
teacher certification standards are covered, as well as the
effect which they had upon the merger of the Clarke program
with Smith College. Considerable attention is given to the
development of the cooperative teacher education program
with the College in 1947, and to the difficult years of the
1950's which led to the move to secure Federal assistance
for teacher training. Described, too, are the events in-
volved in the passage of Public Lax-? 87-276 and in the. cre-
ation of the Smith College degree of Master of Education of
the Deaf.
Operational problems of the late 19 60 's and the re-
organization that followed are considered next from a variety
of standpoints including establishing goals , determining
needs, selecting personnel, organizing the curriculum,
vi
developing evaluation procedures and financing. Results
of program, evaluation, both internal and external, are
described. Conclusions based upon the various evaluations
indicated that:
1) In the eyes of Federal funding authorities, the
revised program is organized and functioning
satisfactorily, and doing so within acceptable
cost limits.
2) As perceived by their superiors, graduates of the
program are performing very capably in the class-
room.
The study concludes with an examination of some future
challenges and goals for the program.
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CHAPTER I
THE STUDY
Purpose of the Study
A 1971 survey by Leo Connor confirmed what educators
of hearing impaired (deaf and hard of hearing) children
have known for years: The demand for qualified teachers in
this area exceeds by far the supply. Teacher preparation
programs have been able to provide only about one-fourth
of the new teachers required annually in the United States.
A more recent investigation by this writer indicated that
more than three-fifths of the classroom teachers known to
2be teaching in schools and classes for the deaf are not
certified. When schools and programs are forced to employ
unqualified teachers to work with children who have very
special needs, there is a good chance that these needs may
not be met.
^Connor, Leo E.
,
"Manpower Shortages,” Volta Review,
Vol . 73, No. 4, April 1971, p. 213.
2 This investigation was conducted by comparing the
total number of certified teachers with the total number of
classroom instructors of the hearing _ impaired , and was based
upon information presented in the "Director of Programs anc
Services,” American Annals of the Deaf , Vol. 117, No. 2,
April 1972, “p . 237. Results of this investigation showed
that of 7,139 classroom teachers, 4 ,444 or 62 percent were
not certified.
2One teacher preparation program which has been at-
tempting to reduce the shortage of certified teachers is
the Smith College/Clarke School for the Deaf ' Graduate
Teacher Education Program located in Northampton, Mass-
achusetts. First organized in 1889 at the Clarke School
3
and associated with Smith College since 1948 the program
has provided over 840 teachers for deaf children. 5 Despite
the fact that it is one of the oldest and largest programs
in the United States there exists no unified, comprehensive
body of information relating to its history, structure or
function. This dissertation is concerned in part with
presenting a detailed analysis of these aspects of the pro-
gram .
A second and inseparable component of the study is
an examination of the recent reorganization caused in part
by new standards of teacher certification being adopted
gby the Council on Education of the Deaf, but primarily by
the Division of Training Programs in Washington. Emphasized
3 Yale, Caroline, Years of Building . New York: The Dial
Pre ss, 1931, p. 171
4
"Eighty-first Annual Report of the Clarke School for
the Deaf, Northampton, Massachusetts, for the Year Ending
August 31, 1948." Northampton, Mass. Metcalf Printing and
Publishing Company, Inc., 1943 , pp . 41-43
5
"Directory of Programs and Services," op.cit., p. 259
k Standards for the Certification of Teachers of the
Hearing Impa ired. Counc i 1 on Education of the Deaf, 1972
3event s which dictated the neec for* reorgani—
zation
; the problems associated with change implementa-
tion; and the effects of the changes.
Definition of Terms
Terms which are to be used throughout this study
are defined below:
A teacher education (preparation, training) program refers
to a program conducted by a college or university for the
purpose of preparing teachers to work in a classroom setting
with hearing impaired (deaf and hard of hearing) children.
The program's primary function is to provide prospective
teachers with knowledges and competencies necessary to over-
come the problems (primarily educational problems) associated
with deafness.
Deafness (Anacusis) : "Deafness is the traditional term for a
severe or complete loss of auditory sensitivity. For adults
it should be used only if the hearing-threshold level for
speech, estimated as recommended above, is 93 db (ISO) or
worse. This implies a hearing loss sufficient to make audi-
tory communication difficult or impossible without amplifi-
cation. For children, the cutoff level is often set as low
as 70 db for educational purposes."'
The Deaf : "Those in whom the sense of hearing is non-
functional for ordinary purposes of life."°
The hard of hearing: "Those in whom the sense of hearing,
although defective
,
is functional with or without a hearing
7 Davis, H. and S.R. Silverman, Hearing and Deafness .
8 Newby, H.
,
Audiology. 2nd ed., New York: Appleton,
1S64
,
p. 281
93 Ibid.
4The hearing -impaired "individual (deaf or hard of hearing)
is a person who requires specialized education because of
a hearing impairment."-^
The Council on Education of the Deaf is "a national body
with representation from the following organizations: The
Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf (A.G. Bell),
the Conference of Executives of American Schools for the
Deaf (CEASD), and The Convention of American Instructors of
the Deaf (CAID). The membership of these organizations
represents most of the professional personnel engaged in the
^
education of hearing impaired children in the United States."
The Division of Training Programs is an agency within the
Bureau of Education for the' Handicapped
,
United States
Office of Education, which has the general responsibility
for administering the programs authorized by Public Law
91-230, Education of the Handicapped Act, Part D. Training
Personnel for the Education of the Handicapped
.
1
A certified teacher is a teacher of the hearing impaired who
meets the minimum certification standards adopted by the
Council on Education of the Deaf-^ and who possesses a
teaching credential from this organization.
A qualified teacher is a teacher of the hearing impaired who
meets the above certification standards , but does not possess
a teaching credential.
An unqualified teacher is a teacher of the hearing impaired
who does not meet the above certification standards.
^Standards
,
op. cit., p.l
11 Ibid
.
Digest of State and Federal Laws: Education ^ of
Handicapped Children, 2nd ed " Arlington, Va. : Council for
Exceptional Children, 1972, p. 52-2
13 Standards
,
op. cit., pp. 3+4
5Practicum refers to "all aspects of the teacher preparationprogram including observation, participation, clinical prac-tice, and directed teaching in both classroom and out-of-
classroom situations which bring a student into direct
contact with hearing impaired children and adults under thedirection of qualified instructors, master teachers, andpracticum coordinators .
"
iM
A cooperating teacher is a certified teacher who has "direct
supervision of the student teacher during his practicum
experience .
Importance of the Study
The opening paragraph of this chapter contains the
main reason why this study was undertaken. At a time
when qualified teachers are still vitally needed, infor-
mation concerning teacher preparation is of much concern.
It is the intention of this study to present detailed infor-
mation about one program's approach to teacher education.
Additionally, it is intended to provide a sequential analysis
of the program's recent reorganization, emphasizing the
planning, development and maintenance of the revised program.
Therefore, the chief value of this study lies in two areas:
1. For individuals involved with similar programs, it
offers a basis for comparison. It may be that they will want
14 Ibid, p .
2
15 Ibid
6to incorporate ideas which this program employs, or con-
versely, they may wish to note weaknesses and, hopefully,
offer suggestions. In either case there can be an oppor-
tunity for strengthening teacher education in this area.
2. lor those considering the implementation of a
teacher preparation program, this study provides at
least one operational plan.
Effective January 15, 197M
,
the Council on Education
of the Deaf will adopt new standards for teacher cert if i-
1
6
cation. The revised program meets these new guidelines
as well as those for state certification. This can be of
significance to other training centers since they, too,
must revise their programs at this time.
The final reason for undertaking this study has very
limited external value, but has much internal worth. This
study attempts to describe the steps taken preparing a
funding proposal which would satisfy the Division of Train-
ing Programs that the Smith College/Clarke School program is
an effective teacher training instrument. Since the program
received a three year approval (the maximum allowed) and
funding which will exceed one-quarter of a million dollars,
the steps taken to achieve this goal are worthy of docu-
mentation, and might benefit others involved in writing
similar funding proposals.
16 Ibid.
Limitations and Assunvpt ions
7
It is essential to note that this study is of a
descriptive nature. It is not intended to be prescriptive
or comparative. Its purpose as described previously is to
present an account of one method of teacher preparation.
While some evaluation techniques are included, they are
not based on "hard" research designs, and are not considered
to be general izable
. This is not to be interpreted as
meaning that they have no value
,
but only that they are ad-
mittedly limited in scope. Previous research has shown that
teachers of the deaf can subjectively assess teacher compe-
tencies with respect to their importance. 17 In these studies,
teachers were not furnished with specific guidelines for
making judgments. The assumption was made that "they pos-
sessed some internalized conceptualizations of standards
that enabled them to make value judgment s .
^
For the pur-
pose of ' evaluating the current effectiveness of the Smith
College/Clarke School program the assumption is made that
supervising teachers and/or academic principals can apply
these same conceptualizations in evaluating the teaching
competence of the program participants and graduates.
17 Northcott
,
Winifred
,
"Competencies Needed by Teachers
of Hearing Impaired Infant s--Birth to Three Years of Age--and
Their Parents." A doctoral dissertation, University of
Minnesota, 1971, p. 7.
18 Ibid.
8One final limitation is that much of the material
presented in this study comes from the writer's own ex-
periences as director of the program. The potential weak-
nesses and biases inherent in participant-observer report -
. 19ing are acknowledged.
Organization o f the Report
This study is presented in five chapters. Chapter
I presents the purpose of the study, a definition of
terms, an explanation of the importance of the study, as-
sumptions and limitations, and a summary of the organization
of the report. Chapter II is devoted to historical con-
siderations of teacher education in this field. Chapter
III deals with the mechanics of reorganizing the program
to make it acceptable to the Division of Training Programs.
Chapter IV concerns the means by which evaluation is con-
ducted. Emphasis in Chapter V relates to program main-
tenance and plans for the future. The contents of Chapters
II through V are described in detail below.
Historical Considerations
A. The Rise of the Profession of Teaching the Deaf
The study traces the history of the education of
the deaf from the pre-Christian period in Western Europe
19 Kerlinger
,
F., Foundations of Behavioral Research.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964 , pp.
SOU
507 .
9through the early nineteenth century in Europe and the
United States. The purpose is to show its evolution from
a closed, often secret, system of tutoring children of
wea?Lthy families to an open, highly respected profession.
B. The Development of a Need for Professional Pre-
paration Programs.
The period from 1817 through 1890 saw the establish-
ment of several educational programs for deaf children in
the United States. As schools were founded, and as school
populations grew, more and more teachers were required.
How these requirements were met initially is traced.
C. The Clarke School Normal Class.
In 1889, the Clarke School for the Deaf established
its "normal class" program. The development of this first
formal teacher education program, and of others, is discussed.
D. Early Certification Procedures for Teachers of the
Deaf
.
During the 1920’s much thought was given to the prepara-
tion of standards for teachers of deaf children. The in-
fluence of various organizations upon the development of
certification standards and the resulting guidelines are
considered
.
E. The Advent of the Cooperative Teacher Education
Program with Smith College.
In 1948, Smith College and Clarke School organized a
degree granting program for graduate students interested in
teaching the deaf. This study presents information
10
gathered in interviews with some of the individuals involved
with this event. Results of examinations of related corres-
pondence and records at Smith and Clarke also are included
to document the growth and development of this program.
F. The Effect of Federal Aid Upon Teacher Education
Perhaps the most profound influence upon preparation
of teachers of the deaf caine from Federal legislation which
made training funds available to colleges during the 1960's.
The nature of this legislation, the impact which it has had
upon teacher certification, and its effect upon the
Smith/Clarke Program, specifically the development of an
entirely new degree granting program, are considered.
Analysis of the Recent Reorganization of the Program
A. The Events Leading to the Crisis of 1970.
During the late 1960 's a number of events took place
which ultimately threatened the very existence of the
Smith/Clarke program. The nature of these events and the
initial actions taken are described.
B. The Initial Stages of the Reorganization
As a part of the reorganization plan it was necessary
to create the new position of full time program director.
The means through which this was accomplished are of signifi-
cance since they resulted in many changes for the program.
These are considered in detail, especially the most important
consequences which were the vinification of administrative
11
duties, and the clarification of roles and responsibili-
ties .
C. The Refocusing of the Program to Meet Federal
Demands
The most urgent task which had to be faced was that
of examining the program to locate deficiencies, real or
apparent, and correct them, and to identify its strengths
and build upon them. The future of the program rested, in
large part, upon the presentation of a solid, effective
working plan to the Division of Training Programs in Wash-
ington. This study maps out the steps taken in this process
of examination, reorganization, and redefinition of the
program. Below are the areas that are considered in detail.
The rationale for focusing upon each is also included.
1. Initial Planning and Goal Setting - Before one can
begin to redesign a program, it is necessary to examine
what exists, and then to compare this with, what can or
should exist. With this information available one can
then establish realistic goals. This part of the study
describes how goals were developed and adjusted so that
they were aligned with the goals of the government,
certification agencies, and the College.
'2. Assessing Needs - Once it has been determined what a
program can accomplish, it is necessary to know if there
is a need for this particular service. The means through
which this determination was made, and the results,
are included in this part of the report.
12
3. Staffing - A critical component in any undertaking
is being sure that organizational members are compe-
tent enough to insure success of the venture. The
Smith/Clarke program was concerned with two different
staffs: one for offering instruction, and one for re-
ceiving it (trainees). The rationale underlying both
staff utilization and candidate selection within the
program is explained.
4. Planning and Implementing Learning Experiences -
While goals are important it is also vital, whenever
possible, to have specific measurable objectives, and
then to have a means by which they can be achieved.
This part of the study describes how courses and other
experiences were organized (or re-organized) to meet
program objectives, or those imposed from outside of
the program.
5. Developing Evaluation Procedures - It is not possible
to determine success or failure without an adequate plan
of evaluation. Before continuing, however, it is im-
portant to note that this program is not operated as a
highly controlled research study. There are far too
many variables to ever permit "hard science" research
designs to be employed. For the program a five part
evaluation plan has been devised. Three of the five
13
components are internal, concerned with general pro-
gram evaluation, student academic progress, and
student teaching, respectively. The remaining two
are external. They concern teaching abilities of
program graduates as perceived by their superiors
,
and evaluation of the program by individuals outside
the program. The study describes in detail the ra-
tionale for developing this evaluation plan and the
actual mechanics cf its operation.
6. Fiscal Planning - The availability of operating
funds is crucial to almost any endeavor. Since the
future of the program was most uncertain without
Federal aid, it was critical to present a budget which
reflected wise and efficient utilization of funds,
and yet one which permitted some degree of fiscal
autonomy within the program. How both of these ends
were achieved is considered, with emphasis upon the
changes that were incorporated to make this budget as
acceptable as possible to Federal officials.
Results of Evaluation
A. The Results of Federal Evaluation
The biggest problem which faced this program was over-
coming the warnings and conditions set forth by the Division
of Training Programs in 1970. Much money had been lost, and
the program was being viewed by the Division in a negative
way. Program proposals which are submitted to Washington are
14
reviewed by panels of "experts" and/or a series of "field
readers." I i they receive a favorable review they will be
approved for a maximum period of three years. Then they
are funded annually according to how well program officials
can justify projected expenses. The term of approval and
the amount of financial aid awarded are two indicators of
the potential quality of the proposed project or program.
This report describes and documents results achieved with
the Federal government.
B. Internal Evaluation
From within the program results of three distinct
types of evaluation are considered. Information concerning
informal group evaluation sessions with staff members will
be presented. A detailed account is given of the academic
progress of degree candidates. It will be based upon the
work of two classes, approximately fifty students. The third
internal component concerns the student teaching capabilities
of these two classes as viewed by their cooperating teachers
who have an average of more than five years teaching ex-
perience each.
C. External Evaluation
External evaluation is considered to be the most reliable
indicator of the quality of this program. If graduates can
function effectively and efficiently as teachers, then the
program is performing its task adequately. there are two
15
parts which are considered: 1) Job placement 2) Evalu-
ation of graduates by their superiors
.
1. Job Placement - An initial indicator of the
quality and effectiveness of a teacher education
program is its ability to ’’sell its products. "
It is the program's intention to place a minimum
of 90% of its graduates in schools and programs for
the deaf. Meeting this goal speaks not only for the
quality of the program, but for our selection process
as well. The results of placement for the last two
years are discussed in detail.
2 . Evaluation of graduates by their superiors - Since
no truly objective instruments exist for assessing
abilities of teachers of the deaf, it is believed
that the ratings which they receive from their prin-
cipals or supervisors are the very best indicators
available. More than anything else they show how well
a teacher can teach, which reflects upon how well he/
she has been prepared. A rating instrument has been
designed to evaluate both general teaching abilities
and specific skills related to teaching deaf children.
Using this scale, principals and supervisors of program
graduates are given a chance to comment on graduates'
abilities. Results of a survey of recent graduates
are included in this dissertation.
16 |
Summary
,
Conclusion s , and 1 uturc Cons iderat ions
Input received from various evaluations is used
to assist program officials in determining what changes
are needed to insure a high quality program. The first
part of this section reviews what has taken place, and
presents appropriate conclusions. The next section
concerns long range considerations. It discusses future
trends based upon current demographic surveys, and the
impact this will have upon teacher education. The final
aspect that is covered is a proposed supplement to the
program based upon revised national certification standards.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is probable that the handicap of deafness has been
with man since he first walked the earth. For prehistoric
man it presented far more than educational or social prob-
lems. At a time when survival often depended upon an indi-
vidual being able to detect and react immediately to environ-
mental dangers
,
the deaf were not able to use the only sense
which can scan in all directions simultaneously. The impli-
cations are obvious.
Early societies which were the cradle of Western civi-
lization could hardly be considered less cruel than nature
itself. "In both Athens and Sparta, infants were examined
by elders of the state before they were acknowledged by the
family. If they showed signs of imperfection they were ex-
posed to the mountainside to die. "2 In Rome, defective in-
fants were fed to dogs in public squares. Because deafness
1-DiCarlo, Louis, The Deaf . Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice Hall, 1964, p. 10.
^Render, Ruth E.
,
The Conquest of Deafness . Cleveland
Ohio: The Press of the Western Reserve University , 1970, p. Cvl
18
IS an invisible handicap, some deaf infants may have been
spared at first, but may have met a similar fate when their
handicap was detected
.
The Role of the Deaf in Antiqu ity
The earliest writings directly concerning the deaf are
found in the Old Testament. Hebrew laws provided that the
deaf and/or blind are children of God and, therefore, should
not be persecuted. These laws also offered them the pri-
vilege of societal grouping. However, their rights were not
without limitation. Deaf-mutes were given no legal rights
for it was considered that "they weren't responsible for
their actions." However, there was an attempt made to
differentiate among the types of handicapping conditions
and to allocate privileges accordingly. The following
classifications were established:
1. The deaf who had speech were allowed to transact
business but not to own real property.
2. Those who were able to hear, but were mute, had no
legal restrictions.
3 . Those who were both deaf and dumb could not own pro-
perty, engage in business, or have the right to act
as a witness. The deaf, as a group, were not per-
mitted to marry in a ceremony conducted by signs.
But all deaf people were protected from bodily harm
4because it was considered a crime to harm a deaf-mute.
DiCarlo
,
op. cit
. ,
p. 11.
^ Ibid
. ,
p. 11.
19
From a descriptive work by Aristotle called Ilistoria
An imail
u
rn (History of Animals) it is apparent that some
thought was being given to the problem of deafness in
Ancient Greece. In this work he discussed the nature of
language and speech, and commented that, ’’Those who become
deaf from birth become altogether speechless. Voice is not
lacking but there d s no speech.
In later years these comments were mistranslated to im-
ply that the deaf were senseless and consequently could not
be taught to speak. On the basis of this misinformation
Aristotle has been criticized for promoting beliefs that, in
6
essence, hampered the education of the deaf for centuries.
In fairness to Aristotle it should be noted that he did not,
7
in fact, even take up the subject of education. Furthermore,
it is naive to consider that one man could have been respon-
sible for creating conditions affecting the deaf for nearly
two millenia.
^Bender, op. cit., p. 21.
BRodgeson, Kenneth W. , The Deaf and Their Problems. .
New York: Philosophical Library, Inc., 1953, p. 62.
7 Budzyna
,
Marian, ’’Antiquity: A Defense.” Unpublished
master's treatise. Northampton, Mass.: Smith College, .U 1,
p. 4.
20
Aristotle would have been ratified to know that hisHistory of Animals had attained so universal a distri-bution that the entire Greco-Roman world was consciousof .ns reference to the deaf in Book IV, 9, and had theproper prejudice when they encountered the deaf That
probab.le°
8P°WerfUlly influential
> however, is most im-
do notice was taken of the hidden class of the deaf,but then, even the hearing members of the lower classes
received no schooling. It is not until modern times,
and m affluent nations where literacy is widespread
,
that attention has been directed toward the education of
the handicapped class
,
a fact which speaks more for theleisure and wealth of a nation than for the condition of
Philosophical and moral code. In short, while it is
true that probably little was done in antiquity on behalf
"tbe deaf, conditions were probably not much worse than
those which remained well into the nineteenth century. 9
In the years that followed there were written a few
scattered accounts concerning deaf individuals. The Bible
noted the miracle cures performed by Christ, and Roman laws
described some of the rights accorded to the deaf in the post-
Christian era.^ Generally, there is very little known about
the deaf during this period. In fact, for eight successive
centuries ending in the early 1500’s there anpears to be no
• •
. 13
mention of the deaf in any literature.
8 Ibid.
,
p. 4.
9 Ibid.
,
p. 6 .
^- 9 Giangreco, C. Joseph and Marianne Giangreco, The Edu -
cat.ion of the Hearing Impaired . Springfield, 111.*. Charles C.
Thomas
,
Publisher
,
19 70
,
p . 4
.
•''‘Bender
,
op.cit., p. 30.
21
— Rise of the Profes sion of ToacMn r
S ixteenth Century
Tne first major breakthrough in education of the deaf
came during the first half of the sixteenth century. An
Italian scholar and physician named Cirolamo Cardano spe-
culated that despite a hearing loss an individual was cap-
able of reason and able to learn
.
17 It appears that Cardano
was influenced by a posthumously published book by Rudolphus
Agricola, a Dutch scholar, who mentioned that he knew of a
case in which a deaf-mute had learned to read and write . 1
7
In the sixteenth century the notion that understanding
of ideas did not depend on hearing of words, was re-
volutionary.
_
The education (of the deaf) had been
made theoretically possible: Cardano's premise became
the principle upon which it was based . 14
Cardano went further than simply hypothesizing that
the deaf could be taught. He actually described a system
by which this instruction might take place. Unfortunately,
it appears that he never nut his theories into practice. 1?
"It was Peter of Ponce, who died in 1584, to whom be-
longs the honor of having created the act of teaching those
deaf-mute from birth. m1 ^ He was a Spanish monk at the
i^Giangreco
,
op.cit., p. 6.
l3Wright, David, Deafness. Mew York: Stein and Day,
1969, pp. 138-139.
14 Ibid
. ,
p. 139.
^Giangreco, op.cit., p. 6.
^Bender, op.cit., p. 39.
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monastery of San Salvador who became interested in the edu-
cation of the deaf when he was a young man
,
mainly because
the deaf were denied participation in church life since
they could not make a confession. Eventually he established
a school for children from noble families. It was a combin-
ation of Spanish law and affluence that fostered this rise
of education of the deaf
. Wealth resulting from Spanish ex-
ploration and conquest was centered in a relatively small
number of families. Through intermarriage a trait of here-
ditary deafness arose. Since Spanish law denied rights of
inheritance to deaf-mutes, family fortunes were in danger of
being lost. "This proved to be a powerful stimulus to en-
couraging any method of educating deaf-mutes." 17
At his school, Peter of Ponce concentrated on the
teaching of speech. His method was "first teaching to write
names of objects, then articulation followed by the associ-
ation of written words with their spoken forms." It ap-
pears that his method died with him and any records which
may have existed were destroyed by a fire in the monastery's
library. Only records kept by his pupils or observers sur-
. . 19
vived
.
17Wright, op.cit., p.141.
18Arno Id, Thomas, Education of the Deaf, A Manual for
Teachers. Revised and re-written by A. Farrar, second edition
London: National College of Teachers of the Deaf, 1923, p.8.
18Wright, op.cit., p.142.
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Seventeenth Centnrv
While Ponce de Leon's methods may have been lost, the
task of educating the children of Spanish nobility continued.
Perhaps most outstanding in the next generation was Juan
Pablo Bonot who, in 1620
,
published the first treatise on
the education of the deaf, Reduction de las Letrns
, y Arte
para En ccn a a Hahlar los Undos
,
( Sinn] i Heat ion o f Sounds
and the Art of Te aching the Lea f to Sneak). In this work lie
compared graphic and phonetic communication. Then he des-
cribed specific methods for teaching the deaf through formal
grammatical procedures and repetitive exercises in classifi-
cation and comparison. This book is considered to be the
• •
on
literary foundation for education of the deaf.
Bonet's work commanded attention not only in Spain,
but also outside. lie realized that mental develop-
ment is language, nothing less, nothing more; and
that the first duty of a teacher is to secure that
development by any means at his disposal, using
signs and gestures as long as they are necessary and
useful, dronning them only as wholly verbal language,
either spoken, written or spelled on the fingers, be-
comes adequate for the pupils' purposes.
There is thus an improvement on
aim was speech, with the mental
incidental ... (Bonet ) sought not
complete education, and was the
liberate use of lip-reading for
deLeon, whose sole
development really
only speech, but
first to make de-
a pupil .
•
1
20IIodgeson, op.cit.
2
^Ibid.
,
pp. 94-95.
,
p. 94 .
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The door had been opened for education of the deaf
from wealthy families but this opportunity had yet to reach
the. common man. This was not unusual, since mass education
did not exist anywhere at the beginning of the seventeenth
century. However, educational reform was on its way. One
of the most famous educational reformers was John Amos
Comenius C1592— 1G72) whose basic philosophy was that ex-
periences must come before words, for symbols are of little
value until a child has had the experience which the symbols
represent. It was also his belief that children should be
taught what they want to learn. John Locke (1632-1704)
urged the training of the senses as the first step in edu-
cation. Francis Bacon (1561-1626) advocated the use of
experimentation. "Realism became a basic principle of
. 22learning." During this same period attention was given
to the nature of language and to the formulation of logical
arrangements for language structure. At the time there was
apparently no direct application of any of this work to the
deaf, but a broader base had been established for those who
followed
.
One such individual, John Bulwer (1614-1684), was the
first Englishman to write on the subject of deafness. He be-
lieved that manual communication was the natural language for
all mankind. In 1644 he published two books, Chirolopla: or
9 9 ,Giangreco, op.cit., p.7.
2b
The Natural Language of the Hand
,
and Chironomia : or The Art
of Manual Rhetoric, in which he "analyzed the language of
manual expression in its application as an aid to speech,
acting, and oratory.
In 1648, he published Philoconhus : or The Deaf and Dumb
Man's Frien d in which he contended that although the deaf
could be taught to speak and lipread, signs and the manual
alphabet were more practical means of communication. While
his book did arouse some interest, it was basically theoreti-
2 4
cal and apparently was never given any practical application.
In 1661, George Dalgarno (1626-1687), a Scottish grammar
school teacher, published the Art of Communication , A Un.iver -
sal Letter Common to Ail and Philosophical Speech . This was an
attempt at developing a universal language system. It was a
written symbolic system of ideas with no reference to any
snecific language. This work led Delgarno to an interest in
education of the deaf. He shared many of Bulwer’s views con-
cerning manual communication. It was his belief that language
acquisition for the deaf should follow the same lines of dev-
elopment as it does for hearing children, except instead of
^Arnold, op.cit., p. l l< •
^Render, on. cit., p. 51.
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speaking the mother would use finger spelling. This was a
direct and significant application of the ideas of Comenius
to the education of the deaf. He published Didascalocophus
:
or Deaf and Dumb Han's Tutor in 168 0
,
describing his
theories and a manual alphabet. Little notice was taken of
his work at that time and there is no evidence that he tried
to put his theories into practice.^
Dr. John Wallis (1617-1703), an English clergyman and
mathematician, published De Loquela in 1653. It described
the formation and development of English speech elements.
Later he expanded his theories, and noted the possibility
that his method might be applied to teach the deaf. Wallis
was influenced by the work of Bonet and this "together with
his interest in phonetics, may have led him to the practical
r
r\ p
experiment of trying to teach the deaf-mute to speak."
After his first two pupils, Wallis abandoned articulation
27teaching feeling that it took more time than it was worth.
A contemporary of Wallis was Dr. William Holder
(1616-1698), who was also interested in teaching the deaf.
He wrote an account of his philosophy and methods in a publi-
cation entitled, Elements of Speech. A conflict arose between
^ Ibid
.
,
p . 57 .
^Wright, op.cit., p. 148.
^Bender, op.cit., p. 61.
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Wallis and Holder concerning who was the first teacher of
the deaf in England. Each man claimed to have a superior
method, and while their quarrel may have settled nothing be-
tween them, the publicity which they received in newspapers
was useful to the cause of education of the deaf. 28 "Essen-
tially the methods of both Wallis and Holder were a redisco-
very of those of Bonet and Ponce de Leon." 29
In Holland, a self-exiled Swiss physician named Johan
Konrad Amman (1668-1730) became interested in teaching the
deaf. His main interest concerned the teaching of speech
more than language. In 1692 he published Surdus Loquens : or
The Sneaking Deaf . It was "the fullest and most valuable
description of the techniques of teaching deaf-mutes speech
and lipreading since Bonet ' s treatise." In 1700 he pub-
lished an expanded edition, Dissertatio de Loquela . The
accounts of his methods influenced the education of the deaf
in neighboring Germany. "With the aid of reports of his
methodology, two Germans, L.W. Kerger and George Ralph, were
able to embrace and extend this oral teaching into Germany,
where it remained to grow into Germany’s national system for
educating the deaf." 99'
2 8 Giangreco, op.cit., p.10.
29
Wr.ight, op.cit., p.14 9.
30 Ibid
. ,
p. 154
.
91DiCarlo, op.cit., p.22.
28
• The century had opened with no more than a story ofAgricolas, a few remarks of Cardano, and the uniqueteaching of a Spanish priest, Ponce de Leon. Butby the close (of the seventeenth century) there was
a literature of the subject, records of successful
teaching in four countries, and a wide-spread re-
cognition of the possibilities of teaching speech
and speech-reading. Miracles had been practical:
something to be accepted as quite within the ordin-
ary bounds of human achievement. On this much
stronger foundation the next century was to build. 32
It should be noted, however, that while the education
of deaf children had been proven feasible, it was still
limited to affluent families at the close of the seventeenth
3 3
century
.
Eighteenth Century
The eighteenth century saw the development of national
systems of education for the common man in many countries in
Western Europe. "A social consciousness of human suffering
developed ... the wealthy felt a need to aid (the poor)...
34humanitarianism came to light." In France, authority for
establishing an educational system was closely controlled by
the state. The English aristocracy was reluctant to become
involved with universal education fearing that it could
threaten the entire structure of society. However, charity .
3
^Hodgeson, op.cit., p. 106.
33 DiCarlo, op.cit., p. 23.
34 Giangreco, op.cit., pp . 11-12.
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schools, supported by the wealthy, were established for the
poor. In Germany, public supported education became reality.
Support either came from the state or local municipalities. 35
It was to be only a matter of time before this new
social consciousness found its way into the education of
those even more deprived than the common man. Until it did,
however, education of the deaf was carried on by a small
group of dedicated teachers. One who was known as ’’the
greatest teacher of them all” was Jocobo Rodriguez Pereira
(1715-1780).
He employed a one-handed manual phonetic alphabet in
which each finger position represented the requisite
position of the speech mechanism. At first, repre-
sentative signs were used until visual-tactual com-
munication could be established. But auditory train-
ing proved the necessary techniques for speech sounds
discrimination. The sense of touch was also empha-
sized as an avenue through which the vibrations of
the voice could be illustrated
.
3 ^
He taught his sister successfully and, as a result,
soon acquired several pupils. Additional successful work
made him famous. He won acclaim from the French Academy of
Science and was elected a member of the Royal Society.
Pereira refused to divulge the secret of his success.
In fact
,
he swore his pupils to secrecy so that his methodol
ogy
,
which provided his livelihood, was not disseminated to
^Bender, op.cit., p. 78.
36 I)iCarlo, op.cit., p. 27.
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others. His fees were extremely high, which limited his
clients almost exclusively to wealthy families. 37 It was
his intention that his work be carried on by his son, but
this failed, and his method was lost. 38
The first professional teacher of the deaf in England
was Henry Baker. His clients, too, were from wealthy famil-
ies, and he also guarded the secrets of his method very care-
fully. A small amount of his work was revealed in the exer-
cise books used by his pupils, and his method was similar to
Wallis' with some modifications. "Because of his secrecy,
his work had little influence beyond his own pupils." 33
A major breakthrough in the quest for universal edu-
cation for the deaf occurred during the middle of the cen-
tury in France. A Catholic priest, Abbe Charles Michel
/ /de l'Epee (1712-1789), became interested in the education of
deaf twin sisters in his parish. He wanted them to have the
opportunity to participate in the sacraments. He established
a program for them based upon the works of Bonet and Amman.
As news of his work spread, an ever increasing number of deaf
children were brought to him to receive an education. He
supported his school almost completely with his own funds. In
37 Hodgeson, op.cit., p. 121.
38 Bender, op.cit., p. 73.
39 Ibid
. ,
p. 73.
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1784, he published a book, La Veritable Maniere : or True
Manner of Educ ating the Deaf and Dumb , in which he outlined
his method of education. The first part of his book was
concerned with manual communication. Beginning with a section
describing the manual alphabet and labeling (nouns), he next
covered gestures and pantomime used for the explanation of
verbs and other parts of speech. He employed pantomime
where possible and created special signs for words not easily
pantomimed. The second part of his book gave a detailed ac-
count of methods used to teach speech. For a time he had
taught speech in conjunction with writing and gestures. As
his school grew he abandoned speech teaching because of the
time and effort it involved. 40
For a number of reasons, de l'Epee deserves a place of
honor in the history of education of the deaf. He was the
first to conceive of the idea of popular education for all
deaf children ... even the poorest. His work led to the es-
tablishment of the first state supported school for the deaf,
the Institut National pour Sourd-Hutes
,
in Paris. He will-
ingly shared his ideas with others so that education of the
deaf might spread. He trained many teachers, on an "in-service
basis, including Abbe Stork, who later returned to Vienna to
4
1
found the first state school for the deaf there.
40 Ibid., p. 84.
4
^Ibid
.
,
pp. 79-84.
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Following the death of de l'Epee in 1789, the school
was directed by Abbe Roch Sicard, who had trained under
de l'Epee. He published a two volume dictionary of signs,
HK?.or> -^ e des Signes , in which he refined and expanded
4 2de 1 Epee's work. By the time Sicard died in 1822 the
manual method of teaching the deaf had become known as the
French method, and was well established. 43
As the French method was becoming established, a
rival system based upon the oral approach was developing in
Germany. The cause of oralism was championed by Samuel
Heinicke (1729-1790), who became known as the "father of the
German method." Like de l'Epee he believed that education
should be available to all children, and he, too, included
a teacher training program in his school in Leipzig. He
believed that all deaf children should be taught to speak.
His method emphasized speech development that progressed
through a sequence of educational events: word study, syllable
study, and finally individual sounds and letters.' He also
believed that language development should parallel the de-
velopment of natural language in hearing children: sense
impressions, functional words, and recognition of work com-
.
45ponents.
4 9 DiCarlo, op.cit., p. 26.
4
3
Bender, op.cit., p. 93.
44 Ibid
. ,
p. 101
45 DiCarlo, op.cit., p. 26.
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It was during this period that the simmerinr con-
troversy concerning educational methodologies - oral versus
manual - was kindled into a heated battle which has yet to
be settled. Heinicke and de l 1 Epee entered into a lenr.thy
correspondence, each trying to prove the superiority of his
method. Ultimately, they submitted their methods to the
^u^ich Academy for evaluation. Based upon the evidence pre-
sented, the judgement was made that neither method was natural,
but the manual method was considered better. This decision
resulted, in part, from de 1’ Epee's willingness to fully des-
cribe his method, while Heinicke was reluctant to share
specific information about his method with the judges. 47
At this same time in Scotland, Thomas Braidwood (1715-1806)
was drawing attention because of his success in teaching the
deaf. He had been persuaded to teach a young deaf boy to
talk. Employing a system of lipreading and writing he helped
the child develop a vocabulary. He was a natural* teacher who,
like Heinicke, was secretive in his work. 11 ^ He established a
school in Edinburgh, and later moved to London. Because he
could not enlist public support for his school, he established
46 Garnett, C.B., Jr., The Exchange of Letters Between
Samuel Heinicke and Abbe Charles Michel De L'Kpee . New York
:
Vantage Press
,
1 9 6 8~. pp. 1-66.
47 3ender, op.cit., p. 106.
4 ®Giangreco, op.cit., p. 17.
a family monopoly for teaching the deaf. He did permit
teachers to learn his system, but swore them to secrecy. 49
In 1780, Braidwood received a pupil from America.
The eight year old son of Francis Green from Boston was
enrolled at the school. Green accompanied his son and later
visited the school on a number of occasions, after which he
wrote Vox Oculis Subjecta (1783) in which he described
Braidwood* s methods. It is through this account that much
about Braidwood *s techniques is known. This book also served
5 0
as a plea for public support in England and America.
In summary, the last quarter of the eighteenth century
saw the establishment of educational programs in France,
Germany, and England, from which were to develop their na-
tional systems of education for the deaf. This period also
saw the beginning of teacher training on an in-service basis.
The organization of formal teacher education programs was
still in the future.
The Nineteenth Century and the Rise of Education of the Deaf
in America
One means by which education of the deaf in America .
almost began is significant primarily because of the effect
that it has had on the American system ever since. In 1812,
49 DiCarlo, op.cit., p.28.
50 Ibid.
, p . 29
;
Bender, op.cit., 116.
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John Braidwood, grandson of Thomas Braidwood
,
arrived in
Washington, D.C., with the intention of establishing a school
similar to that which his grandfather had established in
Britain. Apparently, John was the "black sheep" of the
family. He had been placed in charge of the family school in
Edinburgh in 1810, but after a short while fell deeply into
debt, and ultimately abandoned the school and fled to avoid
51
arrest
.
Upon his arrival in America he advertised extensively
that he would open a school for the Deaf in Baltimore
on the first of July 1812; and Colonel William Bolling,
who proposed to send his deaf son to him, advanced six
hundred dollars to help him start the school. Unfor-
tunately this had the very opposite effect: The school
was never opened, and Braidwood started off on a wild
course of dissipation until the money was exhausted and
he landed in jail. Col. Bolling had to advance another
six hundred dollars to get him out of jail; and in
return for these accommodations Braidwood agreed to
reside with Col. Bolling as tutor to his children for
a sufficient length of time to enable the Colonel to
reimburse himself for the money expended. 5
2
Finally, in October 1812, Braidwood took up residence
with Bolling and began to teach his children. However
,
his
problem drinking got the best of him again. Repeatedly, he
tried to overcome this problem, but never succeeded. Between
51 Bell, Alexander G.
,
"The Growth of the Oral Method. in
America," Fiftieth Annua l Report of the Clarke School for the
Deaf. Northampton, Mass.: Press of the Gazette Printing Com-
pany, 1918, p. 57.
^Ibid., pp. 58-60.
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1812 and 1818, he alternately commenced and abandoned efforts
to educate the deaf
. In
-1819
,
he became a bartender in
Manchester, Virginia, He died in 1820, a victim of alcoholism.
Thus ended the first attempt to establish oralism in America. 53
Credit for the establishment of the first successful
school for the deaf in America must go to Thomas Hopkins
Gallaudet (1787-1851) of Hartford, Connecticut. 54 Events
leading to this milestone can be traced back to 1807 when
two year old Alice Cogswell, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Mason
Cogswell, became deafened by meningitis. When Alice was nine,
Cogswell met Gallaudet and enlisted his services to teach her.
Encouraged by Gallaudet' s work, Cogswell initiated efforts to
open a school in Connecticut. Based upon a census of school-
aged deaf children in his state, Cogswell estimated that there
were up to 2000 deaf children in the United States. With the
assistance of several friends, he raised enough money to send
Gallaudet to Europe to learn more about the education of the
deaf
.
55
In 1815, Gallaudet sailed to England. As noted earlier,
the Braidwoods held a virtual monopoly on this field. They
were especially reluctant to assist Gallaudet as he noted in
5 Ibid., pp. 58-6 0.
64 Bender, op.cit.,
55 Ibid.
,
p. 123.
pp . 122-123.
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a letter to Cogswell on September 22, 1815:
Iv!
e
+
r
^
SO
P
f
°? this vjhich Mr - Braidwood assigned isbrother
,
Mr. Jon Braidwood is in our coun-
^
y~-the same gentleman of whom we heard as beinpin Virginia
. .
The truth is he left this place a fewyears BinCe ln
f
disgrace
. He was solicited to under-take the superintendence of a public school for thedeaf and dumb. He conducted so badly and contracted
so many debts that he was obliged to abscond.. Whatdependence can be placed on such a character.^
That John's presence in America did indeed cause the
Braidwoods to refuse to help Gallaudet can be seen in the
following paragraph taken from a letter to John Braidwood
from his mother dated October 5, 1815:
We were very much surprised and rather alarmed
lately by the application of a Mr . Gallaudet from
Connecticut, he informed your brother that he had
been sent over by some gentlemen who wished to form
an Institution for deaf and dumb, and he wished to
receive instruction in our Art. Having flattered
ourselves that you were long ere this established
,
we have felt much at a loss to account for this
event, and trusting that you are in life and in the
practise of your profession we have judged it proper
to have no concern with him, bpt we have recommended
his making application to you. 0/
A report probably written by Gallaudet himself ac-
counts for events which took place from that point:
Not meeting with a satisfactory reception at the
London Asylum he went to Edinburgh. Here new
obstacles arose from an obligation which had been
^Bell, op.cit., p. 61.
^ Bell, A.G., "Historical Notes Cpncerning the Teaching
of Speech to the Deaf," Association Review . Philadelphia, Pa.
American Association to Promote the "Teach ing of Speech to the
Deaf, Vol . II, 1900
, pp . 396-397.
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imposed upon the Institution in that city not toinstruct teachers in the Art for a term of yearsthus rendering unavailing the friendly desires ofits benevolent instructor and the kind wishes ofits generous patrons.
After these repeated disappointments and discourage-
ments, m which, however, let us behold a provi-dential hand, Hr. Gallaudet departed for Paris
where he met with a very courteous and favourable
reception from the Abbe Sicard, and soon commencedhis course of lessons in the establishment over
which that celebrated instructor presides. An
arrangement made with Mr. Laurent Clerc
,
himselfdeaf and dumb, one of the professors in the Insti-
tution of Paris, and well known in Europe as a mostintelligent pupil of his illustrious master, enabled
Mr. Gallaudet to return to his native country with
this valuable assistant, much sooner than he' had
expected
.
Gallaudet returned to America in 1816, and on April 15
1817 opened the Connecticut Asylum for the Education and
Instruction of Deaf and Dumb Persons 59 at Hartford. 60 Thus
it was that the silent method was established as the Ameri-
can method, due, in part, to an unfortunate mixture of
alcohol and secrecy.
The success of the Hartford asylum helped to make
Americans aware of the need for education of the deaf. In
^Bell, "Growth...," op.cit., p. 62.
59
Brill
3
Richard, Administrative and Professional
Developments in the Education of theUeai f Washington
,
D.C.
(Gallaudet College Press, 1971, p. 8.
In 1819 the name was changed to the American Asylum
and subsequently to the American School for the Deaf as it
is known today.
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3.819, through the sale of public land, the United States
Congress appropriated funds to assist the school. In New
York, after several vears of campaigning for public assist-
ance, the New York Institution for the Peaf and Dumb was
established m 1 81 8
.
It was supported bv a grant and a
guaranteed tax based incore. R 1 Subseciuently schools were
established in Pennsylvania and Kentucky. The number of
schools crew raoidlv and by 18G0 there were twenty-two
schools all emploving the manual method, and sunported dir-
ectly or indirectlv bv nubile funds.
Because American education of the deaf was based al-
most frop. the very beginning unon public funding, it was not
necessarv for the system to develop in secrecy. Educators
could share their ideas freely without fear of personal econo-
mic disaster. This openness brought new dignitv to the pro-
fession 'and, combined with public funding, improved chances
for children to receive an education.
The rapid spread of American education of the deaf via
the manual method did not take place without opposition being
voiced, but for nearly fifty years it was the only organized
system in this country. Two prominent individuals who
^Bender, on.cit., p. 120.
^^D.iCarlo, on.cit., rm. 30-31.
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seriously questioned the advisability of using the manual
method were Horace Mann (1796-1859) and Samuel Howe (1801-
1876). Mann, a noted educator, and Howe, director of the
Massachusetts School for the Blind, traveled to Europe in
1843 to investigate schools for the deaf and returned most
impressed with what they saw in German oral schools. Mann
published a report which aroused the interest of many par-
ents in the possibilities of a similar system in America.
^
The Beginning of Oral Education in America
For two decades no significant action was taken. Then,
in 1862, the first of a series of events which were to change
the history of education of the deaf took place. Four year
old Mabel Hubbard, daughter of the Honorable Gardiner G.
Hubbard of Cambridge, Massachusetts, lost her hearing due to
an attack of scarlet fever. Determined that she was not
going to lose her speech, her parents worked relentlessly to
maintain her oral capabilities. They were distressed to learn
that there were no facilities in America from which they could
receive assistance in their efforts. Despite this they were
able to prevent Mabel from becoming a deaf-mute.
The Hubbards joined forces with the Lippitts of Rhode
Island in trying to establish an oral school for the deaf.
63 Bender, op.cit., pp. 148-149.
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The Lippitts
,
successfully
.
too, had a. deaf dauphter whom they had taught
Tn 1864, the Massachusetts legislature was
petitioned to establish an articulation school, but the
measure was defeated, partly, as a result of tremendous
pressure -From the Hartford school.
Undaunted, Hubbard pushed on. Together with other
interested parents, he enlisted the services of ™iss Harriet
U. Rogers, a skillful teacher of hearing children, raised
private funds, and opened a school in Chelmsford, Massach-
usetts, in June, 1866. Miss Rogers’ success prompted Hubbard
to approach the Massachusetts legislature once again in 1867.
On this occasion his application was viewed more favorably.
Coincidentally, Massachusetts Oovernor Bullock had received
a communication from. John Clarke of Northampton who ,himself
,
was losing his hearing, offering to provide $50,060 for the
establishment of a school for the deaf, if it should be lo-
cated in Northampton. This combination of events led to the
passage of Hubbard’s bill and the establishment of the Clarke
School for the Deaf, an oral school, which opened its doors
on October 1, 1867. Finally, parents of deaf children in
America had a choice;’ 11 Tn the years that followed a. number
^Bell, ’’Growth... ” op.cit., pp. 63-69 , and Bender,
op.clt., pp. 149-151.
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of oral schools wore established throughout the country and
have played a vital role in the education of the deaf since
that time.
The Development of a Need for Professional
Preparation Programs
As noted previously, the nineteenth century saw a rapid
development of schools for deaf children in the United States.
Since no schools existed before 1800, obviously there had
been no need for teachers. As this need arose, it was met
initially by on-the-job training. At the American School,
Laurent Clerc
,
who had accompanied Gallaudet on his return to
America, offered courses in sign language to each new instruct-
or at the school. For this service each teacher paid him a
fee of $50. 00. 65
Gallaudet recognized the need for extensive preparation
for teachers of the deaf and made his feelings known in vari-
R R
ous reports which he issued. Apparently, however, no action
was taken to organize a training program. This is not diffi-
cult to understand since the implementation of training
6 5 .Williams, J., "The American Asylum," Histones of
American Schools for the Deaf
,
1817-18 9 3
,
Vo 1 . Edward
Fey, ed
.
,
Washington, D.C.: The Volta Bureau, 1893, p. 14
66 Brill, op.cit., p. 89.
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programs preparing teachers of normal children did not be-
come a reality until 1823 when Reverend Samuel Hall estab-
lished a private teacher training center in Concord, Vermont.
It took an additional sixteen years before the first state
normal school for preparing public school teachers was
opened in Lexington, Massachusetts, due to the efforts of
Horace Mann. 67 Since attention to educational needs in
specialized areas traditionally lags behind general education,
it is understandable why no specific training programs ex-
isted for teachers of the deaf.
While it is undoubtedly true that teacher education
programs would have improved the quality of education of the
deaf, the need for such programs may not have been critical
during the period extending from 1817 through the Civil War.
Most of the teachers in schools for the deaf during that time
were well educated men, usually college graduates. In fact,
in 1851 there were only three women teachers in the pro-
fession
.
During the 1860's, a series of events combined to change
the picture radically. By this time the number of schools had
6 7 DeYoung, C., and R. Wynn, American Education (sixth
edition). New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970, p. 291
6 8 Brill, op.cit., p. 90
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prowri. Many states were encountering fiscal problems,
brought on, in Dart
,
bv the Civil War, and were unable to
provide adequate salaries to their teachers. Many men were
lured away by better economic opportunities outside of the
teaching profession. They were replaced by less well-edu-
cated women.
The establishment of Clarke School also presented new
problems to the profession. The oral method required a
distinctly different type o^ training for teachers. Thus it
was that a greater need arose for formalized training pro-
grams. In-service training continued to be the primary way;
however, many temporary classes were established to meet local
needs for teachers. ^ The groundwork had been laid for the
development of formal teacher education programs.
The Clarke School Normal Class
Since the oral method of instruction was as new to
America in the late 1860's as the manual method h&d been in
1820, the Clarke Institution (as it was then called) was
forced to offer instruction to all new teachers. Gradually,
^Ibid.
,
pp. 90-91 .
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these orientation sessions were molded into a more formal-
ized structure:
Early in the history of the School, a new year
opened with two or three unexpected vacancies in the
teaching force. These were filled with novices who
gathered every afternoon after school hours to have
mapped out for them the next day's work. The Princi-
pal spent her day in going from one schoolroom to
another, giving suggestions and advice. The next
year, although the need was possibly somewhat less,
it was decided to continue this afternoon conference,
and several of the teachers of the School who had
been here longer also asked for admission, and the
work became more general. Principles of language
work, and suggestions in regard to speech work were
applicable to all classes.
The First Formalized Program
By 1889, the courses had become so well developed that
Lewis J. Dudley, Chairman of the Board of Corporators, noted,
"Indeed it may be said that our Institution is not only a
school for the practical instruction of deaf pupils, but a
normal school for the training of our teachers." It was
in that year that a clearly defined training program started.
During almost the whole of the past year, two lessons
a week have been given by the Principal (Hiss Caroline A.
Yale) to nearly our whole corps of instructors , whether
of much or little experience. This course has included
70 Yale, Caroline A., Years of Bui lding . New York: The
Dial Press, 1931, p. 171.
71 Dudley, Lewis J., "Report of the -Corporation . " Twenty
third Annual Report of the Clarke Institution for_ Deaf-Hut es^_
Northampton, Mass.: Gazette Printing Company , 1890, p. 9.
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the following topics:
1. Anatomy of the Vocal Organs and of the Tar, illus-trated by diagrams.
2. Elcm.en t ary Sounds of the English Language, and
their Classification.
3. Formation of Elementary Sounds, with the methods
of eliciting each from the pupil.
4. Visible Sneech - a thorough knowledge imparted,
not to . be taught to the pupil, but as an essential
requisite to complete equipment for teaching arti-
culation
.
5. Detailed Plans for Elementary Instruction in
Language
.
6. General Suggestions in regard to Mental Develop-
ment, Religious Instruction, Discipline, Industrial
Training, etc.
7. Different Methods of Deaf-Mute Instruction, in-
cluding those now practiced with Blind Deaf-Mutes.
8. History of Deaf-Mute Education.
As far as time and sub-] ect-matter would allow, the
lessons thus learned were practically applied by our
teachers from week to week in the school-room.
At the close of the course, a searching, written ex-
amination of these teachers upon the lessons given
was continued nearly two days. The same course is
to be repeated to all new instructors the present
vear, with amplifications and additions, to be
shared also by the recipients of the former course. 7 ^'
"In 1891 Congress granted Callaudet CollegeCthe
country’s only college for the deaf) permission to establish
1 7 3
a normal training class for graduates of hearing colleges."
This represented the first departure from the tradition of
providing training only on an in-service basis. In August
7 2 ibid.
,
pp. 9-10.
7 -3 Brill, op.cit., p. 91.
of the previous year at a Convention of American Instructor’s
of the Deaf
,
an association7 ^ was formed to promote the
teaching of articulation to the Deaf.^° Apparently, when
this organization became aware of the Gallaudet training
program, it took action to see that a similar opportunity
might exist for prospective oral teachers. Therefore, in
its summer meeting of 3.892
,
the association unanimously
voted that the Trustees of the Clarke Institution be re-
quested to enlarge their training class for teachers to
7 Ginclude those from other schools. Clarke complied.
Through a cooperative agreement with the association, funds
were provided to meet the cost of educating these additional
trainees. September of 1892 saw the implementation of this
new program with five trainees being admitted:
t
The presence of such a class of teachers in training
has proved no hinderance to our regular work. These
teachers passed an entrance examination such as our
own teachers pass. Their study during the year em-
braced subjects connected with language teaching;
7l
*This association became known as the American Assoc-
iation to Promote the Teaching of Speech to the Deaf. Today
it is called the Alexander Graham Bell Association for the
Deaf
.
^Dudley, op.cit., p. 10.
76 Hubbard, Gardiner G., "The Founding and Early History
of the Clarke Institution,” Addre sses Delivered a t the
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of th e Opening of the Clarke Insti-
tution for Deaf-Mutes . Northampton, Mass.: Press of the
Gazette Printing Company, 1893, p. 5,
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general mental development of deaf children; methods
of instruction in speech and lip-reading; physiology
and anatomy of the vocal organs; history of deaf-muteinstruction etc. Each teacher taught under directionthree hours daily and observed class instruction twohours. In every case the teacher observed a class
°f. the same or nearly the same grade as the one in
which she was at that time teaching. 77
In this way, not only are trained teachers provided
for all our classes
,
but as immediate practice on
lessons received is an essential part of the train-
ing, these novitiates are also utilized for the
instruction of individual pupils whose peculiarities
forbid membership in any class . This practice insures
to the benefit of both the teacher and the taught.
The training of instructors in this way, not only for
our own, but for other schools, serves to promote the
success and prevalence of the oral system, which has
often been discredited by a lack of knowledge and
skill on the part of the teachers employed. 8
IT HAS BEEN DECIDED ... THAT THIS EXPERIMENT BE CON-
CONTINUED DURING THE COMING YEAR. 79
The experiment did continue and with most favorable
results. "The work in the classroom takes on a higher value
in the eyes of teacher and pupil alike when counted worthy
8 0
of observation and imitation by others." The teacher
77 Yale, Caroline A., "Report of the Principal,"
Twenty-sixth Annual Report of the Clarke Institution for
Deaf-Mutes. Northampton, Mass.: Press of the Gazette Printing
Company
,
T893, pp. 11-12.
78 Dudley, Lewis J., "Report of the Corporation,"
Twenty-sixth Annual Report ... op . cit
. ,
p. 8.
7
^Yale, Twenty-sixth . . .op. cit. , p. 12.
80 Yale, Caroline, "Report of the Principal," .
Twenty-feeventh Annual Report of the Clarke Institution ror
Deaf-Mutes. Florence, Mass.: Press of the Bryant Printing
Company
,
1894, p. 16.
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training program became such an integral part of the school
that the graduation of a class was actually regarded as a
loss to the school. 81 By its third year (1894) the size of
the training class had grown to ten. 82 Apparently because
of the pressure placed upon the teaching staff by this
number, the size of subsequent classes was reduced and
fixed at a maximum of four per year until 1900.
In its Thirty-fourth .Annual Report the school included
for the first time a detailed description of the training
program:
The work of this class continues throughout the ten
months of the school year and consists of courses of
study and reading; of observation of schoolroom work;
and of teaching under direction. Three lectures or
lessons are given to the class each week. The sub-
jects studied are : -preparatory sense training; mental
development and methods of language teaching; for-
mation and development of elementary English sounds;
Visible Speech; anatomy and physiology of the vocal
organs; voice training; aural training; speech read-
ing; adaptation of methods of teaching arithmetic,
geography, history, etc.; and the history of the
education of the deaf.
Student teachers spend a portion of each day in ob-
serving the work of experienced teachers and a por-
tion of the day in teaching under direction. Each
student has also an hour’s work on Sunday.
An entrance examination in the common English branches
81 Ibid
. ,
p . 16
.
8
2
Yale
,
Caroline, "Report of the Principal,".
Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the C larke Inst itution ror
Deaf-Mutes
.
Northampton, Mass.: Press of the Gazette
Printing Co., 1901, pp. 26-27.
so
is required. This examination may bo taken at the
school any time before the middle of June. Appli-
residing at a distance may have the naners
sent to_a local superintendent of schools or other
responsible nerson under whose sunervision the ex-
amination may be written and by whom paners may be
forwarded to us. An applicant holding a decree from
s college may be admitted without examination.
Tuition is fifty dollars for the forty weeks; tuition
and board, one hundred dollars. 88
VJith the excention of an increase in fees, the above
statements about the training program remained unaltered
until 19 0 6 when the curriculum was expanded slightly to
include blackboard drawing
. At that time, apparently the
entrance examination became a requirement for all applicants
including college graduates. Funds provided by the Alexan-
der Melville Bell Memorial Fund also made it possible to in-
t
crease the size of the training class to about eight to ten
students a year. 8 *4
Summer School
In 1904
,
Clarke offered a summer school for teachers
in addition to its Normal Class.
This originated. . .with the request of the Superin-
tendent of the T’exas School for such a session for
himself and a group of his teachers. The arrangement
8
^Thirty- fourth Annual Report of the Clarke School for
the Pea f7 NoFthamoton , Mass.: Gazette Printing Co., 1901,
pp. 26-27.
~ ^Thirtv-ni nth Ann ual Report of the Clarke School for
the PeafT Northampton , Mass . : Press of the Gazette Printing
Company, 1906, pd. 32-33*
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was made that they should arrive two weeks before the
close of school and remain two weeks after the pupilsleft. During the first period of each day, they wereto observe classroom work, a portion of the day beingdevoted to instruction in special subjects. Thisinstruction was given by the Principal and Associate
Principal. This extra work was naturally a heavy
task for our teachers .coming as it did at the close
of a long school year. y ^
Six months after Clarke concluded its first summer
session, the Board of Directors of the American Association
to Promote the Teaching of Speech to the Deaf met and passed
the following resolution:
Resolved: That pending the efforts of the Association
to raise an amount of money sufficient to warrant it
in establishing a summer school, this Board, recog-
nizing the great value of the work heretofore accom-
plished, requests the Clarke School at Northampton to
carry on a training class similar to the one conduc-
ted by that school during the summer of 1904. °
The decision was made at Clarke to accede, to the re-
quest of the Association. The second summer session had
sixteen oral teachers from ten states enrolled. Each teacher
had at least one year of experience. The format for this
8 7
session was similar to the 1904 summer classes. Between
88 Yale, Years of Building
,
op.cit., p. 177.
8
6
Yale, Caroline, "Report of the Principal,"
Thirty-eighth Annual Report of the Clarke School for the
Deaf . Northampton , Mass. : Press of the Gazette Printing Com
pany 7 1905, p. 16.
87 Ibid
. ,
p . 16.
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1904 and 1924
,
Clarke held nine summer sessions most of
which were sponsored by the Association. During this period
two hundred thirty-five teachers received instruction. 88
Finally, after the 1924 summer school closed, Miss Yale felt
that "it seemed best to us to refuse to continue this indef-
initely, and to urge upon the Association some other arrange-
8 9ment for summer instruction." This was effected.
During the period noted above, the school continued its
Normal Classes on an annual basis. In 1908 outside speakers
were brought in to present lectures in general education.
90The anatomy course was also taught by an outside instructor.
Although not stated explicitly, the'se lecturers apparently
came from Smith College. In the years that followed, a num-
ber of lectures were offered by individuals from other institu
tions.
From 1908 through 1919 there were, no doubt, a number
of changes implemented within the courses offered to Normal
Classes. However, specific course outlines have not been
saved, and since the Annual Reports of the school did not
vary in their descriptions of the Normal Class Program during
88
1
’Summer School 1924." A folder in the Teacher Edu
tion file in the President's Office, Clarke School ior tne
Deaf
.
89 Yale, Years of Building, op.cit., p. 177.
8
8
Forty- second Annual Report of the Clarke School for
the Deaf"! HorthampFon , Mass.: Press of the Gazette
Printing
Company
,
1909, pp. 35-36.
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this period, it is impossible to describe any specific de-
velopments. One important change noted in 1919 was the
addition of Miss Martha Bruhn
,
a noted lipreading teacher,
to the Normal Class faculty. She offered (annually for the
next 30 years) a series of lessons in the Muller-Walle method
of teaching lipreading. 91
In the fall of 1925, the Clarke School Normal Class
and Smith College established the first recorded ties with
one another. It was at that time that a new course in psych-
ology was added to the Normal Class schedule, and was offered
by a member of the Smith faculty. 92 This event is signifi-
cant since it moved the two institutions a step closer to
the development of a joint program.
Early Certification Procedures for
Teachers of the Deaf
First Efforts
As early as 1914 there was a need expressed to syste-
matize and standardize teacher preparation. At the Con-
vention of American Instructors of the Deaf, held that year
in Staunton, Virginia, papers were delivered concerning the
q i Fifty-second Annual Report of the Clarke School for
the Deaf~i Northampton, Mass.: Press of the Gazette Printing
Company, 1919, p. 44.
9 2
F i f
t
y-ninth Annual Report of the Clarke School for
the Deafi Northampton, Mass.: Metcalf Printing Company,
1926
,
p7 25.
shortage of trained teachers
,
and the variety of programs
being offered. Little appears to have been done during
the next five years to implement and standardize procedures.
In Hay 1919, Dr . Edwin LaCrosse suggested that the American
Association (op.cit.) "take steps toward the establishment
of an examination system and the granting of certificates
to proficient teachers." For another five years, no action
was taken. In 1924, an editorial in the Volta Review indi-
cated that there was a growing interest in having standard-
. . . 95lzed teacher training.
The Standards of 1926
Between 1924 and 1926 much th'ought was given to the
development of a set of standards. Naturally, this led to
a controversy concerning whether or not prospective teachers
should be required to receive training in manual communi-
cation. Hiss Yale and Dr. Percival Hall, President of
Gallaudet College, conducted a miniature "war of letters"
96 ...
during this period. Both of these individuals were serving
93 Yale, Caroline, "Report of the Principal,"
Forty- seventh Annual Report of the Clarke School for the
Deaf. Northamtpon, Hass.: Press of the Gazette Printing
Company
,
1914, pp. 19-20.
911
American Annals of the Deaf . Volume 64, September,
1919, p."~3397
99
Brill, op.cit., p. 107.
"These letters are on file in the President’s Office
at Clarke School.
on a. committee appointed by the Conference of Superintendents
. . 97
and Principals to propose a course of study for preparing
teachers of the deaf
. Apparently
,
this controversy was
settled by not including the requirement for manual communi-
cation training, for the course outline approved by the
Conference in 1926 does not include this:
Suggested Outline of Course of Study of Normal Class
' 1 • Study of the young Deaf Child on entering school.
Study of the Semi-deaf and Semi-mute child
2 . Preparatory Sense Training (sight and touch).
3. Anatomy of the Organs of Speech and Hearing.
4. Phonetics (or Speech Training). One hour daily
throughout the entire year.
(a) Vowel and Consonant Charts
(b) Diagrams of Positions for Elementary Sounds.
(c) Formation and Development of Elementary Sounds.
(d) Melville Bell's Symbols of Visible Speech.
5. Voice Development and 'Placing.
Rhythm Work.
6. Speech Reading.
7. Residual Hearing.
(a) Measurement of.
(b) Training of.
8- Language for the Deaf Child.
(a) Elementary Vocabulary.
(b) Methods of sentence construction. , (Including
use of Five-Slate System for a short time.)
(c) Stories for speech reading.
(d) Stories for thought reading
9 . Methods employed in the teaching of Elementary Geo-
graphy, Arithmetic, etc. Methods employed in the
teaching of Advanced Arithmetic, Algebra, Science,-
History, Civil Government, Current Events, etc.
10. Daily Programs for different grades.
97 This organization is now known as the Conference of
Executives of American Schools for the Deaf
.
98 Brill, op.cit., p. 107.
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11. Outline of General Course of Study.
12. Ihe habit of Reading for Information and for
Pleasure
. How formed? How encouraged?
13. Educational Psychology
14. History of the Education of the Deaf.
15. Religious Instruction.
16. The Deaf as a Class.
(a) Terminology concerning
(b) Methods of instruction
(c) Occupations of the deaf
(d) Organizations of the adult deaf
17. Types of Schools. Organizations and Officials.
18. Speech Reading for Adults.
19. Daily Observation of Classroom Work of experienced
teachers. One hour per day. (Notes on these
handed in regularly for examination and correction)
.
20. Daily Practice Work in teaching under supervision.
One to two hours per day, not including any work as
a substitute teacher.
21. Observation of Physical Training.
22. Observation of Manual Training.
Controversies
By 1928, little had been done to standardize programs
despite the 1926 recommendations. In the years that followed
the American Association and the Conference (op. cit.) each
developed separate sets of standards (see Appendix A) even
though several individuals held prominent positions in both
organizations. It is likely that some of the reasons for
this stemmed from the basic differences in educational philo-
sophy and methodology of the two groups; the Conference
leaning toward manual or combined instruction ior the deaf,
99
"Report of the Committee on the Standardization of Normal
Courses for Teachers of the Deaf," American Annals of _fhg.
Deaf. Volume 72, March 1927, pp. 153-160.
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and the American Association supporting oral ism. Until 19 30
both orpanizations issued separate certificates. In March
of that vear representatives from each proup met to try to
resolve differences. The meetinp resulted in the selection
of the Conference as the sole certifying apencv for the pro-
fession. The Conference standards which were based, in larpe
part, upon the criteria adopted in 1920 remained in effect
until 1951 when they were revised.
The Advent of the Cooperative Teacher Education
Propram with Smith Collepe
Concurrent with the effort to standardize teacher
traininp nroprams came a move to upgrade the quality of pros-
pective teachers of the deaf. Despite the fact that teachers
were in short supply, it was essential to attract the best
possible candidates into the profession. Since it was common
for Normal School praduates to po directly into teaching
without considerinp additional traininp , -
^
L it seemed advis-
able to have schools for the deaf affiliate with Normal
Schools, and perhaps attract some prospective teachers be-
fore they soupht other employment.
100p.riii s op.cit., np. 109-113.
i^^Yale, Forty-seventh Annual Report. . .
,
op. cit
. ,
p. 20
.
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The first permanent program established at an insti-
tution of higher learning opened at the Milwaukee State
Normal School in 1913. Previous to that the program had
been operated by the Milwaukee Day School (for the Deaf).
At first it was a two year program which was then extended
* -uv. • , 102to three years in 1916.
Smith College and Clarke School, being located adja-
cent to one another, had had informal affiliations since
the late 1800’s. In 1916, Miss Yale became a lecturer in
phonetics at the College. By 1925, The Clarke Normal Class
was taking psychology and education courses from members
103
of the Smith faculty as a regular part of the program,
and Smith students were taking special courses from the
Clarke School staff. In 1926,. credit for post graduate work
104
at Clarke was added to the regular Smith curriculum.
Training centers at the Western Pennsylvania School
for the. Deaf (Pittsburgh) and the Central Institute for the
Deaf (St. Louis) arranged in 1931 to have their classes
become part of undergraduate degree programs in special
102 Winnie, A.J., "Normal Training of Teachers of Deaf
Children," The Volta Review . Volume 21, January 1919, p. 30
10
3 Fifty-ninth Annual Report, op.cit., p. 25.
104 Putnam, Winifred, "Report on Survey of Work for the
Deaf in the United States With Particular Reference J^ke
School, Northampton, Mass." Confidential report of Tamblyn
6
Brown, New York City, on file in the President s
Office, Clarke
School for the Deaf, December 31, 1926.
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education at the University of Pittsburgh and Washington
University, respectively
. These novcs apparentlv
prompted officials at Clarke to take similar action. In
1933, the following announcement appeared in the Annual
Report
:
The work of the (training) course mav be combined
with work for a Master's degree at Smith College or
at Massachusetts State College. This opportunity is
open on lv to those students whose credentials meet
the requirements of the college by which the degree
is to be conferred.
The reason that two colleges were involved was that
Smith was exclusively a women's college, even at the gradu-
ate level at that time. It is important to note that these
initial affiliations between the Department for the Training
10 7
of Teachers oC the Deaf at Clarke and the two colleges
did not represent entirely new programs*
10C.
Brill, op.cit., p. 94.
l° 6 Sixtv-sixth Annual Deport of the Clarke School for
the Deaf . Horthampton , '"Mass .
:
~Metcal f Printing Co. 1933 , r. 51.
lO^This was the new name selected for the Clarke Normal
Class in 1933.
BO
Idcallv, the new cooperative programs wore to have
been designed, in part, along the following lines:
Course to be taken bv students working at Massach-
usetts State Collepe, in connection with work at
Clarke School.
3 hours - Seminar - Psychology
3 hours - Seminar - Education
6 hours - Thesis - to be written in collabor-
ation with the Research Department of Clarke School
on a problem regarding the education of deaf children.
To be directed by a member of the facultv of State
College
.
3 hours - Special work with a member of the
faculty of the State College. The. requirements of
this course will be satisfied by a paper or report
on the Education of the Deaf, including history and
methods as presented at the Clarke School. The work
for the course will include attendance at lectures
and demonstration of class work at Clarke. School and
reading
.
The student will live at Clarke School in order
to familiarize himself with the general school pro-
cedure. He will go to Amherst for weekly courses
and conferences.
Course to be taken by students working in the
Department o f Education of Smith College for the
master's degree in connection with work at the Clarke
School
.
B hours - Course work to be taken at Smith College
3 hours - Special work with a member of the
department. The reouirements of this course will be
satisfied bv a paper or report on the Education of
the Deaf, including history and methods as presented
at the Clarke School. The work for the course will
include attendance at lectures and demonstration of
class work at Clarke School and reading.
3 hours - Thesis - to be written in collaboration
with the Research Department of Clarke School on a
problem regarding the education of deaf children. -io
be directed by a member of the facul^ o f the Depart-
ment of Education of Smith College.
ln^Taken from the "Education Committee Reports” folder
in the President's Office, Clarice School, Ho/.
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In reality, the programs were quite different.
Both colleges were willing to accept qualified Clarke
trainees, but apparently were unwilling to recognize
most of the work done by these individuals at Clarke
for graduate credit.^ 9 As a result, the plans to
have truly cooperative programs did not materialize
at that time. For the next thirteen years the "allian-
ces" remained virtually unchanged. A few Clarke train-
ees each year availed themselves of the opportunity to
work toward an advanced degree, an opportunity which,
for most
,
would have existed without their being in-
volved in the Clarke program.
IRQ
Mrs. Isabel Blish, a teacher at the Clarke School,
began working for a master's degree at Smith College short-
ly after the initial affiliation in 1932. She noted in an
interview that her work (except for student teaching) as
a Clarke trainee was not recognized for graduate credit at
Smith. It was necessary for her and other Clarke trained
teachers to satisfy all regular master's degree require-
ments before being awarded a degree. The program at Mass-
achusetts State College placed similar demands upon Clarke
trainees
.
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The reasons why Clarke School officials did not pursue
a more cooperative arrangement for so many years are not
very clear. However, there were probably a number of con-
tributing factors. Very likely the education Committee 110
which had provided part of the driving, force behind the
^ 1 iat ion plans in 1932, was reluctant to applv too much
pressure too soon to the 'colleges after meeting with partial
success. In December 19 33
,
probably as a result of finan^-
cial problems arising from the Depression, the American Assoc-
iation stopped providing funds for student tuition after
forty-one years of support. Because of this, the decision
was made not to expand the program to two years which would
have been necessary had the school become more involved
with the colleges. 11 ^ Shortly thereafter, the school had
to turn its attention to another important matter: Miss Bessie
N. Leonard, Principal, was approaching mandatory retirement
IfLOpn March 12
,
19 30 , the Board of Corporators formed
an Education Committee to advise on educational policy.
^
This
included matters concerning teacher training. The original,
committee consisted of three Board members, Mr. Galbraith,
Mr. Neil son
,
and Miss Wild. Miss Leonard was a member,
ex officio.
11
1
"Education Committee Reports”, op.cit., 1933.
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aro, and a successor had to be found. The activities of
the training department, therefore, were not of primary
concern
.
Tn 19 3 6
,
Dr. Frank II. Reiter became the now principal
of the school. Hiss Leonard served for one year as Dir-
ector of the Teacher Fducation Department
. Since
this was her last year at the school, few changes took place.
In 1937, Dr. Reiter assumed the duties of Director, which,
when coupled with the Principal’s- work, probably left little
time for other activities that year. By the time he would
have felt comfortable enough with his responsibilities to
begin considering innovations in the Teacher Education Depart-
ment, World War II was looming on the horizon.
During the war vears concern for improving the program
by stronger collegiate affiliations had to be set aside.
The nation was involved in a major crisis, and the school
faced very difficult times. Keeping the school "together''
H^In 1936 the Department for Training Teachers of the
Deaf became known as the Teacher Education Department.
113Sixty-ninth Annual Report of the Clark e School for
th e Deaf . Morthampton, Hass". : Metcalf Printing and Publishing
Company, 1936, p. 13.
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during this time was a monumental task in itself. Enroll-
ments in the training program dropped to the point that in
19M3 there were only three trainees graduated. 114 In 1944,
Dr. Reiter wrote:
The need for teachers everywhere is becoming more
acute and the prospects for the future are not
encouraging .. .We are not exposed to the impact and
the discomfort of combat, but the effects of war
are upon us, e.g., we have no Teacher Education
Class this year. Yet, in our sector of education
the preparation of teachers is more important than
in any other because of highly specialized and none
too familiar methods and procedures. Apparently,
there is a conviction of greater need somewhere else.
Again, it is a matter of values, but something must
be left to build upon. The ideals for which this
war seemingly is waged should guarantee continuity,
in part at least, of possibilities of implied values
for a younger generation. Any heritage surviving
these ideals, if heritage it is to be, must be fos-
tered and interpreted by those consecrated and devoted
to this particular purpose. Thus, the need for
teachers is a desperate need, and our effort^ should
be redoubled to insure an adequate supply. J
The Second Effort
During the next two years the situation improved only
slightly, a total of six teachers were trained. At the
national level, the situation was no better. Only sixty
teachers were graduated in 1946, while the estimated need
1 14 Seventy-Sixth Annual Report of the Clarke School
for the DeaFT Northampton, Mass.: Metcalf Printing and
Publishing Company, 1943, p. 36.
115 Reiter, Trank H. , "Report of the Principal,"
Annual Report of the Clarke School forSeventy-seventh
DeafV 'Northampton, Ma
Company
,
1944, p. 17.
the
Metcali Printing and" Publishing
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was for some six "to sight
—hundred new teachers
.
In the spring of 1946, Dr. Reiter discussed informally
with Dr. Richard Ballou, Chairman, Department of Education
at Smith College, the possibility of a real, joint Smith
Col lege -Clarke School program leading to a master's degree.
In December of that year the first formal step was taken
when a list of suggested Clarke School courses was sub-
mitted to Smith for consideration . H7 Throughout the
1946-1947 winter, meetings took place during which the pro-
posed program was refined. By spring, all academic obsta-
cles had been overcome. A program which, hopefully, might
attract more teachers into the profession was ready to be
sent to the Smith College Trustees for approval.
At that point, a potential problem was noted. In
order to accommodate more prospective teachers into the
Education Department, additional instructors were necessary,
and "due to financial stringency the Smith College authorities
H^Reiter, Frank H.
,
"Report of the Principal,"
Seventy-ninth Annual Report of the Clarke School for the
^
Deaf . Northampton, Mass.: Metcalf Printing and Publishing-
Company, 1946, p. 17.
Reiter, Frank H.
,
Letter to Dr. Ballou, Chairman,
Department of Education, Smith College, dated December 26,
1946. "Smith College" file folder, President's Office.
Clarke School for the Deaf
.
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might hesitate to approve of (the) program if it involved
an expen culture for additional, personnel.. " Mot wanting
to lose the program because of fiscal difficulties, Dr.
Reiter anproached the Clarke School Trustees for assist-
ance, and "thev authorized the payment of $1500 annually
a period of three years to assist in
of an instructor to relieve the situ-
the financial hurdle, Dr. Reiter re-
communication from President Davis at
Smith
:
to Smith College for
defraying the salary
ation.
Having cleared
ceived the following
I should be very glad to do everything in my
power to help in this proposed cooperation between
Smith College and the Clarke School, an <2 am referring
the matter to our Faculty Committee on Graduate
Instruction who have indicated their interest and
will, I am sure, be ready to recommend the necessary
courses to the Faculty. When these matters are
worked out, I shall be glad to recommend the plan
to the Board ofDTrustees who will be meeting here
on June 13th.
~
The program (see Appendix B) was approved by the
Smith College Trustees too late to be implemented in the
fall of 1947. It was announced for the first time in 1948.
^
^Reiter, Frank H. , Letter to Dr. Ballou dated
April 10, 1947, "Smith College" file folder, op.cit.
120 Davis, Herbert J. , Letter to Dr. Reiter dated
April 29, 1947, "Smith College" file, op.cit.
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Only one teacher was enrolled in the cooperative propram
that vear, while the regular training program had five
prospective teachers. 121 Enrollment during the next few
years was small, but the coooerative program was viewed
favorably by both institutions and it was approved for an
additional three years in 1950. By 1951, President Wright
had approved additional funding for the Department of Educ-
ation and Child Study in order that the College might not
fcill down on our traditional supuort of and connection with
the Clarke School...” 122
In 1951, the Conference of Executives (op.cit.)
updated the 1926 Standards for Teacher Certification 12
3
(see Appendix C) which meant a readjustment of the program’s
content. Apparently these changes were made with no diffi-
12 4
culties and were in effect by the following year. With
Conference guidelines to follow the courses remained similar
171
Eighty- first Annual Report of the Clarice School
for the Deaf . Northampton, Mass.: Metcalf Printing and
Publishing Co., 1948, dd. 23,41.
12
2
Wright
,
B.F., Letter to Mr. Clifford Bragdon , Chair-
man, DeDartment of Education, Smith College, dated March /,
1951. ''Smith College” file . . . op . cit
.
123Brill, op.cit., p. 113.
124Eightv-fifth Annual f?eport of the Cl arke School for
the Deaf. Northampton, Mass.: Metcalf Printing and Publishing
Co.
,
1952
,
p. 71.
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from year to year, incorporating new research findings to
stay up-to-date. The cooperative program continued to
function effectively and efficiently under the guidance of
Mr. George T. Pratt, President of Clarke School* and Pro-
19 5fessor Clifford Bragdon of Smith College.
The Effect of Federal Aid Upon
'ieacher Education
The First Attempt
The acute national shortage of trained teachers of
the deaf which had existed during the Second World War
showed no signs of lessening by the late 1950's; in fact,
12 6it was becoming "desperate."
As part of its development program during the
mid-1950's Clarke School had included fund raising for re-
search and teacher education. In February 1958, Mr. Evan
Johnston, Development Director, was in Washington contacting
12
5
Clarke established a similar graduate program with
the University of Massachusetts, and in the mid-19 50 ' s an
undergraduate program with Syracuse University, which lasted
until 1965. However, this paper is to be concerned with
Smith College's involvement exclusively.
126 Pratt, George T., "Progress Report on. Efforts to
Alleviate Teacher Shortage Through Federal Legislation,"
A memorandum in the A. G . Bell Association folder, President s
Office .. .op. cit
. ,
February 6 , 1959 .
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various government agencies trying to obtain funding for the
above purposes. At that very time there was a bill before
Congress "To encourage expansion of teaching in the educa-
tion oi mentally retarded through grants to institutions of
higher learning and to State educational agencies."127 Mr.
Johnston had very encouraging meetings with Senators Kennedy,
Saltonstall, and Clark, and enlisted their aid in an attempt
to have (this) pending legislation reworded to include deaf
children..." For a number of reasons, this was not poss-
ible.
Senator Kennedy made arrangements for a meeting with
Senator Lister Hill of Alabama, Chairman of the Labor and
Public Welfare Committee of the Senate, to which bills con-
cerning matters such as the above would be referred. He was
largely responsible for moving along the bill for the men-
tally retarded. Having deafness in his own family, he wanted
to help, feeling that the problem had to be tackled on the
national level. He thought (and Senators Kennedy and Salton-
stall agreed) that the needs of the deaf would best be served
by a separate bill rather than an amendment to the bill for
the mentally retarded. It was also his opinion that it was
127 This bill was approved on September 6, 1958 and
became Public Lav/ 8 5-9 26 .
op.cit., March 18, 1958.
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inappropriate to try to develop some sort of omnibus bill to
cover all areas of exceptionality. Thus began a three year
struggle for teacher training 1 egislat ion . 1 2
CJ
In October 19 5 8
,
the Conference of Ex ecut ivcs (op.cit
.
)
passed a resolution in support of this legislation 3t^ By
January 1959, a full-scale effort was underway.
A coordinator, Mr. Johnston, was appointed to repre-
sent the profession in working with the legislators
in drawing up satisfactory proposals and to help
obtain support for the resultant resolution. On
April 3, 1959, a meeting was called in New York with
the Coordinator and the Presidents or Vice-Presidents
of the Alexander Graham Bell Association .131 The
Parents Section of the A.G.B. Assoc., The Confer-
ence of Executives
,
and the Convention of Teachers
(now The American Instructors of the Deaf). This
meeting served to reaffirm the need for the pro-
posed legislation and set up a basic formula to be
followed in drawing up and supporting it. 13
2
During the following months much work went into pre-
paring a suitable piece of legislation, and into enlisting
support from all parts of the country. Finally, on August 6,
l 29 Pratt, George T., "Progress Report...," op.cit., p. 2
Conference of Executives of American Schools for the
Deaf, "Minutes of the 30th Meeting." Oct. 5-10, 1958, p. 227.
lSlfhis was the new name for the American Association,
noted earlier.
13
2
Clarke School for the Deaf, "Progress Report No. 10 -
Federal Legislation." August 25, 1959, "A.G. Bell Association
folder, op.cit.
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the following telegram was received’ by Hr. Johnston at
Clarke School:
I HAVE TODAY INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE A BILL TO
SET UP A PARALLEL GRANT AND SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM IN
THE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION AND THE
OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION TO ENCOURAGE
THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF THE DEAF AND OF PATHOLO-
GISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS TO WORK WITH PEOPLE SUFFERING
FROM SPEECH AND HEARING IMPAIRMENTS. AS AUTHOR OF
THE BILL, I WILL DO ALL I CAN TO EXPEDITE PASSAGE.
REGARDS. LISTER HILL, UNITED STATES SENATE133
This resolution (S.J.R. 127) was divided into two
major parts: Title I concerned the establishment of a pro-
gram of Federal funding to prepare teachers of the deaf.
Title II was intended to provide money to prepare audiolo-
gists and speech pathologists. Identical measures were
introduced in the House by Representatives Fogarty (R.I.),
Elliott (Ala.), Boland (Mass.), Thornberry (Texas), Loser
(Tenn.), Baker (Tenn.), and Moorhead (Pa.) before the session
adjourned for the year. When the Congress reconvened in
January other priority matters delayed action on the resolu-
tions. Hearings on the Senate resolution did not get underway
until April, but it was finally passed by a voice vote on
May 27th. However, in the House problems arose. The legis-
lation became stalled in the Subcommittee on Special
133 Clarke School for the Deaf," Progress Report No. 10 -
Federal Legislation." August 25, 1959, "A.G. Bell Association
folder, op.cit.
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Education. Opposition to the bill' came from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare which cited the following
objections
:
(1) the responsibility for developing effective
training programs and for financing the cost of
the necessary training should remain with the
educational
. institution and, to the extent that
financial aid to the institutions or to the
trainees is indicated, with the states and
communities concerned."
(2) "the needs to which this bill is addressed are not
of sufficient priority, when weighed against
other pressing needs of national concern in the
field of health and education, to warrant en-
actment at this time of a program of Federal
assistance in this area."
(3) "that various agencies (Children's Bureau, Health
Service and the Office of Vocational Rehabili-
tation) already have the authority to provide
the services outlined in Title II."
Attempts were made to amend the resolution, but all
efforts failed and it "died" in committee. And so ended
"Round l."^ 1*
Formation of the Council on Ed ucation
of the Deaf (C.E.D.")
The potential impact of pending teacher training legis-
lation in 1959 prompted a unification effort unparalleled in
the history of American education of the deaf . Arguments
concerning methodology dropped by the wayside as school
34 Clarke School for the Deaf, "Progress Reports Nos.
11 - 18 - Federal Legislation" .. .op. cit
.
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officials joined to support a common cause. Despite the fact
that the first bill "died 1 ' in committee, there was one very
positive achievement which resulted. On January 20, 1960,
representatives of the Conference of Executives, American
Instructors, and the A.G. Bell Association met in Washington
to map out a plan to unify the three organizations in matters
common concern. Out of this meeting came a proposal to
form a new organizational body to be known as the Council on
Education of the Deaf. The Council was to coordinate activi-
ties such as the following: practices, legislation, scheduling
of meetings
,
approaches to lay and peripheral groups
,
teacher
certification, and public information.
It was proposed that each ,of the three constituent
organizations would have four representatives on the Council,
and that each organization would have one vote. To avoid
135
conflicts, each grout also was to have the power to veto.
By the following summer a constitution and by-laws
had been adopted, and the executive committees of all three
organizations had approved the Council. The Council’s first
regular meeting was held in October 1960 in Washington.
Dr. George Pratt was appointed Chairman of its Legislative
Committee. ’’Round 2" was ready to begin.
135
"Founding of the Council on Education of the Deaf,”
American Annals of the Deaf . Volume 105, March 1960,
pp. 222-2247
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The Second Attempt
With the election of John Kennedy as President, hopes
brightened for passage of teacher training legislation.
Since he had been instrumental in organizing and had co-
sponsored the 1959 resolution, he could be counted on for
support in the new struggle
.
On January 10, 1961, Senator Hill re-introduced a bill
identical to the first, and Representative Montoya (D-N.M.)
introduced the same bill to the House on February 20. As
had been the case previously, the Senate bill passed (March 3)
and the House bill was referred to the Special Committee on
Education. At that point the matter stalled as can be
seen in the following letter from Mr. Pratt to Miss Mary E.
Numbers, dated June 20, 1961:
It is our general understanding that Mrs. Green's
Special Subcommittee on Education of the House Commit-
tee on Education and Labor will not get around to
acting on Senate Bill S.336 and H.R. 4616 until after
the administration's education bill has been disposed
of. Whether the defeat or passage of that measure
will affect consideration of our bill adversely, we
do not know. It is rumored that an omnibus bill in-
cluding a provision for several areas of special educa-
tion may come from Mrs. Green's Special Subcommittee,
on Education; but we have not seen such an omnibus bill;
and we do not think that one has been introduced as yet.
Whether we would favor or oppose such an omnibus bill
will have to be determined after we know what is in.it.
At this juncture, it seems we should keep an open mind.
The advantage which S.336 has is that it has already
passed the Senate, and we know that President Kennedy
•favors such legislation . ^-3 7
^ Committee on Legislation, Council on Education of the
Deaf (folder). President's Office, op.cit., January 19bl.
137 Ibid., June 20, 1961.
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Matters took a serious downturn on July 17, when
Senator Hill notified Mr. Pratt that the House equivalent
of the Senate-passed bill had not been favorably considered
by the House committee. An urgent appeal went out to all
coordinators, schools and classes for the deaf in the United
States stressing the importance of contacting Representatives
and urging them to support the Legislation. 138 The results
were documented by Mr. Pratt:
Congressman Edith Green scheduled hearings beforeher Special Subcommittee on Education in Washington
on August 22nd and 23rd. I was invited to testify in
our behalf on August 23rd. We ran into some organized
and impressive opposition. The Council for Exceptional
Children, The National Rehabilitation Association, and
the National Association of State Supervisors of
Special Education all testified strongly in favor of
"omnibus" legislation, as opposed to our bill which
they referred to as "piecemeal" legislation. We won.
On August 31st the Subcommittee reported out. with
their favorable recommendation, H.R. 9011,139 intro-
duced by Congressman Fogarty, which embodied Title I
of our bill reduced to two years instead of ten but
dropped Title II which had to do with training audi-
ologists and speech pathologists. This Subcommittee
felt that OVR had the authority for such grants, and
it is my understanding that funds will be replaced in
the OVR regular budget to carry out this purpose. On
September 7th Congressman Powell's full Committee on
Education and Labor reported the bill favorably. On
September 11th S.336 (carrying the words of H.R. 9011)
138pratt, G.T., "Memorandum No. 5 - Federal Legis-
lation," Committee on Legislation..., op.cit., July 20, 1961.
139 See Appendix D.
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was passed unanimously by the House of Representatives.
The Congressional Record of that day makes inter-
esting reading. On September 18th the Senate con-
curred in the House wording of S.336 and it was sent
along to the White House. On September 22nd President
Kennedy signed the bill into law. WITH THAT ACCOM-
PLISHED
,
OUR WORK HOW BEGINS . 1 4 0
The first meeting of the Advisory Committee authorized
bY ihis new act
,
Public Law 87-276
,
took place on January 3
,
1962, in Washington. At that meeting and two succeeding ones,
plans for awarding scholarships and grants-in-aid were made.
The Office of Education awarded 446 scholarships to 43 insti-
tutions of higher learning, (including Smith College) in
thirty states and the District of Columbia.
During the first two years this legislation was in
effect, 948 scholarships were granted. A total of 470 teach-
ers graduated in 1963. Prior to the enactment of this legis-
lation, there were about 150 graduates each year.
In 1963, President Kennedy signed Public Law 88-164.
This law amended P.L. 85-926 (1958 Mental Retardation Act,
op.cit.) to include six other areas of exceptionality. This
law also extended P.L. 87-276 for one more year, after which
140 Pratt, G.T., "Memorandum No. 7 - ," op.cit., Sep-
tember 25,1961.
141 Pratt, G.T.
,
"Report of the Principal," Ninety-fifth
Annual Report of the Clarke School for the Deaf . Northampton.,
Mass. : • Gazette Printing Company, Inc. , 1963 , p. 25.
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it would be included as part of P.L. 85-926. 14 2
Public Law 85-926, as amended, remained in effect
until April 13, 1970, when President Nixon signed Public
Law 91-230 which extended the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965. Title VI of this law is the "Educa-
tion of the Handicapped Act" which consolidated all acti-
vities associated with the Education of the Handicapped.
The Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped (BEH) was
established as the principal administrative agency. Part D
authorized the continuation of funding for professional pre-
paration programs. The Commissioner of Education assigned
the Division of Training Programs, BEH, general responsi-
14 3bility for this work.
Advent of the Smith College Degree of
Master of Education of the Deaf
Unforeseen Problems
As noted previously, the Advisory Committee which had
been authorized by P.L. 87-276 in 1961 met for the first time
on January 3
,
1962
,
and at two other times early in that year
to plan administrative procedures for awarding scholarships
142 Brill, op.cit., pp. 96-97.
^Trudeau
,
Laws : Educat ion
VaTi Council for
through 52-3.
Elaine, editor, Digest o f State and Federal
of Handicapped Children . (2nd ed . ) Arlington
Exceptional Children, 1972, pp. 52-1
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and grant s-in-aid
. When initial plans were completed, the
U.S. Office of Education contacted colleges and universities
across the nation and invited applications for financial aid
for teacher preparation.
According to the Law, funds were to be allocated to
institutions of higher learning having their own training
centers, or affiliated with approved centers. Smith College
qualified in the latter category, since it had a cooperative
two year program with Clarke School. Officials from both
institutions prepared an application and submitted it to
Washington. On June 11, 1962, the College was notified that
•
' 144it had been awarded ten scholarships.
Because notification arrived so late, there were not
enough degree candidates available to award all the scholar-
ships. In fact, there were only three in the program that
year. In a letter to the Office of Education dated September
11, 1962, Dr. Pratt noted; "I believe that the three students
receiving scholarships this year are good ones and that all
ten scholarships would have been awarded to students had they
14 5been available in February."
1,414
"Active Grants" File, Treasurer’s Office, Clarke
School for the Deaf.
145 Pratt, G.T., Letter to Dr. Eric Baber, U.S.O.E.,
"Smith College - Master of Education of the Deaf folder.
President’s Of f ice . . . op .cit
.
,
September 11
,
1962 .
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The unfortunate, almost embarrassing situation above
began a series of events which were to have a profound
effect upon the Smith-Clarke program. While, unquestionably,
the late notification had been partly responsible for the
lack of candidates, another problem was even more to blame.
Since the cooperative program was first instituted in 1948
it had required two years for completion. In addition, the
students took the equivalent of twenty-eight semester
hours of course work, observations, and student teaching
at Clarke, for which they received only twelve credits from
the College. As it was possible to attend other nearby
training centers (Teachers College, Columbia University, for
example), and to receive full academic credit plus a master's
degree in a single year, the Smith-Clarke program was not in
a strong competitive position.
Another important factor which had to be considered
was that certification requirements of the Massachusetts
Department of Education, and also an increasing number of
other states and cities
,
specified the course titles and
semester hours of credit which were offered in the Clarke
School Teacher Education Department. Since the same course
titles and credits were the professional recommendations of
the Conference of Executives of American Schools for the Deaf
80
and were used by the U.S. Office of Education for determining
whether training programs applying for scholarships under
Eaw 87 — 27G did in fact meet accepted professional
standards for training teachers of the deaf, it was considered
desirable to specify those courses and credits in Smith
College and Clarke School publications describing the program.
The course titles and credits referred to were as follows:
The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf 4
The Teaching of Language to the Deaf 4
Methods of Teaching Elementary School Subjects
to the Deaf 4
Problems in the Education and Guidance of the Deaf 2
Auditory and Speech Mechanisms 2
Audiometry, Hearing Aids, and Auditory Training 2
Methods of Teaching Speechreading to the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing 2
Psychology of Exceptional Children 2
Observation and Student Teaching 6
28
Development of a Solution
In an attempt to solve the above problems
,
a series of
meetings- and telephone conversations took place between Dr.
Pratt; Professor Clifford Bragdon, Chairman of the Department
of Education and Child Study at Smith; and Smith College
14 6
President Thomas C. Mendenhall. On October 16, 1962, a
1+6 Professor Bragdon and President Mendenhall were
members of the Clarke "School Board of Corporators. In
addition, they both served on the Board ' s . Education and
Research Committee. Without the cooperation and support of
each of these men it would have been impossible to affect .even
small changes, let alone the major ones which took place m
1962 .
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proposal for changing the cooperative program was submitted
to Clarke School education and Research Committee and im-
mediately thereafter to the School's Board of Corporators.
This initial proposal would have expanded the program to
40 semester hours (the 28 hours listed above, plus 12 ad-
ditional hours to be taken at the College). The time in-
volved to complete the program would have been reduced by
having students attend Summer Institutes14
1
at the be-
•
• 14 8ginning and end of any given academic year.
The proposal met with the approval of the Clarke School
Board. On October 19, the proposal was submitted to the
Smith College Trustees who gave initial approval to the
measure. During the next few weeks more details were "ironed
out," and some changes made. A conference between officials
of both institutions held on November 12, 1962, confirmed
1+7 The acute teacher shortage noted previously prompted
the Clarke School to initiate Summer Institutes for Teachers
of the Deaf in 1962. The purpose of these institutes was to
provide courses for untrained classroom teachers of deaf
children. For the first few years these Institutes were
privately supported by foundation grants and then were later
funded by the Federal government. Each summer since they began,
approximately 100 teachers have come to take courses. When
the first revision of the Smith-Clarke program was suggested,
it was felt that master's degree candidates could participate
in some of the courses offered.
148
"Proposal Concerning the Program for Training
Teachers of the Deaf Offered by Clarke School and Smith
College" (submitted to the Clarke School Board of Corporators).
"Smith College Master of Education of the Deaf" folder, op.cit..
October 16, 1962.
8 2
the substance of the redefined program as follows:
1
- Program to consist of 34 semester hours of credit
with 28 semester hours being given by the Clarke
ochool staff, and 6 semester hours by the faculty
°f. the Department of Education and Child Study atSmith College.
2. This sequence of courses may be completed in one
school year, plus one Summer Institute for Teachers
of the Deaf, given at Clarke School. This means
that it would be possible for a group of teachers-
in-training to begin on July 1, 1963, at the Summer
Institute and complete requirements for their Master’s
degree in June 1964.
3. The degree granted on completion of this program
would be Master of Education of the Deaf (M.E.D.).
4. Professor Bragdon will draft a proposed special
Smith College bulletin describing this program.
5 . Finances
:
a. Tuition charge will be $40 per semester hour,
as already indicated in the Smith College
Bulletin, Graduate Studies Issue.
b. Tuition to be divided equally between Clarke
School and Smith College.
c. Hie $1500 anny^ payment by Clarke School to
Smith College in support of the present
program to be discontinued as of June 30,
1963. 11)0
Five-hundred and seven "birth announcements" of the
new program were mailed to all schools and classes for the
deaf in the United States and Canada, plus to parents’ organ-
izations on November 16, 1962. In the announcement Dr. Pratt
noted that the new program, "embodies a new advanced
149 0 ccSee page 66.
150 Pratt, G.T. "Memorandum..." (sent to Education and
Research Committee). "Smith College Master...", op.cit.,
November 12, 1962.
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academic degree specifically designed to recognize the
unusual nature of our tasks... (it is) a significant step
forward in our efforts to gain recognition of the fact that
the education of deaf children is over and beyond the usual
expectations of education.
.
Admission of Men
When the Smith College Trustees gave initial approval
"to the new program, they also authorized President Mendenhall
to investigate the possibility of admitting men to the College
at the graduate level. Legal counsel was sought on this
matter, and resulted in a petition being submitted to the
Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts requesting the above
change. The request was granted and the announcement was
(
made by the College on January 17, 1964, nearly fifteen
•i c o
months after the idea had first been considered.
Additional Administrative Arrangements
Much time was spent during the 1962-1963 winter months
to organize all of the administrative details of the new
program. Dr. Pratt and Professor Bragdon were to be the two
^ 5 ^ The Springfield Union (Newspaper), Volume 101, No. 13,
January 18, 1964, p. 1.
152Pratt, G.T., "Memorandum..." (announcing establish-
ment of the M.E.D. program). "Smith College Master...",
op.cit., November 15, 1962.
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primary administrators of the program. Since the majority
of the work was to take place at Clarke School, all corres-
pondence concerning the program would be handled there. An
admissions procedure was established in which the Clarke
School was to prepare a folder on each applicant containing
an application, transcripts, letters of recommendation, etc.
An initial screening was to take place at Clarke, after
which all applicants who were considered acceptable were to
be reviewed by the Department of Education and Child Study
at Smith. Final decisions were to be made from there. The
following policies were established:
Admission
:
1. The applicant must have graduated from an
accredited four-year college or university.
2. Applicants now employed as teachers of the
deaf must submit a recommendation from their
Superintendent or Academic Principal.
3. Applicants must have normal hearing and speech.
4. The applicant’s undergraduate record must show
superior achievement as judged by the Principal
of the Clarke School and the Department of
Education and Child Study, Smith College.
Candidates for the M.E.D. degree must have had
a minimum of nine semester hours in Education,
including history or philosophy of education
and educational psychology.
_
5. All requirements for admission stated in the
catalogue shall be strictly adhered to, except
that applicants deficient in Education courses
prerequisite for admission but otherwise accept-
able may be permitted to fulfill these pre-
requisites in approved courses at accredited
institutions before being admitted to the M.E.D.
program or at Smith during the f5.rst semester of
their candidacy.
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6. With the exception of the one applicant who
completed the Clai'ke leacher Training course
iri 1960 and who lias already heen accepted
,
graduates of the Clarke Teacher Training course
prior to 1963 may not apply for candidacy for
the M.E.D. degree. This does not exclude
students in training as of 1962—63 nor teachers
at Clarke as of this year.
General
:
1. No substitutions for any courses in the program
as stated in the catalogue^ 0 ^ may be permitted
and all courses must be taken at Clarke or at
Smith
.
2. To qualify for the M.E.D. degree the candidate
must earn at least a B in every course speci-
fied in the Program. 15‘+
By late in the winter all matters appeard to be well
in hand. On March 2, 1962, Dr. Pratt received the following
letter from President Mendenhall: •
This letter is to inform you that the Smith
Board of Trustees at their February meeting solemnly
approved the Clarke-Smith Program and the offering
of the M.E.D. degree for the successful completion
of it. We are legal now! The next step is our NCATE
visitors . 5 °
16 3
In addition to the 28 semester hours listed pre-
viously, M.E.D. candidates were required to take the follow-
ing two courses - 1) Problems of Preschool and Elementary
Education, and 2) Child Development (later known as Current
Problems in Child and Adolescent Development). This require
ment remained unchanged until 1971.
154
"Smith College Master of Education of the Deaf"
folder, op.cit., January-February 1963.
•^^Under the Provisions of P.L. 87-276 the Commis-
sioner of Education had selected the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) to review,
"approved" teacher training centers which were applying. for
funding. It was required that Smith undergo such a review
if it wished to be funded. When P.L. 88-164 came into
effect, this demand was dropped.
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On April 25, the College was notified that it had
been approved for seventeen scholarships plus a grant-in-aid
to assist in improving the program, for a total of $60,120.
This represented an increase of seven scholarships and
almost $25,000 over the previous year. 156 The M.E.D. pro-
gram was "off and running."
During the mid-sixties, the number of scholarships
increased to a maximum of twenty. In 1967, sixty summer
traineeships were added giving the Program a total of
$168,000 in training funds. After that year, a slow
15 8decline in funding began. By 1969 some potentially
serious problems were beginning to appear.
156
"Active Grants" file, op.cit.
15 7 During the spring of 1963, at the same time
that the M.E.D. program was being established, President
Mendenhall notified Dr. Pratt that the college would
give credit for courses offered to all Summer Institute
participants. This decision made it possible for, the
College to receive summer traineeships.
156
"Active Grants" file, op.cit.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE RECENT REORGANIZATION
OF THE PROGRAM
Events Leading to the Crisis of 1970
The Kennedy-Johnson years in Washington had seen the
passage and implementation of educational and social reform
legislation unparalleled in the nation’s history. With the
advent of the Nixon administration in 1969, a new era
dawned. Much concern was expressed about the enormous am-
ounts of money that were being poured into various govern-
ment agencies and Federally funded programs. Questions were
raised about the effectiveness of many of these enterprises.
"Accountability" became the watchword. Along with every
other Federal agency, the Division of Training Programs was
forced to take a more careful look at its spending policies.
By 1968 the Smith/Clarke Program had received over
one hundred twenty-five academic year fellowships, and one
hundred twenty summer traineeships having a combined value
of nearly seven hundred thousand dollars. Concern for how
this money was being used was understandable. Despite the
fact that the program was producing teachers (and in the
majority of cases, very competent teachers) there were some
deficiencies
.
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' Host serious among the problems was the administration
of the program by Smith College
. From the very beginning
the administrative duties of the program had been divided
among three or four individuals. As noted previously, Dr.
Pratt and Professor Bragdon were responsible for admissions.
Dr. Pratt's administrative assistant, Miss Irene Johnston,
assumed a major role in handling program correspondence for
both Smith College and Clarke School. In September of 1963
Mr. Bill G. Blevins, Assistant to the President at Clarke
School, was given the responsiblity for the internal oper-
ations of the program.^
This basic administrative pattern remained until 1966
at which time Professor Bragdon ’ret ired . He was replaced by
Professor Helen Rees. During the year prior to his retire-
ment, Professor Bragdon had taken a sabbatical. Because
of this, .operations of the program were handled almost
exclusively at Clarke School. The exceptions were in the
areas of finances and academic records. Since the College
was the recipient of the government funds, fiscal operations
were handled there by the Controller's Office. Likewise,
"Application for Participation in the Grants-in-Aid
Program for Training Teachers of the Deaf." ("Master of
Education of the Deaf" folder. Smith Colleg e file.) Presi-
dent's Office, Clarke School for the Deaf, January 1963.
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the Registrar’s Office maintained academic records. However,
in the case of the latter, much assistance was given by
Miss Johnston and Mr. Blevins' office.
VJhen Professor Rees became Director of the program in
1966 she had very little administrative responsibility. Her
role was primarily that of advisor. She did begin to partici-
pate in the admissions process, but that appears to have
been the extent of her involvement. She and members of the
Department of Education and Child Study continued to offer
general education courses; however, no significant changes
were implemented in the program during the five year period
in which she served as director. This should not be inter-
preted to mean that the program was static, but that the
f
basic program was not altered, and the College's involvement
apparently was not commensurate with the funds which were
being received. At a time when funds could have been used
for a variety of modifications which might have strengthened
the College's commitment, little, if any, action was taken.
The College and the Division of Training Programs were headed
on a collision course.
A Warning
By 1970 the Division apparently had put into effect
more stringent screening procedures for funding applications.
As a result of this, a number of weaknesses, some real and
some apparent, were detected in the Smith/Clarke program.
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In March, the College was notified that its application had
been approved, but the approval was accompanied by a
"Warning Attachment." (see Appendix E ) The reasons for
the warning status were given as follows:
1. The panel had serious reservations regarding the
commitment of Smith College to this program^” There
is little evidence within the application of how
funds provided to the College are used to support
and improve the program. In addition, there was
some question of why the College has not sought
for its staff a full time person, with appropriate
academic and experiential background in education
of the deaf, to direct and coordinate the teacher
preparation in this area.
2. There was some concern regarding coursework.
a) There is no required coursework and apparently
no elective work available in areas such as edu-
cational technology, learning theory, linguistics,
or research methods and interpretation. This is
considered a deficiency for a master's level pro-
gram. b) It is noted that course hours are minimal
in all coursework related to education of the deaf,
c) No elective courses are listed in the appli-
cation, and there is apparently no opportunity for
students to take electives in the program.
3.
- a) Two of the three persons listed as supervisors
of practicum have had no classroom teaching ex-
perience with deaf children, b) The panel questions
the practice of providing student teaching for only
7 hours per week for 36 weeks; c) The students
apparently have no contact with other educational
programs for the deaf in the vicinity, d) There is
no listing within the application of cooperating
teachers at the Clarke School for the Deaf. 2
The College was to have approximately eight months to
correct the situation and was expected to indicate how all
2
"Ap
College fi!
lications P
e)
,
op.cit
.
L. 85-926,
March 2 2
,
1970-71" (folder in Smith
197 0 .
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the deficiencies were remediated in the next grant appli-
cation .
Initial Stapes of the Reorganizat ion
Of all the problems cited the most urpent seemed to be
that of locating an individual to serve as director of the
program. President Mendenhall assigned this task to Dr.
Pratt since he was more familiar with people who might
qualify. The search began at once with no positive results.
The unique set of credentials being sought limited the num-
ber of qualified persons, and those who were approached had
other interests. An attempt was even made to hire Dr.
Philip J. Schmitt who was serving as Coordinator for the
Deaf in the Division of Training Programs, but to no avail.
By October 1970, it was clear that a new director was not
going to be hired before the next grant application was sent
to Washington. However, telephone assurances were received
indicating that the Division understood the problem and
realized that a sincere effort was being made.
Attention turned to trying to satisfy the other warnings
A progress report was prepared addressing each of the warnings
and indicating what action had been taken.
3
3 0n the application form the following directions were
given: "briefly describe action taken." This apparently was
the reason for the relatively short reply.
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1 * College has agreed to appoint a full-time
staff person, with appropriate academic and experi-
ential background in education of the deaf, to' direct
and coordinate the teacher preparation in this area.
The position was offered to Dr. Joseph Rosenstein and
to Dr. Philip J. Schmitt. The search continues, with
the expectation that the position may be filled for
the 1971-1972 academic year.
2. Course work in educational technology, learning
theory
,
linguistics
,
and research methods and inter-
pretation are included in present course offerings
and . laboratory experiences although not so titled.
It is agreed that electives are desirable, but since
students are presently scheduled for 38 semester
hours to be accomplished during one academic year plus
a six-week summer institute, including a heavy practi-
cum schedule, we have under advisement the possibility
of returning to a two-year program which pertained
from 1947-1962.
3. When the full-time staff person referred to in #1
is appointed, Dr. Rees and Dr. Pratt will step aside.
We believe that we require as substantial a practicum
experience as any teacher preparation program in the
area of the deaf in the country. Perhaps the problem
is one of description. We believe that prospective
teachers of the deaf gain confidence and assurance
through intensive practicum under good guidance and
supervision. Experience with a wide variety of ap-
proaches to educating deaf children is gained through
visitations to other programs such as: The, Lexington
School in New York, The American School, The New York
School, the Nev; Jersey School, Gallaudet College,
Speech and Hearing Center at Johns Hopkins Hospital,
National Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester
School, Perkins School for the Blind (deaf-blind),
Boston School (aphasic children). 14
^"Applications P.L. 91-230, 1971-72" (folder in Smith
College file), op.cit., November 8, 1970, pp.6-6a.
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• While the Division had requested brevity in the above
comments, the panel which reviewed the Smith/Clarke appli-
cation obviously was dissatisfied. In March 1971, the
College was notified that its application had been approved,
but that funds were being withheld until specific conditions
were met. A "Conditional Attachment" (see Appendix E)
described what actions had to be taken:
1. A full-time doctoral-level person should be secured
to serve as coordinator of the Smith College teacher
preparation program in education of the deaf. This
person should have some years of classroom experience
in education of the deaf and should possess experi-
ential, academic, and professional qualifications
appropriate for this position.
2. Assurances must be provided that course offerings
will be upgraded for the 1971-72 academic year, speci-
fically: (a) that language offerings will include
substantial amounts of work in linguistics and psycho-
linguistics and in various approaches to language
instruction for the deaf; and (b) that a number of
elective courses in education of the deaf and in re-
lated areas will be made available to students in
the program.
3. Because the coursework information on pages 12 to
14 of the application is unclear, the college should
provide the Division of Training Programs with the
following information: (a) a typical course sequence
summary, listing required and frequently-taken elect-
ives on a term by term basis and (b) a clarification
^
of which courses are required and which are elective.
Program personnel were given six weeks to meet the
above demands or all funds would be forfeited. As if these
5 This information was contained in a letter written to
Mr. Charles Johnson, Controller, Smith College, by Bruce
Balow, Director, Division of Training Programs, dated
March 22
,
1971.
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conditions were not sufficient, a new set of warnings
was also attached for the reasons listed below:
1. The panel continues to have serious reser-
vations regarding the commitment of Smith
College to this program. The response
"Balance of funds returned when requested"
on page 7 of the application is inadequate,
and there is insufficient evidence within the
application of how funds provided to the
college are used to support and improve the
program.
2. There was concern regarding coursework,
(a) There is no required coursework and appar-
ently no elective work available in areas such
as educational psychology and learning theory,
regular education curr iculum and techniques
,
linguistics and psycholinguistics, research
methods
,
and other areas related to education
of the deaf; (b) it is noted that course-hours
are minimal in all course work related to edu-
cation of the deaf.
3.
There appear to be deficiencies in practicum.
(a) Two of the three persons listed as super-
visors of practicum have had no classroom
teaching experience with deaf children. (b) The
panel felt very strongly that additional prac-
ticum facilities in the vicinity should be used
for student teaching purposes in order to
provide trainees with classroom experiences in
more than one type of school situation. 6
As further proof that the Division was dissatisfied,
the number of academic year traineeships was cut to ten, the
smallest number since the first year the program was funded.
Summer traineeships were reduced to forty. These cuts repre
sented a loss of $47,000 from the previous year, and $79,000
6 Ibid.
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from the peak year of 1967-1968.
Appointment of a Director
Once again the most pressing need appeared to be
that of finding a new program director. 7 When no one at
the doctoral level could be found, the search was widened
to include doctoral students with appropriate backgrounds.
On March 18, 1971, President Mendenhall offered the posi-
tion of Director, and Assistant Professor of Education and
Child Study to Mr. Alan L. Marvel], i, a doctoral candidate
at the University of Massachusetts, whose background in-
cluded the following:
1) A bachelor’s degree in elementary education
2) A master’s degree in education of the deaf
3) Six years experience teaching the deaf
4) Five years administrative experience con-
current with teaching
5) Possession of Massachusetts certification as
an elementary school teacher and teacher of
the deaf, and national certification as a
teacher of the deaf
The above credentials were sufficient to satisfy the Divi-
sion that the first condition had been met.
Once a new director had been located, attention was
directed toward meeting the other conditions.
7 One of the main reasons that search efforts were
unsuccessful was that the College was not in a position to
offer much security to the new Director. It was made clear
that such a person could not remain on the faculty if Federal
money became unavailable. Since the program was in serious
financial trouble, there was little incentive . for any inter-
ested person to commit himself to this new, highly specula-
tive venture.
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Instructors were asked to submit more detailed course
descriptions. Assurances were given that electives would
be made available and that where necessary course content
would be improved. A defense was made for the particular
course and credit offerings in the program citing the
standards adopted by the Conference of Executives in 1951,^
and Massachusetts certification requirements as their
basis. Finally, the problem of deficiencies in practicum
supervision was faced. It was decided that Dr. Pratt
would step aside, and that all supervision would be con-
ducted by Mr. Blevins and three supervising teachers at
Clarke, and by the new director, all of whom were experienced
teachers of deaf children.
On May 19, 1971, the above information was sent to
Washington. Less than a week later a reply was received
indicating that funds were being released for the program."1" 0
It was to be the responsibility of the new director to see
that obligations which had been made were fulfilled.
Defining the Hew Position
"Without task descriptions for new positions, whether,
they be line or staff, administrators cannot clarify re-
sponsibilities and find the gap in the total picture ...over-
^The original descriptions consisted of one or two
sentence summaries of the courses being offered.
°See Appendix C.
10
"Conditional Attachment and Response, 1971-72" (folder
in Smith College file) op.cit., May 24, 1971.
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lapping performance, confusing relationships, dichotomy
of roles and lack of job clarification will come about
without specific task descriptions. Each professional
must know exactly what he is to do and how he is to work
with other professionals."^
While it was essential to appoint a new full-time
director if the program were to continue receiving Federal
funds, neither Smith College, nor Clarke School had taken
time to define this new role. In his letter of appoint-
ment to Mr. Marvelli, President Mendenhall gave the
following description of the duties for the new position:
"As Director of the Program, you would have general ad-
ministrative responsibilities for its operation. This
would include handling all admissions to the Program and
the organization of the curriculum." It was essential
that a more specific job description be prepared.
The new director initiated a series of meetings
(individual and group) with the four people previously
responsible for the program. The former director was plan-
ning to retire and was most anxious to be of assistance.
The other three individuals were all in positions where
X1 Davis
,
D., and N. Nickerson , Critical Issues in
School Personnel Administration. Chicago: Rand McNally
and Company, 1968, p. 38.
12 Mendenhall
,
T.C., Letter of appointment to Alan L.
Marvelli dated March 18, 1971.
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they had enough other responsibilites to keep fully
occupied without involvement in program activities.
The new director did not represent a threat to any of
them or their positions. They were all extremely cooper-
ative, and made the task of preparing a job description
rather easy. Results of these efforts are detailed below:
Position : Program Director
Primary Function : To coordinate all activities related
to the Teacher Education Program.
Major Responsibilities :
1) Program planning: academic year and summer
2) Correspondence and communications
3) Admissions
4) Instruction
5) Practicum coordination and supervision
6) Curriculum development
7) Fiscal Planning
8) Teacher placement
Illustrations of Key Duties :
1) Program planning: (a) To provide leadership in
establishing program goals and objectives. (b) To
develop evaluation techniques for determining if
goals have been met.
2) Correspondence: Ca) To handle all communications
related to the program. (b) To prepare bulletins
describing the program (academic year and summer).
3) Admissions: (a) To review and recommend changes
(if necessary) in admission procedures. (b) To
process all applications. (c) To act as chair-
person of the admissions committee.
4) Instruction: (a) To offer a minimum of one course
each semester to students enrolled in the program,
(b) To instruct undergraduates in the Department
of Education and Child Study if possible.
5) Practicum coordination: (a) To schedule practicum
assignments. (b) To represent the College in
practicum supervision.
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6) Curriculum Development: (a) To inform instruc-
tors of changes in certification guidelines.
(b) To evaluate current instructional practices.
(c) To assist in developing new instructional
procedures when warranted.
7) fiscal Planning: (a) To prepare all materials
required for obtaining Federal funds. (b) To
investigate other potential sources of income.
8) Teacher Placement: (a) To inform students of
employment possibilities. (b) To assist them
in securing employment.
Once the duties of the new director had been estab-
lished, the next task was to bring them together into one
office. This proved to be a slow procedure, which pro-
bably was not completed until the program had gone through
an entire year under new leadership. Some responsibili-
ties were easily transferred. For example, correspondence
could be handled with little difficulty, as could admis-
sions. In other areas, however, it took a great deal of
time. Perhaps the most difficult task was making the pro-
gram more a part of the College. For so many years it had
operated at Clarke School, that it was, at best,- on the
periphery as far as the College was concerned. Bringing
it closer to the center was (and still is) a major task.
Refocusing the Program to Meet External Demands
Shortly after assuming his new duties, the director
began to face the many difficulties which still beset the
program. Since it had encountered problems for over a year
and a half, and was, in the fall of 1971, still operating
with a series of warnings , it was essential to examine the
program thoroughly. The purpose of the examination was to
locate deficiencies, real or apparent, and to correct them
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before applying for Federal funds. An additional pur-
pose was to identify strengths and to build upon them.
The future of the program rested, in large part, upon
the presentation of a solid, effective working plan to the
Division of Training Programs. There were, however, a
number of other organizations whose influence affected
program goals and policies. Of particular importance were
the Council on Education of the Deaf and the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, both of which set teacher certification
guidelines. The College also played a major role in de-
termining policies.
Certification Guidelines
The teacher certification guidelines adopted by the
Conference of Executives in 1951, remained unchanged until
1959 when minor modifications were made which did not alter
the basic course requirements. When the Council on Educa-
tion of the Deaf was empowered to issue teaching certifi-
cates, it adopted these requirements. The Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, likewise, incorporated them into its cer-
tification requirements for teachers of the deaf.
With the advent of Federal aid, teacher educators
began to look more carefully at standards. Beginning in
1964 with the Virginia Beach Conference on the Preparation
of Teachers of the Deaf, plans were made to revise standards.
In the years that followed other meetings took place, leading
ultimately to the establishment of a committee on professional
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13preparation and certification within the C.E.D. in 1969.
The new officially appointed CED committee
was charged with the responsibility fo.r working
with all interested persons (including adminis-
trators; teachers; teacher educators; federal,
state, and local officials; organizations; and the
deaf community) toward the development of a set
of updated standards. It was hoped that the com-
mittee would produce a universally acceptable set
of standards that could be effectively used for
the upgrading and improvement of programs even-
tually affecting personnel who work with hearing
impaired children in our schools.
During 1969 a second ad hoc study group
appointed by the Council was busy at work develop-
ing recommended standards for the preparation of
vocational and other related special subject area
teaching personnel. The report from this group
was eventually merged with the earlier study group
report containing recommended standards for the
preparation of academic teachers.
The combined report prepared as a draft of
proposed standards was widely circulated by the
committee to state agency personnel, university
program people, teachers, schools and classes for
the deaf, and to the leadership of national organi-
zations of the deaf. The topic of standards re-
vision was put on the agenda of conventions of
interested national organizations. Open discussion
meetings were held at these conventions to get input
from as many interested persons in our field as
possible
.
The result of all these efforts was a new set of
guidelines which, by the fall of 1971, were in their final
form and were being submitted to the constituent organizations
13
"Standards for the Certification c>f Teachers of
the Hearing Impaired." Council on Education of the Deal,
197 2
,
p . iv .
14
Ibid, p. v.
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of the C.E.D. for approval. Since their passage was vir-
tually certain, it seemed advisable to give them careful
attention in making plans for the Smith/Clarke program.
While the C.E.D. was changing its standards, the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts apparently was satisfied
with the old guidelines. Telephone and written inquiries
to the Bureau of leacher Certification and Placement in-
dicated that no action was planned on this matter. It
became apparent that the program might have to operate
under a double (but not incompatible) set of standards.
Internal Restraints
As far as the College was concerned, the new direc-
tor received outstanding cooperation from all sectors.
Very few limitations were placed upon program operations.
In fact, the only significant restraint concerned summer
course offerings. Since 1964, a member of the Department
of Education and Child Study had offered the two general
education courses to M.E.D. candidates during the summer.
A request was made by President Mendenhall that these
courses be taken during the academic year, and that courses
related to education of the deaf be offered in the summer
^The standards were finally approved on January 15
>
1972. Their effective date was set as January 15, 1974.
^See course listing in Chapter II, page 85.
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instead
.
Initial Planning and Goa l Setting
Once all of the guiding and limiting factors had
been considered, an examination of the program was be-
gun to determine what existed, to compare that with what
could or should have existed, and to make plans accord-
ingly. Such plans involved ’’setting goals and objectives
for the organization, and developing ’work maps' showing
1 7how these goals and objectives were to be accomplished."
The primary goal of the Smith/Clarke program had been es-
tablished informally for several years. It was not too
difficult to define it, however, it was important that this
goal be compatible with those of the organizations cited
earlier. The following was established on that basis:
To prepare prospective teachers of hearing impaired
children to function effectively in two areas of speciali-
zation:
1) Pre-primary (nursery) - for teachers who will
work with children between three and six years
in a school setting.
2) Elementary - for teachers who will work with
children across broad curriculum areas from the
•* 7 Hersey, P., and K. Blanchard, Management of Organi
zational Behavior . Englewood Cliffs, N . J . : Prentice-Hall
1969
,
p . 4
.
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time of the beginnings of formal academic work
at approximately age six to entrance into a
1 Rsecondary program.
Methods for achieving the above goal will be dis-
cussed later in this study.
Assessing Needs
Regardless of how much planning goes into a program,
it is wasted if there is no need for the program in the
first place. As noted in the previous chapter, a desparate
need did exist for trained teachers of the deaf in the
early 1960's. However, after nine years of Federal funding,
it was important to ask the question, "Is there still a
need for preschool and elementary teachers of the deaf?"
To answer this question, the director prepared 'a letter to
be sent to each school for the deaf in New England, and
to the Massachusetts Department of Education, Division of
20 .Special Education. This letter requested information on
1
8
These goal statements were based upon new C.E.D.
standards, op.cit., p. 5, and also satisfied the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts. The limitations stated were dicta-
ted by the age range of the children at the Clarke School
,
and other nearby faciliti.es.
19 Since the Smith/Clarke program was one of only two
programs preparing teachers in New England , it was considered
to be a' regional program by the Division of Training Programs.
It seemed advisable, therefore, to assess the regional need.
^By determining the needs of the day classes in Massa-
chusetts, it was possible to project the approximate needs
for the entire New England region.
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how many new teachers were needed annually.
Replies were received from eight of the eleven
schools and from the Division of Special Education. 21
They indicated that an average total of forty-two new
teachers were needed in the schools for the deaf, and
twenty to twenty-five were required by Massachusetts day
classes. Using these figures, it was projected that the
New England area needed over one hundred teachers annually.
The two training programs in this region prepared fewer
than forty, indicating that the demand was far greater
than the supply. Furthermore, a national study indicated
that seventy-six percent (606) of the new teachers hired
in schools that were surveyed in 1970 were ineligible for
. . . 22
certification as teachers of the deaf. From the above
information, it was felt that the program's continued
existence could be justified.
Staffing
A critical component of any undertaking is the or-
ganizational staff. Members must possess competencies which
can insure success of the venture. The Smith/Clarke program
was composed of two staffs, one which provided instruction
21These replies are on file in the Director's office,
Smith College.
2
2
Connor, Leo, "Manpower Shortages," Volta Review.
Vol
.
73, No. 4, April 1971, p. 213.
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and one which received it. The rationale underlying the
selection of each group is considered below.
In their certification standards, both the C.E.D.
and the Massachusetts Bureau of Teacher Certification and
Placement described in detail the competencies needed by
teachers of the hearing impaired.
^
3
In addition, Massa-
chusetts required a specific list of courses, those
approved by the Conference of Executives in 1951. 24 This
meant that many of the program's objectives were already
established, which greatly facilitated staffing. It was
a matter of selecting individuals whose backgrounds in-
dicated that they were competent to provide instruction in
these predetermined areas.
The most serious question in a matter of this kind is
what criteria are to be used to determine competence. As
noted in Chapter II, the trend in teacher education was
to move programs into colleges and out of practicum centers.
This was given added impetus with the advent of Federal aid
to teacher education. While such moves may have assured
that instructors were academically competent, there were
increased risks that practical aspects of education of the
deaf would be sacrificed. The close relationship between
^ 3 See C.E.D. "Standards," op.cit., pp . 2-8.
24 In 1971, the C.E.D. also demanded these courses,
but they were being phased out.
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Smith College and Clarke School made it possible to mini-
mize such risks
.
Since 1916, the College had recognized the expertise
of several of the Clarke School staff members
,
and had
invited them to offer courses to undergraduates. When
the College became actively involved in the teacher edu-
cation program, it seemed advisable to further recognize
this expertise by awarding graduate credit for courses
offered at the Clarke School. This recognition and
staffing method was in effect in 1971, and there seemed
to be no valid reason for making a change at that time.
It should be noted that individuals who were se-
lected to offer courses all possessed advanced degrees,
f
including doctorates in several cases* and some served as
faculty members at other institutions of higher learning.
Equally important, however, was the fact that they were
intimately involved with deaf children in an educational
setting. They were able to address basic issues in the
education of the deaf from both a theoretical and practi-
cal viewpoint
,
and could rely upon daily experiences to
enhance their instruction.
In order for students in the program not to be li-
mited exclusively to working in a school for the deaf, or
to be taking courses only from its faculty and staff, it
was necessary to consider including other individuals in
the instructional staff. As noted in Chapter II, when
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the M.E.D. program first began in 1962, the decision was
made to require two outside courses which would be offered
by members of the Department of Education and Child Study.
In 1971, it seemed advisable to continue this policy.
Changes were instituted with respect to which courses
would be offered, however. These will be discussed later.
Criteria for Candidate Selection
From 1962 through 1971, applicants to the program
were required to have taken at least three education courses
including history or philosophy of education, and educa-
tional psychology. When the C.E.D. proposed its new
standards
,
emphasis was placed upon having prospective
teachers of the deaf be well prepared to work with children
before beginning to specialize. A decision was reached
to incorporate these standards in the Smith/Clarke admission
prerequisites. The revised prerequisites are detailed below
The applicant must have been graduated from
an accredited four-year college or university.
An applicant now employed as a teacher of the
deaf must submit a recommendation from his/her
superintendent or academic principal.
The applicant’s undergraduate record must show
superior achievement as judged by the Program Ad-
missions Committee.
Prerequisite to specific preparation for teaching
the hearing-impaired in either of the areas of spe-
cialization mentioned on page 5, the candidate should
show satisfactory evidence of college study demon-
strating that he has a general knowledge of:
1) Child growth and development, learning theory,
and general psychology;
2) The development, structure, and function of
social institutions including the interaction
and interrelationships of these groups in our
society;
3) Current instructional procedures in general
education
;
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4) Instructional procedures for the educa-tion of handicapped and multi-handicapped
children.
.
In addition, the applicant for certificationm any areaof specialization must have completed
satisfactorily the equivalent of a minimum of 20
semester hours in a major area of study directly
related to his area of intended specialization.^
The above statements allowed for a great deal of
flexibility since students could select a number of courses
which would satisfy the four major areas of knowledge re-
quested. Interested students possessing such backgrounds
were encouraged to apply for admission.
One of the duties of the new director, as noted pre-
viously, was to be the screening of applicants. The follow-
mg admissions procedure was implemented.
1. An applicant was to complete an application form
supplied by the director’s office.
2. Upon receipt of the application, a file was es-
tablished and a minimum of three letters of
recommendation were requested from individuals
.listed on the form, at least two of whom were
professors familiar with the applicant's scho-
lastic capabilities.
3 . The applicant was to submit a transcript of under-
graduate courses. If he/she were a senior, this
transcript was to be sent at the end of the first
semester of the senior year.
^Smith College Bulletin, Series 67, No. 1, January
1973
,
p.~6
^This system was based in large part upon the previous
one used at Clarke. The main difference was that all acti-
vities were handled by one office instead of two.
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4. Each applicant was encouraged to come for an
interview, if possible, but was given the
option of submitting a cassette recording on
which he/she was to expand and clarify his/her
reasons for wanting to pursue a career in edu-
cation of the deaf, and to add any other per-
tinent information which might support the
application
.
5. All application materials were to be received
by March 1 of the year of admission.
Once the closing date was reached, a three-stage
screening process began. The first stage consisted of
eliminating all applicants whose files contained insuf-
ficient data, or who did not maintain at least a "B"
average in the major area of study. This was done by
the director. The second stage consisted of transferring
27
all data for the remaining applicants onto summary sheets
which were put in the front of each applicant’s folder.
The final part of the screening process was the convening
of an admissions committee representing both Smith and
Clarke. Decisions were made then on the basis of available
data. Considerable emphasis was placed on past academic
and teaching performance, but all factors were weighed
carefully. A list of acceptable applicants and alternates
was compiled. Letters were prepared to be sent to appli-
2 8
cants advising them of their status.
2 7
See Appendix F.
^While the admissions process was described in the
past tense, it is still in effect at present.
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' Planning and Implementing Learning Experiences
The "warnings” issued by the Division of Training
Programs coupled with the new content guidelines pro-
posed by the C.E.D. made it imperative to examine carefully
all courses in the program. Host affected were the speech
and language courses, practicum experiences, and electives.
The director met with instructors, and practicum
supervisors, in order to devise a plan for implementing
changes. It was decided to try to meet federal demands
while moulding the program around the new C.E.D. standards
for provisional certification. On that basis, it was pos-
sible to state performance criteria for students in the
five areas of preparation listed below. These five areas
incorporated the nine existing courses as follows:
a ) Foundations of Education of the Hearing Impaired
Courses 464 Problems in the Education and Guidance
• of the Deaf and 468 Psychology of Exceptional
Children develop the following knowledge and
skills :
1. A knowledge of historical and current develop-
ments in education of the hearing impaired in
the United States and other countries and the
influence of historical developments upon the
current state of the field.
2. A knowledge of national and local issues,
trends, and events which influence the educa-
tion of hearing impaired children.
3. A knowledge of the various methods of communi-
cation employed in teaching hearing impaired
children, including the language of signs,
fingerspelling, acoupedics , verbotonal, cued
speech, oral-aural, total communicat ion , and
others . .
4. A knowledge of the purposes and services of
national, state, and local organizations and
government agencies concerned with the educa
tion and welfare of the hearing impaired.
11 ?
5. A knowledge of national, regional, state,
and local education programs for the hearing
impaired
.
6. A knowledge of the content and nature, issues,
and trends of fields and professions related
to education of the hearing impaired, such
as regular education, special education, audio-
logy, and educational psychology, and the con-
tributions of these fields to education of the
hearing impaired.
7 . A knowledge of the implications of hearing
impairment for the psychological, sociological,
vocational, and educational development of
hearing impaired individuals
.
8. The ability to utilize educational, socio-
logical
,
audiological
,
and psychological infor-
mation in educational planning and counseling
for both hearing impaired children and their
parents.
9. The ability to locate and utilize resources,
reference materials, and professional litera-
ture in the education of the hearing impaired
and in related fields.
b ) Speech Science and Audiometry
Courses 465 Auditory and Speech Mechanism s and
466 Audiometry Hearing Aids~and Auditory Training
provide a knowledge of the following:
1. The human speech, auditory, and visual mechan-
isms and related brain and central nervous
systems structures: the anatomy of these
mechanisms, their inter-relatedness ,' common
pathologies affecting these mechanisms, and
the functioning of these mechanisms in com-
municative and other types of behavior in both
intact and defective organisms.
2. Production, transmission, and reception of speech
sounds and other sounds ; physical and psycho-
physical characteristics of sound; and methods
of displaying and graphically representing these
characteristics.
3. The general and specific effects of hearing im-
pairment upon the production of speech and the
reception of speech and other sounds.
4 . Various procedures for testing hearing and inter-
pretation of hearing test results.
5. The functioning and characteristics of various
types of amplifying and their application to
learning and instructional processes.
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c ) Language and Communicat ion
Course 462 The Teaching of Language to the Deaf
offers the following:
1. A knowledge of the
_ structure of the English
language (linguistics), the acquisition and
use of language (psycholinguistics)
,
and the
implications of these areas for education of
hearing impaired infants, children, and young
adults
.
2. A knowledge of research and other literature
on language of the hearing impaired
.
3. A knowledge of the acquisition and develop-
ment of language skills in hearing and in
hearing impaired infants and children.
4 . A knowledge of disorders of language de-
velopment.
5. A knowledge of commonly used methods and pro-
cedures of language instruction for hearing
impaired children, with stress being placed
upon the Fitzgerald Straight Language System.
6. The ability to utilize appropriate instruc-
tional procedures to effect language learning
in hearing impaired children and the ability
to diagnose, correct, and improve language
development in these children.
Courses 461 The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf
and 467 Methods of Teaching Speechreading to the
Deaf and Hard of Hearing provide:
1. A knowledge of the communication process and
the effects of hearing loss on communication.
2 . A knowledge of research and other literature
on communication of the hearing impaired.
3. A detailed analysis of speech production cover-
ing phonetic transcription, developing and
improving speech readiness, voice quality,
_
.
speech breathing, articulation, rhythm, phrasing,
accent and fluency.
4. An in-depth understanding of the modes of com-
munication (listed below) used in teaching
hearing impaired individuals including the use
.
of techniques and materials appropriate to indi-
viduals or groups in the development , diagnosis
,
correction, and improvement of communication
ability
.
Written communication
Auditory training
Speech
Speechreading
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b. Extensive speech lab and classroom teaching
experiences
.
d ) Curriculum and Instructi on
Course 463 Methods of Teaching Elementary SchoolSubjects to the Deaf plus eight semester hours
of elective courses concerning general procedures
in education offer the following:
1. An understanding of the purpose and the nature
of curriculum and an understanding of learning
and instructional processes
.
2. A knowledge of curriculum and instructional
procedures common to education of the hearing
impaired and regular education, adaptations
of the regular curriculum and instruction for
the hearing impaired, and aspects of curricu-
lum and instruction unique to education of the
hearing impaired.
3. The ability to plan, implement, and evaluate
learning experiences for individuals and groups,
including the ability to:
Identify learner entry level
Conceptualize and formulate objectives
in behavioral terms
Design methods of evaluation based upon
measurable objectives and utilize data
collection procedures.
Select, design, produce, and utilize media,
materials, and resources appropriate to
learner behavior and lesson objectives
Implement appropriate instructional pro-
cedures
Evaluate learner responses and revise in-
struction appropriately
e ) Practicum
Course 469 Observation and Student Teaching develops
1. The ability to interact effectively for instruc-
tional purposes in a learning situation with
hearing impaired individuals or groups at three
broad teaching levels: preschool, lower ele-
mentary, and upper elementary.
‘ 2. The ability to plan and organize curriculum
content in an area of specialization for effec-
tive learning by both individuals and groups of
hearing impaired children.
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In the spring of 1971, courses had been redefined
and expanded to meet the conditions noted earlier. That
fall several of the course syllabi were again rewritten
and given a standardized format. 29 The changes were made
to insure that courses included instructional activities
that would develop knowledges and competencies described
above
.
In an attempt to strengthen the program, and sa-
tisfy the Division of Training Program, a number of other
changes were implemented. One of the pressing federal
demands was for the addition of elective courses to the
program. With the assistance of the members of the De-
partment of Education and Child 'Study, this became rather
easy to implement. It was further facilitated by Presi-
dent Mendenhall’s decision (op.cit.) to eliminate courses
taught by- the Smith faculty from the summer
.
The decision was made to permit students to 'select
two courses instead of requiring the two noted earlier.
Selections could be made from courses offered by the Depart-
ment, or by the. College as a whole. In certain cases,
students would be permitted to take courses from other
colleges in the area. It was considered essential that
2 9 In some cases these outlines have been reorganized
again since that time. The present ones appear in Appendix G.
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courses have some degree of relevance to the M.E.D.
program, however. To insure this, all electives were
to be approved by the director.
Since the summer session was left open by the re-
moval of the courses noted above, questions were raised
concerning which courses should be shifted from the aca-
demic year to fill this void. After much thought and
discussion by staff members, a number of decisions were
reached
:
First
,
in order to have a program with as much con-
tinuity as possible, all degree candidates were to be
required to begin the program with the Summer Institute.
Second, with all candidates available in the summer,
it would be possible to use this time for orientation,
and for introduction of courses which would prepare them
for the academic year. Courses which were selected were,
"Methods of Teaching Elementary School Subjects to the
Deaf" (4 credits) , and "Methods of Teaching Speechreading
to the Deaf and Hard of Hearing" (2 credits). , Since pre-
vious summer sessions had offered eight credits, and
because federal officials urged expansion of courses,
two
credits were to be added to the "Speech" course.
The sum-
mer portion of the course would be primarily
theoretical,
leaving more time during the academic year for
concentra-
tion in the area of practicum. This summer
work would also
give trainees basic "tools" for beginning
speech lab work
in the fall.
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Third, with millions of dollars being spent by
the federal government on media for the deaf, an inten-
sive three week session devoted to classroom utiliza-
tion of media was to be introduced as a part of the
course in elementary methods.
The revised schedule for the program then looked
as follows:
semester hours
Summer Institute credit
The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf 2
Methods of Teaching Elementary School 4
Subjects to the Deaf (including an
introduction to media)
Methods of Teaching Speechreading to 2
the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
8
Academic Year
First semester
The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf 2
The Teaching of Language to the Deaf 2
Problems in Education and Guidance 1
of the Deaf
Auditory and Speech Mechanisms 2
Psychology of Exceptional Children 2
Observation and Student Teaching 4
Elective ^
"IT
Second semester
The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf 2
The Teaching of Language to the Deaf 2
Problems in Education and Guidance 1
of the Deaf
Audiometry, Hearing Aids and Auditory 2
Training
Observation and Student Teaching
Elective
8
25
40
The Division of Training Programs also had noted
weaknesses and had issued warnings concerning practicum,
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with respect to both supervision and types of experiences
offered. These weaknesses were more apparent than real,
but regardless, they were not ignored.
Problems of supervision had been overcome with the
appointment of the new director, since he and the super-
vising teachers at Clarke School were all experienced
teachers of the deaf . To be sure that federal standards
were being met with respect to quantity and variety of
practicum experiences, changes were implemented. More
opportunities were provided for students to gain experi-
ence in the teaching of speech, in. both the speech lab
and classrooms. Also, arrangements were made for stu-
dents to have practice teaching experiences at another
30
school for the deaf.
The revised practicum schedule provided all students
with opportunities to spend a minimum of seven weeks stu-
dent teaching in each of four different areas: Lower
School (including preschool) with resident pupils ages
to 9; Middle School, ages 9-13; Upper School, ages
13-17; and Speech, all ages, in both the laboratory and
classrooms. A fifth seven week session gave trainees an
opportunity to select an additional assignment in one of
^There was only one other school for the deaf with-
in twenty-five miles, the Willie Ross School, Longmeadow
,
Massachusetts. Since students in the M.E.D. program were
required to attend daily classes at Smith and Clarke, it
was not feasible to provide practicum experiences at any
greater distance
.
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the four areas above, or at another school. Daily prac-
ticing assignments varied from approximately one to three
hours. Additional assignments included tutoring in
various subject matter areas, plus attendance at daily
planned observation sessions. In these sessions, train-
ees, as a group, would observe a teacher and class, and
take notes on procedures for future reference.
Other practicum activities included providing
trainees with a minimum of thirty clock hours of ’’hands-
on" media development and utilization, plus approximately
thirty hours of conducting audiometric tests on various
hearing and deaf subjects.
In order to provide maximum opportunities for prac-
ticum experiences all courses in the M.E.D. program were
scheduled to meet either before or after school hours.
Host were two hour sessions which were held once each week.
Because major emphasis was placed upon student teaching,
all M.E.D. candidates followed the Clarke School calendar
which was slightly out of phase with the Smith calendar.
The chief difference was that the school year was longer
by approximately one month at Clarke
.
Developing Evaluation Procedures
Without an adequate plan for evaluation for most
endeavors, it is impossible to make any determination of
success or failure. It seemed essential therefore to exa-
mine existing evaluation plans in the Smith/Clarke program
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and to improve them where possible. With a teacher edu-
cation program
,
it is advisable to have a two-pronged
evaluation system; one for assessing internal operations,
and a second which provides data from outside of the
program.
In 1971, the program had a three phase internal
evaluation plan which was concerned with general program
operation, student academic progress, and student teach-
ing, respectively. It must be noted that the broad scope
of the program and the widely differing backgrounds of
students enrolled in it, made it impossible to conduct
any form of highly controlled evaluation. There were
far too many variables. However, this did not rule out
evaluation procedures altogether.
General program evaluation was conducted primarily
through scheduled meetings of all staff members. During
these meetings, problems, new ideas, and major or minor
modifications were discussed. Appropriate actions were
taken based upon these discussions. Evaluation was also
carried on through frequent , individual meetings between
the director and various staff members. Many of the changes
noted in the previous section resulted from such meetings.
Evaluation within the various courses was a very dif-
ferent matter. A basic premise underlying the operation of
a degree granting institution is that its faculty members,
possessing appropriate academic credentials, and having been
carefully selected, are competent judges of the quality of
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work being done by their students. The competence of
program staff members was discussed previously. It was
felt by the College that they were prepared ‘to instruct
and assess the progress of their students.
Practicum experiences were evaluated in a number
of ways. During a seven week student teaching experience,
each trainee was required to evaluate his/her daily
teaching. The cooperating teacher also offered opinions
and suggestions. In addition, each supervising teacher
(department principal) visited classrooms to observe
trainees. Such visits were conducted by the program
director as well. At the end of a seven week assignment,
each student teacher was required to write an extensive
self-evaluation in which was included general information
about the class which was taught, and material covered.
In addition, the student was to note strengths, weak-
nesses, and other specific information about the teaching
experience. Meetings were then arranged with individuals
noted above to discuss the practicum experience. The
cooperating teacher and supervising teacher then prepared
a written report of the student teacher's experience which
was submitted to the director and put into the student s
file.
An examination of the internal evaluation plan by
the director revealed one major weakness in practicum eval-
uation; there was no standardization. Each cooperating
and supervising teacher emphasized different knowledges and
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s j and submitted a narrative based upon completely
subjective standards.
While it was acknowledged that objectivity could not
be reached in this type of human appraisal, much could
have been done to improve the situation. With assist-
ance from members of the Department of Education and
Child Study and the Department of Psychology, the direc-
tor developed a new rating instrument for student teac.h-
. 31mg. This scale introduced a greater degree of stand-
ardization to the evaluation process.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, a
teacher preparation program must have an external evalua-
tion system. It is perhaps the most important component
t
of the entire evaluation process since it is the chief
indicator of the effectiveness of such a program. Unfor-
tunately, in 1971, there existed no plan of this kind for
the Smith/Clarke program. It was suspected that the pro-
gram was functioning effectively since informal, positive
feedback was often received from various schools which had
employed its graduates. Such information was of very li-
mited value, however, and a more accurate system was needed.
The first attempt to secure more standardized in-
formation was an investigation of the possibility of
q -I
See Appendix H.
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admin.is tering National Teacher Examinations 32 to all
graduates of the program. Unfortunately, no test had
been devised for teachers of the deaf. Because of the
severe funding reductions that the program had experi-
enced, there were neither funds nor personnel available
at Smith for designing, field testing, etc., an instru-
ment of this kind. Therefore, it was necessary to look
for alternatives. The decision was made to use a
more detailed version of the rating system which had
been devised for student teaching. While, admittedly,
this instrument " was subjective, it did provide for
much greater standardization. It was to be sent to
supervisory personnel under whom program graduates were
employed.
While it was not an external component of the kind
described above, there was one other vitally important
evaluation which had to be considered; that of the Division
of Training Programs . Success or failure in Washington
had a direct bearing upon the future of the program. How
the program fared was a direct reflection of its quality
as viewed by a panel of experts and field readers, all of
32 These examinations are administered several times
a year by the Educational Testing Service, Box 911, Prince-
ton, New Jersey 08540.
33 See Appendix H.
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whom were involved with teacher preparation.
Fiscal Planning
The availability of operating funds is crucial to
almost any endeavor. The Smith/Clarke program proved
to be no exception. However, as noted previously, the
program was encountering serious difficulties in this
area. Not only had funds been reduced drastically, but,
in 1971, the College had been issued a warning concerning
its use of funds. The Division of Training Programs was
unable to see how funds were being spent by the College
to improve the program.
To realize how this situation arose, it might be
helpful to review the nature of the funding. In 1962,
Public Law 87-276, provided funds for tuition and a
$2000 stipend to each full-time master's degree candi-
date enrolled in a teacher preparation program. By 1971,
the method of funding had changed very little. Instead
of a tuition grant, the Division of Training Programs
awarded a $2500 training grant and $2200 stipend. This
per capita funding was unwise for a number of reasons. It .
provided only very loose controls upon how funds were to be
spent by a program receiving them, and it provided no in-
centive for such a program to try to devise more economical,
or more effective ways of utilizing the money. There was
great potential for fiscal waste built into the system. On
the other hand, however , a program was completely at the
mercy of the Division with respect to the number of
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individuals it could assist. This, unusual system created
problems for the College when final reports were sent
to Washington. These reports were vague, partly because
of the rather loose way in which funds were awarded.
When grouped with other deficiencies cited earlier, the
result was a reduction in financial aid.
Finally, in the fall of 1971, this system showed
some signs of breaking down. For the first time, pro-
grams were offered an opportunity to influence the funding
process. The former system remained in effect, but there
was a new option available, a program assistance grant.
Under this new scheme, a program could submit a detailed,
line item budget proposal, and budget justification in
lieu of an application for traineeships.
Since Smith College had received warnings concerning
how funds were being spent, it appeared that this was a
much better way to apply for funds. Telephone conversa-
tions with officials in the Division of Training' Programs
confirmed this. Indications were that funds would not be
increased to any program that year. In fact, further re-
ductions were anticipated. If that were the case, it was
critical that the program have as much control as possible
over utilization of funds. Out of the $89,000 provided
for traineeships during the 1971-1972 fiscal year, approxi-
mately $44,000 was given directly to students. This placed
a tremendous fiscal strain on the program. Further reduc-
tions would have crippled it seriously.
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With the assistance of the Controller's office at
Smith, and Business Office at Clarke, the director ini-
tiated a cost analysis of the program. On that basis
a budget was prepared which accurately reflected program
costs. Included were salaries, both professional and
nonprofessional, communications, supplies, library ma-
terials, etc., with appropriate justifications for all
proposed expenditures. If approved, the new budgeting
system would mean that all funds would be used for pro-
gram operations.
In view of the fact that stipends were being elim-
inated, the director suggested that the College commit
itself to admitting a larger group of students on a tui-
r
tion-free basis. The decision was finally made to admit
twenty-five master's degree candidates, and sixty Summer
Institute participants under the above terms. For the
Division of Training Programs, this meant an increase of
150% in master's degree candidates, and 50% for summer
34
trainees, for only a small increase in cost.
Finally, on December 15, 1971, an application for
3 5
a program assistance grant was sent to Washington.
34 Since stipends had been eliminated from the proposed
budget, an attempt was made to secure additional federal
funds for students in the form of assistantships . This
brought the requested figure to $102,000, an increase of
$13,000 over the previous year.
33 Copies of this document are on file in the office of
the program director.
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Contained in this document, which exceeded one-hundred
pages, was a detailed description of the entire, operation
of the proposed program, incorporating much of the ma-
terial described in this chapter. It was hoped that a
favorable review would result from this effort.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF EVALUATION
The Federal Review: 1972
The evaluation procedure established by the Divi-
sion of Training Programs was a necessarily slow one.
The number of applications received, and the volume of
each meant that all programs could expect a long waiting
period before being notified. In order that no program
would have a time advantage over another, the Division
waited until each application had been reviewed and then
sent out all of its announcements at the same time.
Customarily, programs were notified in March. How-
ever, in 1972, a new review procedure, incorporating
’’field readers" for the first time, was used. Apparently,
this led to delays. For the director of the Smith/Clarke
program, there was understandable anxiety. Finally, on
April 14, 1972, the Division notified Smith College that
its application had been reviewed favorably. All warnings
and conditions had been removed from the program. In addi-
tion, the program, as it had been reorganized and redefined,
was given a three year approval, the maximum allowable. As
had been indicated in the fall of 1971, there was to be no
increase in funding. The program was to receive $89,000.
However
,
its new line-item budgeting procedure, which also
was reviewed favorably, allowed all of these funds to be
used for program operation. This meant that the program
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had, in effect, received a net increase of over $43,000.
The new budgeting procedure also made it possible
to reconsider the method of providing benefits to pro-
gram participants
. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
the College administration had approved the director's
proposal to admit students on a tuition-free basis if
the new budget was accepted in Washington. With its
acceptance, the director was able to notify twenty-four
qualified applicants to the M.E.D. program that they
were to be admitted on the above basis. This meant that
thirteen more students 1 were to receive assistance as a
result of funding from the Division of Training Programs
in 1972. Despite the fact that stipends 2 no longer were
to be available, this new method was judged to be an im-
provement since it provided for a more equitable distri-
bution of funds as far as students were concerned, plus it
greatly expanded the program's operating budget. 1
From the unused dependency allowances accompanying
the ten traineeships in 1971, it was possible to create an.
eleventh one. Therefore, providing assistance to twenty-
four students in 1972 represented an increase of thirteen.
In addition to M.E.D. candidates, tuition waivers were also
given to all qualified Summer Institute applicants. This
meant a fifty percent increase in the number of people re-
ceiving summer assistance.
2
In place of stipends, M.E.D. candidates were offered
the opportunity to apply for assistantships . These were
authorized by the Clarke School Trustees. By working eight
hours per week in a professional or semi-professional assign-
ment, students could receive a complete waiver of room and
board fees.
Group Evaluation
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The changes in curriculum described in the previous
chapter were implemented during the 1972-1973 academic
year after they had been approved by the Division of Train-
ing Programs. Throughout that year, regular meetings were
held which provided feedback to the director. Some of the
results of these meetings are described below.
It was felt that the general plan to use the summer
for providing basic information about the work of the
academic year was a good one. In fact, instructors in the
"Speech" and "Speechreading" courses endorsed the plan.
ihe Methods" (curriculum) course, the three week session
of teaching media utilization had been viewed as very effec-
tive. However, serious problems arose in the other section
of this course dealing with teaching elementary subjects
to the deaf. With the course restricted to the summer, it
became impossible to demonstrate actual methods. Video
tapes which were used did not provide sufficient assistance
in this area. It was felt by all three instructors (super-
vising teachers) that the course had to be given, at least
in part, during the academic year. Because of this, the de-
cision was made to place the two-credit course, "Problems .
in the Education and Guidance of the Deaf," into the summer
schedule and offer half of the "Methods" course during the
year. The selection of the "Problems" course seemed ad-
visable since it was designed to be a basic, "foundations"
course. At the time of this writing, the new schedule was
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about to be implemented. The revised schedule is detailed
below
:
Summer Institute
Semester
Hours Credit
The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf 2
Methods of Teaching Elementary School 2
Subjects to the Deaf
Problems in Education and Guidance of 2
the Deaf
Methods of Teaching Speechreading 2
8 8
Academic Year
First Semester
The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf
The Teaching of Language to the Deaf
Methods of Teaching Elementary Subjects
to the Deaf
Auditory and Speech Mechanisms
Psychology of Exceptional Children
Observation and Student Teaching
Elective
Second Semester
2
2
1
2
1
4
4
16 24
The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf
The Teaching of Language to the Deaf
Methods of Teaching Elementary School
Subjects to the Deaf
Audiometry, Hearing Aids and Auditory
Training
Psychology of Exceptional Children
Observation and Student Teaching
Elective
2
2
1
2
1
4
_4
1 6 40
Student Academic Progress
Since student progress within courses is based upon
a variety of criteria, this section will consider
the
subject only in general terms.
3 The process used for se-
lection of candidates plays a major role in insuring that
3 The . evaluation criteria
are noted in Appendix G.
established for each course
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they meet with academic success. They have all proven
to be above average or superior students as judged by
instructors at their respective undergraduate institu-
tions. The progress made by the two most recent clas-
ses of M.E.D. candidates has indicated that faith in
their academic potential has been well founded. Of
the fifty full-time students admitted during the past
two years, forty-seven completed the program and were
granted a master’s degree by Smith College.
4
In all cases
they demonstrated the competencies and knowledges which
were detailed i.n the previous chapter, either through ex-
aminations, reports, or projects.
Practicum Evaluation
While it is considered essential to have program
participants with above average academic potential, the
primary ’purpose of the program is to prepare competent
teachers. Therefore, major emphasis is placed upon evalua-
tion of student teaching experiences. Beginning in the
. . 5fall of 1971, the standardized evaluation forms were used
for this purpose. Using these forms it became possible to'
4 Forty-five of the forty-seven completed the program
with a "B" or better average. Two received a "C” in one
course, but were awarded their degrees by special permission.
Of the' original fifty students, two withdrew for personal
reasons, and one was forced to withdraw by the director.
5 See Chapter III, p. 122.
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identify strengths and weaknesses as noted by cooperating
teachers. They proved to be of much assistance to the
director. First, they provided specific feedback re-
garding specific capabilities of trainees, and made it
possible to try to help them improve in areas where weak-
nesses were detected. Second, since these reports were
issued every seven weeks, it became possible to follow a
student’s progress through an entire year. Third, they
provided the director with detailed information upon which
recommendations could be made to future employers.
Results based upon the assumptions noted in Chapter
g
I, using over 225 evaluation forms indicated that nearly
all trainees were viewed as being average to hbove aver-
age in all areas cited. Since these findings have only
limited external validity, they will not be considered in
detail. However, while they cannot be compared directly
with external evaluation findings, they do indicate that
this internal system apparently is quite effective as can
be seen in the section below.
External Evaluation
In addition to the formal rating system described in
^See p. 7.
7During the period from September 1371 through May
1973, only one trainee was forced to withdraw from the pro-
gram because of consistent inadcquecies in the area. of
practicum as judged by cooperating teachers, supervising
teachers, and the director.
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Chapter III, feedback is also obtained informally, and
is based largely upon the abilities of program graduates
to secure employment in the field for which they were
prepared
.
Of the twenty-four full-time degree candidates
who completed the program in 1972, twenty-three (96 per-
^ accepted positions as teachers of hearing impaired
children. During the 1972-1973 academic year, these
teachers served over 210 children at eighteen different
schools located in thirteen states and provinces, in three
countries. The one remaining graduate is continuing her
education as a doctoral candidate.
An additional twenty-three students completed the
program in 1973. As of this writing (July 1973), twenty
have signed contracts to teach hearing impaired children
in fourteen different facilities for the deaf, located
in twelve states and provinces in the United States and
Canada, plus the British Crown Colony of Hong Kong. Of
the remaining three graduates, two have contracts pending.
That program graduates do enter the field of teach-
ing the deaf, and that they have very few problems in
securing employment speaks not only for the quality of the
program as viewed by prospective employers, but also for
the process used for candidate selection. In summary, of
the fifty candidates who enrolled in 1971 and 1972, forty-
seven (94 percent) completed the program, and forty-five
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of them (96 percent) have taught or will be teaching the
deaf . **
In order to obtain more specific information on
the quality of teaching performance of graduates, all
supervisors or principals of the graduating class of
1972 were sent a copy of the teacher evaluation form
described in Chapter III.
8
Forms concerning nineteen of
the twenty-four graduates (79 percent) were returned.
Respondents rated a class total of 309 items related to
teaching skills and professional qualities. Out of this
total, not one "unsatisfactory" area was cited. Five
items (1.6 percent) were reported as "below average." To
look at this data from another , viewpoint
,
304 responses
(98.4 percent) indicated that the skills and professional
qualities of program graduates were average or above.
^
From the data compiled on each graduate, a class mean was
determined in each area. Information was rated according
to the following scale:
Level of Performance or Skill
Unsatisfactory
Below Average
Average
Above Average
Superior
Score
0
1
2
3
4
8 Specific information concerning the placement of all
program graduates from 1971 through 1973 is available from
the Office of the Director.
q
See Appendix H.
10 See Appendix I for individual performance data.
The results of this tabulation are summarized below:
Specific Skill Class Mean
1. Stating Objectives 2.84
2. Preparing lessons 3.11
3. Using originality and crea- 3.06
tivity in planning and teaching
4. Organizing materials 3.00
5. Communicating with children 3.00
6. Developing communications skills
a. Speech 3.00
b. Language 3.05
c. Lipreading 2.78
d. Other 2.87
7. Using time productively 3.12
8. Fostering a positive class- 2.77
room atmosphere
9. Maintaining acceptable class- 2.74
room discipline
Professional Qualities Class Mean
Attitude 3.47
Cooperation 3.42
Perserverance 3.37
Vitality 3.37
Dependability 3.42
The results of this survey indicate that in the eyes
of their superiors, program graduates are performing in
a manner that is clearly above average (often superior)
when compared with other teachers of similar experience.
Since there are so many variables involved, it is impos-
sible to conclude that this is due exclusively to the
quality of the training program. However, since the pro-
gram provided most of them (eighteen of the nineteen) with
their only opportunity to develop skills in working with
the deaf before being employed, it is most probable that
much of their success is directly related to their training.
The above findings are considered to be the most
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significant part of the evaluation process used in the
program. Internal evaluation while important, has no
real value if it is contradicted by external evaluation.
The above information indicates that the methods of
appraisal used within the program can be used to predict
success quite accurately. Furthermore, it shows that
graduates of the program can function effectively in the
classroom. This means that the program is achieving its
goal.
The Federal Review: 1973
Despite the fact that the content of the program
had been approved for three years, it was necessary for
the director to submit an annual application for funds to
the Division of Training Programs. Using information ob-
tained from the teacher evaluation forms, plus other sup-
portive data concerning the operation of the program, a
progress report was prepared to accompany the budget. In
the new budget, the director requested a five percent cost
of living increase, plus increased funding for expanded
media services. Included, too, was a request for funds
to provide ten assistanships to graduate students in the
program. The final budget request was for $106,912, an
increase of $17,912 (20 percent) over the budget for
1972-1973
.
During this same period (winter, 1972-1973), Presi-
dent Nixon was re-elected, and, immediately after beginning
his second term, announced that he was planning severe
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cutbacks in funds to various agencies within the Depart-
ment of Health
,
Education, and Welfare. He claimed that
there was too much fiscal waste.
Following his announcement, the director made several
calls to the Division of Training Programs, but was unable
to obtain much information. He was told that many changes
were taking place, and that reductions were anticipated.
A long period of waiting followed, and, for the director,
the anxieties of 1972 were back again. However, this
time the wait was not so long as the previous year. On
March 6, 1973, a letter was received from the Division
indicating that the budget request for $106,912 had been
approved-in-full for the 1973-1974 fiscal year.^ Appar-
ently, despite the fiscal problems that they were having,
officials within the Division recognized that the program
was fulfilling its function, and doing so within acceptable
,
. .
12
cost limits.
11This letter is on file in the Office of the Director.
•^Ultimately, in June 1973, all programs in the United
States were forced to take a reduction in funds based upon
approved amounts. For many programs which received cutbacks
initially, this was devastating. For the Smith/Clarke pro-
gram, however, an increase was realized despite the reduction
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
This chapter will provide an overall summary of the
study. The purpose of the study, the key issues covered,
the results of the evaluation will be included as well as
conclusions and future considerations.
Summary
Purpose of the Stud y
The purpose of this study was to present, for the
first time, a detailed historical examination of the Smith
Col lege -Clarke School for the Deaf Graduate Teacher Educa-
tion Program, and to analyze its current organization and
f
function. Since this program is one of the oldest and
largest which prepares teachers of deaf children, and since
it has held a position of leadership in this field, such
a study seemed advisable for a number of reasons:
1) There existed no comprehensive body of written in-
formation about the program.
2) A complete analysis could be of much assistance
to program officials concerned with maintaining
high standards.
3) The study could be used for purposes of comparison
by other individuals involved in similar programs.
Organization of the Study
To provide background information, the study traced
the history of education of the deaf from the pre-Christian
era in Western Europe through the nineteenth century in
Europe and America. Key individuals and events were described.
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This was followed by a discussion of events which led to
the need for professional preparation programs.
Next, the origin of the Clarke School “normal class
was described, including early organizational and staffing
patterns. The history of the program was traced through
the early twentieth century
,
and the first summer training
sessions were mentioned. Early efforts to develop teacher
certification standards were covered, as well as the effect
they had upon the merger of the program with Smith College.
The first "cooperative
"
program which never quite
materialized was described. Considerable attention was
"to the development of the second, truly cooperative
program established in 1947, and to the difficult years of
"the 1950’s which led to the move to secure Federal assis-
tance for the purpose of teacher preparation. Events
leading up to and following the passage of Public Law 87-
276 were considered especially important since they were
the basis for the establishment of the Smith College degree
of Master of Education of the Deaf. Therefore, they were
described in detail.
A comprehensive analysis of the current program began
with a presentation of the difficulties encountered by the
program in the late 1960’s. This was followed by a descrip-
tion of events leading to the appointment of a full-time
director. The reorganization of the program to meet Federal
demands, and certification guidelines were considered from
a variety of standpoints including establishing goals
,
determining needs, selecting personnel, organizing the
curriculum, developing evaluation procedures, and
financing
.
Results of Evaluation
Evaluation was approached in two basic ways, in-
ternally and externally: Because of the many variables
involved, traditional research designs could not be
incorporated
.
Three types of internal assessments were considered!
group evaluation, reports of student academic progress,
and student teaching evaluation. Results of group evalua-
tion, concerning changes implemented in 1971, indicated
that the basic concept of using summer sessions for intro-
ductory courses was a good one
,
but the choices of courses
was questionable. It was considered important to have at
least part of the curriculum course during the academic
year. This is being done for 1973-1974 program. Overall
group evaluation indicated that the program was operating,
generally, to the satisfaction of all instructors involved.
A second internal component was evaluation of students
academically. Of forty-seven who completed the program in
1972 and 1973, forty-five encountered no academic difficul-
ties, and the remaining two had only minor problems.
Results of student teaching indicated that most stu-
dents enrolled perform quite competently in classrooms with
deaf children. Only one student in two years was forced
to withdraw from the program because of deficiencies in
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th i s are a
.
The first phase of external evaluation was a survey
conducted by the director of the twenty— four graduates of
the program in 1972. Returns were received from princi-
pals or supervisors of nineteen of the people. Indications
v,ere that in the areas of specific skills and professional
qualities these graduates were clearly above average
when compared to other beginning teachers of the deaf.
The second component of external evaluation was per-
haps the most critical. It was concerned with the results
obtained from officials at the Division of Training Pro-
grams in Washington showing that the program was, from their
viewpoint, well organized and performing its task adequately.
Since there had been many problems from 1969 through 1971,
and much money had been lost, it was essential to present a
strong proposal. In April 1972, the program was notified
it was approved for three years of funding. The. first year’s
budget was to be $89,000. A progress report and new budget
were submitted in January 1973, and the program was given
approval for $106,912 for its second year. This figure re-
presented one hundred percent of the funds requested.
Conclusions and Future Considerations
This study examined the history, structure, and func-
tion of the Smith College-Clarke School for the Deaf Graduate
Teacher Education Program. As its purpose was to be des-
criptive, rather than prescriptive or comparative, there are
few of the traditional conclusions to be made.
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On the basis of the limited evaluation material
presented, conclusions can be made that:
D In the eyes of officials at the Division ofTraining Programs, the revised program is or-ganized and functioning satisfactorily both interms of content and cost.
2) As perceived by their superiors, graduates oftbe program are performing very capably in the
classroom. x
New Challenges
Despite the fact the Smith/Clarke program has re-
ceived a "pat on the back" from schools which have employed
its graduates, and from the Federal government, program
personnel cannot afford the luxury of becoming complacent.
One has but to examine recent studies concerning the
achievement levels of deaf children, or to visit a school
t
for the deaf and watch children struggling with oral com-
munication to realize that the current "state of the art"
is far from perfect. In the areas of reading comprehen-
sion, inferential understanding, and comprehension of mathe-
matical concepts, deaf children in the United States
encounter many difficulties and fall far below national
norms for hearing students. Speech intelligibility and
language skills for the deaf child are still well below those
of hearing children.
^Similar evaluations are planned for 1973 graduates.
Item Analysis of An Achieveme nt Testing Program for
Hearing' Impaired Students (United States, Spring 19?T) .
Washington
,
D.C.f United States Office of Demographic Studies,
1972 .
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Therefore, it is incumbent upon all individuals
involved in teacher preparation programs to try to prepare
intending teachers to meet the challenges more effectively.
Precisely how this will be accomplished is one of the pro-
blems which faces the program in the future.
Another major problem which confronts this program
and others is the changing nature of the deaf population.
Advances m health care measures in recent decades have
greatly increased survival rates among infants and children,
who might have died of various afflictions in earlier times.
Coupled with more sophisticated diagnostic procedures, this
has meant that the population of multiply handicapped chil-
dren has increased. A 1972 study of children in schools
and programs for the deaf in the United States having more
than sixty children, indicated that nearly twenty-five per-
cent (3,511) of the children reported had secondary handi-
caps. The two most common secondary handicaps were mental
3
retardation and learning disabilities. If special provisions
4
are not made within schools for these children, then it
is conceivable that on the average, a typical classroom for
the deaf will have about two multiply handicapped deaf children.
Brill, Richard, "Educational Provisions for the Deaf
Multi-handicapped Child in 1971-1972." Berkeley, Cal.:
California School for the Deaf, 1972, pp . 1-6
4 ...Brill's study indicated that no special provisions
were being made for nearly half of these children.
Teachers must be made aware of this situation, and when
possible efforts must be made to provide them with know-
ledges and skills necessary for coping with the added
handicap(s). At this time, the Smith/Clarke program is
only beginning to make teachers aware of problems in this
area. Efforts must be increased in the future.
Professional Certification
As described in Chapter III, the Council on Educa-
tion of the Deaf has revised its certification standards.
The changes made to the Smith/Clarke program should insure
that all graduates in 1974 and in following years will meet
the standards for "Provisional Certification." 5 This new
level of certification, however, is only the first of two
which have been established. Therefore an individual who
completes the Smith/Clarke program must consider taking
additional courses to reach the level of "Professional Cer-
tification. Guidelines for achieving this level of certi-
fication are as follows:
Each applicant for professional certification must
complete a minimum of twenty (20) additional semes-
ter hours beyond the provisional level and must com-
plete a minimum of three years of teaching experience
under the supervision of a professionally certified
educator of the deaf.
Coursework to satisfy the requirement must be taken
under the auspices of an approved center as a planned
5
"Standards for Certification of Teachers of the
Hearing Impaired." Council on Education of the Deaf, 1972,
pp. 5-6
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to the education of hearing impaired children,ine program may be planned in cooperation with
t
2
G
J!
Pplic ?nt,S emP lc>yer - Proprams so planned mav
at the option of the approved center, be partiallyimplemented through work at other accredited col-leges and universities .
°
Suggested Credit Hour Allocations of Advanced Study
for Prpfessional Certification
Minimum 20 Semester Hours
At present there exists no opportunity for program
graduates to continue their education in this field at
Smith College. However, this matter has been given serious
consideration, and a basic plan is being developed. While
this plan is still incomplete, it will probably center on
a two year program involving several new courses.
6 Ibid.
,
p . 4
.
14 7
To summarize
,
much has been and is being done by the
Smith/Clarke program to prepare competent teachers of the
deaf. During its eighty-five year history it has been a
pioneer program in this field, especially with respect to
efforts aimed at finding ways of supplying the teaching
profession with more, and better qualified classroom in-
structors. Since it was founded, nearly 900 teachers have
been graduated, and over 1200 others have taken courses to
improve their teaching competencies. During this period the
program has experienced many successes and some setbacks,
but it has maintained a commitment to quality education.
In the years ahead new challenges must be faced. The
program must seek ways of nreparing teachers that will give
them the skills necessary to narrow the gap between the
achievement levels of the deaf and their hearing peers. It
must also broaden its offerings so that program graduates
will be better prepared to meet the needs of an increasing
population of multi-handicapped deaf children. While these
efforts are only beginning, there is considerable optimism
that these challenges will be met successfully. Using past
performance as an indicator, it seems that this optimism is
well founded.
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APPENDIX A
Early Certification Standard
for
Teachers of the Deaf
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American Association Registration Plan
Adopted in 1931
Collegiate Registration:
An applicant to be entitled to Collegiate Registration:
1. Shall hold a baccalaureate degree from a stan-dard university, teachers' college, liberal arts college,
or technical college: h
2. Shall have completed a definite course of in-
struction for a period of not less than one year in the
teaching of deaf children, in an accredited insti-tution or equivalent
:
3. Shall offer evidence of two years' successful
teaching experience.
Standard Registration:
An applicant to be entitled to Standard Registration:
1. Shall have completed not less than two years of
collegiate work in a standard college or an approvedjunior college or normal school, which shall include three
college session hours in Education or equivalent:
2. Shall have completed a definite course of in-
struction for a period of not less than one year in the
oral teaching of deaf children, in an accredited insti-
tution or equivalent:
3. Shall offer evidence of two years' successful
teaching experience.
Regulations for Teachers Entering the Profession Pri<?r
to 1925:
I. Collegiate Registration:
An applicant to be entitled to Collegiate Registration:
(1) Shall hold a baccalaureate degree from a stan-
dard university, teachers' college, liberal arts college,
or technical college or equivalent
:
(2) Shall hold one Summer Normal School certificate
issued by this Association; or its equivalent:
(3) Shall offer evidence of four years' successful
teaching experience
.
II. Standard Registration:
An applicant to be entitled to Standard Registration:
(1) Shall have completed not less than two years of
collegiate training in a standard college, approved junior
college, or normal school, which shall have included three
college session hours in Education or equivalent:
(2) Shall hold two Summer Normal School certify3 U
Sha^ of?
ASS
?fati°^ thlSXi^ I
teaching ' experience?*^
6VldenCe ° f f°Ur yearS ' —^1
III. Certified Registration:
An applicant to be entitled to Certified Registration:
high school:
3 graduate of a standard four-year
teaching
>
experien"f
evidence of ten ' successful
gr0wth -
3
)
Sha11 give proof of consistent professional
(4) An applicant for this certificate must apply
within one year from the time this plan is put into
operation.
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Conference of Superintendents and Principals Plan
Adopted in 1931
CLASS A -
have sati
•^-^ciudcd under Class A are those teachers
sfactorily completed
:
who
1.
A four-year course of study in a "A" or accred-ited college, professional or technical school, graduating
with a degree including five semester hours of Education,
0
preferably two and one-half hours of Psychology and two
and one-half hours of Principles and Methods of Teaching,
or with five hours of Education in addition to or as a
part of the requirements for the degree.
,
^ • A standard one year course of normal training
the education of the deaf, in an accredited training
center. In the case of teachers of industrial and special
subjects, trade or professional experience, or its equiv-
alent in approved extension courses, may be substituted.
3. Three years of successful teaching under expert
supervision or ten years of successful teaching, pro-
vided in the meantime these teachers have availed them-
selves of approved extension courses.
CLASS B -- Included under Class B are those teachers who
have satisfactorily completed:
1 . At least two years of study in an "A" or accred-
ited college, professional or technical school, including
four semester hours of Education.
2. A standard one-year course of normal training in
the education of the deaf, in an accredited training cen-
ter. In the case of teachers of industrial and special
subjects, trade or professional experience, or its equiv-
alent in approved extension courses, may be substituted.
3. Three years successful teaching under expert su-
pervision or ten years of successful teaching, provided
in the meantime these teachers have availed themselves of
approved extension courses.
CLASS C -- Included under Class C are those teachers who
have satisfactorily completed:
1. A four-year course of study in an accredited high
school, with the addition of two and one-half semester
hours of Education.
2 . A standard one-year course of normal training in
the education of the deaf, in an accredited training center.
In the case of teachers of industrial and special subjects,
trade or professional experience, or its equivalent in
approved extension courses may be substituted for the one
year special training.
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3. Three years successful teaching under expertsupervision or ten years of successful teaching, Pro-vided in the meantime these teachers have availed them-selves of approved extension courses.
.
.
4 * ln certain cases, in lieu of other qualifica-tions, proof as to the records of long and successfulservice may be considered by the Committee
Year
S“c=e * s
^
1:L completion of the Sophomore
at Gallaudet College may be substituted for aour-year regular high school course and one year ofNormal Training to teach the deaf.
GENERAL
1. A temporary certificate may be issued to recentgraduates of normal classes who have not taught the re-quired time of three years. This certificate will expire
at the end of the three-year period, at which time a
permanent one will be issued upon presentation of satis-
factory evidence of three years successful teaching.
2. Applicants for certificates must be of good
moral character and have a high standard of professional
ethics
.
3 . For the purpose of defraying of expenses of in-
vestigation and registration, applications for certifi-
cates should be accompanied by check or money order for
$5.00.
APPENDIX B
Outline of "the Cooperat ive Program
Approved by
Smith College Trustees
June 13, 1947
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SMITH COLLEGE.
Degree of Master of Education with the FieldConcentration in the Teaching of the' Deaf
of
Requirements for Admission to the Degree Program
1. Candidates are selected on the basis of academic apti-tude, personality, and general fitness for teaching.
2. Candidates must fill out the application blank, fur-nished on request. Correspondence should be addressedto the Executive Secretary of the Committee on GraduateStudy. Credentials should be presented in the spring
of the year preceding registration, but application
may be made as late as September first.
3.
Candidates must present an official transcript of the
undergraduate record
,
letters of recommendation frominstructors in the institution attended, and a report
of the student’s achievement on the Graduate Record
Examination administered by the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching (437 West 59 Street,
New York
_
19
,
N.Y.). In case of late application the
examination may be taken at' Smith College during the
first month of the academic year.
4. Candidates must have received a baccalaureate degree
from a college or university of approved standing.
5. Candidates must present either: (a) an undergraduate
major in ^
a
teaching field (e.g., history, English,
mathematics) equivalent to a major in that field at
Smith College, together with a minimum of 9 semester
hours of Education, including History of Education,
Principles or Philosophy o_f Education and~Educat ional
Psychology
; or ( b) the equivalent of a Smith College
major m Education and Child Study. In case of any
deficiency in these requirements, the candidate should '
consult the Director of Graduate Studies of the Depart-
ment of Education and Child Study as to ways in which
such a deficiency may be made up.
6. Candidates must present a letter from The Clarke School
for 'the Deaf indicating that the requirements for
admission to the Clarke School Teacher Training Program
have been met, including the prerequisites to the courses
given at The Clarke School as part of the program leading
to the Degree of Master of Education with the Field of
Concentration in the Teaching of the Deaf.
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Program Leading to the Degree
O^TU ^RI m consult the SMITH COLLEGE COURSE
h^Tow
U Y
r
BUhLL1IN f°r descri Ptlons of the courses listedbel . In the event that any course is not being offeredduring the year in which the candidate would expect to
^atinn «4w?prn- te substituti™ will be made in consul-t o with the Director of The Clarke School and theirector of Graduate Studies of the Department of Educa-tion and Child Study, subject to the approval of theCommittee on Graduate Studies
.
Ihe program calls for two years of study, observation,
and practice teaching, part at The Clarke School and part
at Smith College in the Department of Education and ChildStudy. A total of 30 semester hours is required, nor-
mally 18 hours in the first year and 12 in the second,
as follows
:
Education 52 a and b (Problems of American Education)
3 hours each semester
Six semester hours selected from:
Education 510a (Child Development)
3 semester hours
Education 55a (Problems in Secondary Education)
3 semester hours
Education 53b (Preschool and Parent Education)
3 semester hours
Education 54b (Elementary Education)
3 semester hours
^Speech 58a (Experimental Phonetics)
3 semester hours
’‘Education 410b (Experimental Educational Psychology)
3 semester hours
’"‘Education 57 (Problems in the Education of the Deaf)
3 semester hours
’"‘Practice Teaching at The Clarke School
3 hours each semester
’"‘Offered by members of the faculty of The Clarke School.
APPENDIX C
Conference of Executives Standards
Adopted 1951
Effective through January 15, 1974
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Criteria for Training Teachers of the Deaf
Adopted by the Conference of Executives, 1951
1. Following are the courses that are to be included in
a training program for that training center to be
accredited by the Conference of Executives of American
Schools for the Deaf . Suggested minimum and maximum
credits are indicated for each course. Deviations
from these standards may be made only by having per-
mission granted by the Teacher Training Committee of
the Conference of Executives of the American Schools
for the Deaf
. It is recognized that course content
rather than course title is the guide.
A. The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf -- This course
should cover the formation and development of
English sounds by the analytical method, and should
also cover the introduction of speech by the whole-
word method. Some time should be devoted to the
correction of speech defects. in the hard of hear-
ing, but the major portion of the time should be
devoted to developing speech in a deaf child. It
is essential that demonstrations and practice with
deaf children under expert supervision be an inte-
gral part of this course. Semester hours 4-6.
B. The Teaching of Language to the Deaf -- This course
should introduce the student to the various systems
of teaching language that are in use in the various
schools for the deaf in the country, and the stu-
dent should become very familiar with the step-by-
step development of at least one language system.
The systems which the student should become fami-
liar with are the Barry Five Slates, Wing's Symbols,
Fitzgerald Key, the Croker
,
Jones, Pratt Series,
and the Natural Method. The material in Outline
of Language for Deaf Children, by Edith M. Buell,
should form the basis for such a course. Semester
hours 4-6.
C. Methods of Teaching Elementary School Subjects to
the Deaf — This course should include methods of
teaching reading to deaf children both in lower
and higher grades . Methods of teaching content sub-
jects, such as arithmetic and social studies and
science should be considered in this course. Par-
ticular emphasis should be placed on methodology,
in the intermediate and advanced grades.. Some time
should be devoted to the use of visual aids in clas-
for the deaf. Semester hours 2-3.ses
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?aching Speechreading to the Deaf andHard of Hearing -- The various methods of teaching
speechreading such as the Nitchie
,
Kinzie, Whilden
and others should be covered. The collection of
materials for use in teaching speechreading shouldbe a part of this course. Semester hours 2-3.
E. Education and Guidance of the Deaf — This course
should cover the history of the education of the
deaf. It should review the findings of the various
research studies that have bearing on the psycho-
logy of the deaf, social adjustment of the deaf,
and studies related to the deaf and their learning
problems. The student should become familiar with
the professional literature in the field in this
course
,
and he should also become familiar with
the place of the adult deaf in today's society.
Semester hours 2-3.
F. Auditory and Speech Mechanisms -- This course
should cover the physiology and pathology of the
speech and hearing mechanisms. Semester hours 2-3.
G. Audiometry, Hearing Aids, and Auditory Training --
In Audiometry this course should cover the theory
of hearing testing and familiarize the students
with various methods and various types of instru-
ments used in testing hearing. It is recommended
that each student test at least ten children of
varying ages who are in a school for the deaf.
This course should cover the theory and operation
of various types of individual aids and group aids.
In auditory training the student should learn the
theory, possibilities, and the limitations of a
good auditory training program. Such a course
should include lists of materials and a suggested
developmental program. Semester hours 2-3.
H. Observation and Student Teaching -- Facilities for
class observation and student teaching should be
extensive enough so that the deaf children are
fairly well graded. This would normally mean that
there are at least six classes of different grade
levels . The student should be required to do at
least some practice teaching on each grade level
so that he will have a better understanding of the
whole educational problem of the deaf child.
Semester hours 6-10.
Total Semester Hours 26-40
2. The above curriculum presupposes that the student has
had work in the field of education, preferably a major
in elementary education. The student in this cur-ulurn should have had previously, or take con-currently, a course in Child Growth and Development
Exceptional
6
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S PsyCh°^ “ Education o/the ’
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ist of the accredited training centers is
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ept where the center has been active
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cases where teachers applyr
. certification after this date and took theirtraining before the criteria proposed in this planwere adopted the Certification Committee should con-sider each application as an individual metter. TheCommittee will be guided primarily by the list that
was in effect at the time the applicant took histraining.
4. New training centers established in the future willbe evaluated by a subcommittee of one or more members
ot the Conference of Executives appointed by theChairman of the Teacher Training and Certification
Committee. The criteria listed in paragraph I willbe used for all new training centers until such time
as they may be changed by a, majority vote at a Con-
ference of Executives meeting.
5. Any training center which does not list teachers in
training for two successive years in the January
Annals will be dropped from the accredited list and
must be resurveyed to again be added to the list.
APPENDIX D
Copy of H. R. 9011
Passed by Congress,
and
Signed by President Kennedy
on
September 22 ,. 1961
to become
Public Law 87-276
Union Calendar No. 400
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S7nt CONGRESS
.1st Si:ss i
[Report No. 1144]
.1 o make available (o children who arc handi-
capped by deafness the specially trained
te.u hers oi the. deal needed to develop their
abilities.
August 31, 1061
Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor
September 7, 1961
Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on
the Stale of the Union and ordered to be printed
By Mr. Fooakty
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STrii CONG KrC.SS
1st Session
r:
If
C-a
I j
iL-1 G itvlo
[Report No. 1 144 ]
August 31,1901
Mr. 1< ogahtx introduced the following bill; which was referred io the. Com-
mittee on Education and Labor
SKP-j'u.Mm'.n 7
,
19G 1
Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the Slate of the Union
and ordered to be printed
To make available to children who are handicapped by deaf-
ness the specially trained teachers of the deaf needed to
develop their abilities.
1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Tteprcsenta-
2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled
,
3 That, in order to encourage and facilitate the training of
4 more teachers of the deaf, the Commissioner of Education
5 (hereinafter in (bis Act referred to as the “Commissioner”)
G shall, with the advice and assistance of the Advisory Com-
4
* * 7
7 inittce on the Training of Teachers of the Deaf (established
8 by section 5 and hereinafter in this Act referred to as the
9 “Advisory Committee”)
,
establish and conduct a program of
10 grants-in-aid to accredited public and nonprofit institutions.
I
•1 of Uglier ediicalion wliirli are approved training-
,rulers
2 for leacliors of the tloaf or arc aOiliato.l will, approval pul, lie
3 or ollior nonprofit institniioiis whirl, arc approved for lh c
4 training of loacliors of the deaf to assist sucti inslilulions in
u providing courses of training. and study for teachers of (ho
^ deaf and in improving such courses. Such grants-in-aid shall
( be used by such institutions (o assist in covering the cost of
8 such courses of training and study and for establishing and
^ maintaining scholarships for qualified persons who desire to
cm oil in such courses of training and study, the stipends of
^ any such scholarships to be determined by the Connnis-
12 sioner. The Commissioner shall • submit all applications for
3o grant s-in aid under this Act to the Advisory Committee for
14 its review and recommendations, and the Commissioner shall
35 not approve any such application before he has received and
studied the recommendations of the Advisory Committee
37 with respect to such application, unless the Advisory Com-
r I
’
38 mittcc shall have failed to submit its recommendations to him
39 after having had adequate time to do so.
20 Sloe. 2. Payments of grants-in-nid .pursuant to this
21 Act shall be made by the Commissioner from lime to time
l
•
•
!pj! jx; »
22 and on such conditions as he may determine, including the
28 making of such reports as the Commissioner may determine
24 to be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. Such
3
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7
8
9
10
n
32
13
14
15
1G
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
payments may ho made either in advance or by way of reim-
bursement.
>Si':c. 3. For the purposes of this Act;
(a) Tlic term “n»n]>rolU”, ns np)ili«d to an institiHion,
moans an inslitulion owned and oyoiuled by ,mc or moro
corporal ions or associations no part, of the net earnings of
which inures, or may lawfully inure, to the benefit, of any
private shareholder or individual;
(b) Die term accredited”, as applied to an institution
of higher education, means an institution of -higher education
Acc-i edited by a nationally recognized body or bodies ap-
proved for such purpose by the Commissioner; and
(c) i he term approved as applied to training centers
for teachers of the deaf, means centers approved by a nation-
ally recognized body or bodies approved for the purpose by
the Commissioner, except that a training center for teachers
of the deaf which is not, at the time of its application for a
grant under this Act, approved by such a recognized body or
bodies may he deemed approved for purposes of this Act if
the Commissioner finds, after consultation with the appro-
priate approved hod)' or bodies, that there is reasonable
assurance that the center will, with the aid of such grant,
meet the approval standards of such body or bodies.
Sec?. 4 . The Commissioner is authorized to delegate
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1 any of Ins functions under this Act, except (lie makin*'* of
2 regulations, to any oflicer or employee of tlu* Office. of
8 Education.
Bi:c. 5. (a) There is hereby established in the Odice
5 of Education an Advisory Committee on the Trainin<»- of
6 Teachers of the Deaf. The Advisory Committee shall eon-
.
°f the Commissioner, who shall be Chairman, and twelve
8 persons appointed, without regard to the civil service laws,
8 by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary
of Health, Education, and "Welfare. The twelve appointed
• 1 members shall be selected so as to secure on the Committee
a balanced representation from among individuals identified
1 o1o
with institutions approved for the training of teachers of the
deaf, individuals identified with institutions of higher edn-
cation which are affiliated with institutions approved for the
training of teachers of the deaf, individuals who have rc-
sponsibilities in the teaching of the deaf, and individuals
l8 identified with the general public who have demonstrated an
10 interest in the education of the deaf.
20 (b) The Advisory Committee shall periodically review
21 • (he operations of the grants-in-aid program established pur-
22 suant to this Act with a view to determining the extent to
20 which such program is succeeding in carrying out the pur-
21 poses for which it was established. On the basis of such
25 reviews the Advisory Committee shall submit to the Com-
I luissioniT KlU'h recommendations willi respect, In (lm opera-
“ (hhi iiiul administration of llio program a-s i t, may doom
^ advisable, together with any recommendations for legislation
•1:
wlii eli it may deem necessary or desirable to carry out the
0 purposes for which this Act was enacted. Such recoin-
inundations, together with the Commissioner’s comments
^ thereon, shall he referred to the Secretary of Health, Educa-
S tion, and 'Welfare for transmittal by him to the Congress.
(c) The Advisory Committee is authorized to review
in
all applications for grants-in-aid under this Act and rccom-
mend to the Commissioner tlie approval of such applications
J
as, in the opinion of the Advisory Committee, contribute to
•to
J the carrying out of the purposes of this Act, and the disap-
II proval of such applications as, in the opinion of the Advisory
1° Committee, do not contribute to the carrying out of such
purposes.
17 (d) The Commissioner may utilize the services of any
18 member or members of the Advisory Committee in connec-
(ion with matters relating to the provisions of this Act, for
29 such periods, in addition to conference periods, as he may
21 determine.
22
( c ) Members of tlie Advisory Committee shall, while
22 serving on business of tlie Advisory Committee or at the
21 request of the Commissioner under subsection (d) of this
2o section, receive compensation at rates fixed I)}' the Score-
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1 (ary of Health, Education, and Welfare, not lo exceed $75
2 per day, and shall also be entitled to receive, an allowance
3 for actual and necessary travel and subsistence expenses
4 while so serving away from their places of residence, except
5 that any member may waive his. right to receive such com-
6 pensation or allowance, or both. The provisions of section
7 1003 of the National' Defense Education Act of 1058 shall
8 apply to members of the Advisory Committee.
9 Sec. G. (a) For the purpose of carrying out the pro-
10 visions of this Act there arc authorized to be appropriated
11 $1,500,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 19G2, and
12 $1,500,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1963. Any
13 grant for training or scholarships made from an appropria-
14 tion under this Act for any fiscal year may include such
15 amounts for providing such training or scholarships during
16 succeeding years as the Commissioner may determine.
17
?
(b) The provisions of this Act shall terminate on June
8
30,1963.
APPENDIX E
Definitions Accompanying
Federal Warnings and Conditions
1970 and 1971
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"AWF"
"C"
INTERPRETATIONS OF DEFINITIONS
This symbol indicates approval without funding.
Basically this category is used to' denote pro-grams meeting enough criteria to be funded butdue to a shortage of monies, its approval withfunding could not be implemented.
This symbol may also be used to denote approv-
able levels within categories where monies maybe expended if not expended elsewhere. Again,
a shortage of funds prevented the funding of
these levels initially. For example, an MA
level program in one award area could be given
an AWF while the undergraduate program in the
same award area received funding. Monies may be
transferred into an AWF area under the same con-
ditions as any other approved area.
Generally speaking, AWF programs may be subject
to attachment of the same conditions as funded
a^eas
. That is, an AWF may receive a "C” (con-
ditional) or even a "W" (warning). The former
would likely be given when the AWF is initially
awarded; the latter given when the AWF is awarded
monies, should monies become available.
All types of award programs supported under Public
Law 85-926, as amended, may be given AWF's.
This symbol indicates an approval with condition(s)
due to severe deficiencies within a program. ' A
conditional award provides the Division with an
opportunity to manipulate and reallocate grant funds
realized from these awards prior to the start of
the fiscal year and the grant award period. It may
exist at one or all levels for which a program is
funded. That is, an institution’s master's pro-
gram may receive a ”C: while its undergraduate
program may not.
A "C" is generally not given a program which has not
been on a warning status the year immediately pre-
ceding its review. Only under extremely extenuating
circumstances will a regular academic year be given
a conditional without a prior warning.
All Program Development Grants are funded condition-
ally so that budgets rrtay be negotiated, personnel em-
ployed, and various other program requirements met.
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All conditions to be met become a part of theGrant Award Document and the grantee must indi-
cate compliance by letter to the Division Director
over the signature of the authorized official ofthe institution.
All conditions attached to a particular award mustbe met by a prescribed date. For Fiscal Year 1970,
the due date will be Thursday, April 30, 1970.
This is the latest date possible for the Division
to reallocate grant funds which become available
from programs that fail to meet their grant condition.
Conditional status may be removed upon the recom-
mendation of authorized personnel in the Division
of Training Programs after a review of an institu-
tion's efforts to correct the deficiencies noted
by the review panels. Final approval is given by
the Commissioner.
"W" This symbol indiates an approval with warning. It
denotes an existence of one or more deficiency with-
in a training program which causes concerns for its
quality. The deficiency cited must be remediated
prior to the next review of the training program
or the applying institution may have its program
disapproved for funding.
Institutions have one full year to remediate all de-
ficiencies noted in a warning. Specific action that
the institution takes in removing the warning should
be clearly spelled out in its next application.
An institution may not receive additional funds in
a warned area or transfer unused funds into a warned
area from other approved areas unless prior approval
is provided in writing from authorized Division of
Training Programs personnel.
Warnings may be assigned by program levels or across
award areas and they are removed only by action of
the review panel. Generally this action will be taken
at the next time of review; however, upon an appeal,
Unit Coordinators may wish to poll their panels and
reconsider the initial panel action and take appro-
priate steps to correct an unjustified warning, es-
pecially if this has led to gross inconvenience or
discredit to the institution. Instances of this na-
ture are generally rare.
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li' should be noted that a program placed onwarning status can be dropped after one year ofwarning. Programs on warning status upon re-
view may: (1) have the warning removed; (2) be
continued on warning; (s) be placed on condi-tional status; (4) be disapproved.
This symbol denotes a program's disapprova l forfor funding
. It may be assigned by programlevels or across award areas. No funds may be
transferred into a disapproved area for any
reason!
APPENDIX F
Application Form and Summary Sheet
for
M.E.D. Program
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SMITH COLLEGE AND CLARKE SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
.
MASTER OF EDUCATION OF THE DEAF DEGREE PROGRAM
Morgan Hall/Smith College
Northampton, Massachusetts 01060
Name of applicant:
Home address:
Present address:
Date of birth:
High School or Preparatory School
Marital status:
Date
Tel. No
No. of children:
Course Year of Graduation
Undergraduate College or University Major ' Degree Year
Graduate School
Teaching experience including school age, level, and dates
Name and address of present superintendent or academic principal
Name and address of parent
Do you have normal hearing
,
vision
,
and speech ? Is your general health good?
Case of deafness in your family:
If not studying or teaching during the last three years, what has been your occupation?
181 a
Wh.n evoked your interest in the deaf and what prompts you to become a teacher of the cW >
Three references (include at least two college instructors who are familiar with your academic work, with full names,
titles, and addresses.):
Note: An inexpensive photograph may accompany this application.
Note: You should plan to take the Miller Analogies Test as soon as possible and have the results sent to:
Office of the Director
Smith College/Clarke School •
Graduate Teacher Education Program
Morgan Hall/Smith College
Northampton, Massachusetts 01060
Note: It is recommended that you come for an interview, however, it is also realized that in many cases this is
not feasible for economic or other reasons. In the event that an interview' is impossible you are asked to
submit a brief (approximately 5 minutes in length) audio cassette recording along wdth your application.
Include biographical data; expand or clarify your reasons for wanting to become a teacher of hearing
impaired children; and add any other information which you believe will strengthen your application.
Note: A transcript of your academic record should be forwarded immediately. If you are presently enrolled in col-
lege, have the transcript sent as soon as possible after the completion of the first semester of your senior year.
List below' the courses which you arc taking or plan to take during the second semester of your senior year, if
you are presently enrolled in college.
Title Semester Hours
StlIT
MA??pp
E
nr~£LARKE SCH00L TOR THE DEAFSTER OF EDUCATION OF THE DEAF
Applicant's Name
home address:
Present address:
Age
:
Undergraduate CoIIcpp
Degree
:
Major:
Academic Average
:
Academic Average in Major:
Course s to meet prerequisites*
Area 1 (Child Gr.T~Hrs. Giide
Ch
. Growth £ Dev
(Psych.)
Ed. Psych.
Learning Theory
Gen. Psych.
19 -19
Date of application:
Marital Status:
Children
:
Year:
Minor:
Comment
:
Area 2 (Sociology) Hr;
Sociology
Ed. Sociology
_Sch. £ Society
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Grade
Area 3 (Gen. Instr. Hrs
. Grade
Procedures)
Methods of
Current Problems
Graduate School :
Degree*:
Concentration
:
Area 4 (Special Ed.) Hrs. Grade
Related Courses In: Hrs.
Elementary Ed.
Psychology
Sociology
Sp. £ Hearing
Year:
Teachin g and/or Other Experience
Location:
Where certified :
Present Status or Position if working:
References: Title:
1 .
2 .
3.
Years: Type:
Comments
:
Reason for Interest : Contact with deaf :
Comments on interview :
By Whom:
Additional Remarks : Decision on acceptance:
Rank among other applicants:
Date of notification:
Date and Reason for rejection
by applicant:
Date
Coordinator j Smith "College
APPENDIX G
Syllabi for M.E.D. Courses
July, 1973
Prepared by Individual Instructors
Course
:
3 pii
Credits
:
Inst ruetor
:
1:DC l, °l - The Teaching of Speech to the Deaf
G semester hours
Patricia Archambault, M
. Ed
. ,
M.E.D., Coor-dinator of the Speech Program, Clarke Schoolfor the Deaf.
Overview
:
A six-week summer lecture series centers on a detailed
analysis of speech production, speech development in thehearing child, phonetic transcription and developing andimproving speech readiness. This is followed by one aca-demic year of weekly lectures, discussions, demonstration:
and laboratory and classroom experiences designed to pre-pare teachers to develop, analyze and correct ^speech
patterns of hearing impaired children.
Prerequl sites:
Admission to the graduate teacher education program, or
permission of instructor.
Objectives :
1. To understand the speech process and the basic principles
inherent in teaching speech to hearing handicapped
children
.
2. To acquire specific skills which will facilitate develop-
ment of the speech process in hearing handicapped children.
3. To acquire specific skills necessary to evaluate and cor-
rect problems of speech rhythm, voice quality and articu-
lation through extensive and practical learning activities.
Lecture Topics
:
1. Process of speech development in hearing children.
2. Factors which interfere with normal speech development.
3. Introduction to phonetics and phonetic transcription,
including
A. Northampton Charts
B. Webster-Thornd.ikc Markings
C. International Phonetic Alphabet
. Classification, formation and development of speech sounds.
5. Techniques of diagnosis and evaluation.
6. The problems, causes and remedial techniques associated
with
A. Voice
B. Articulation
C. Speech rhythm
7. Problems of voice, articulation and speech rhythm common
to hearing and hearing impaired children
10b
Ansi ^nmonts :
Reading assignments
.
Research reports on lecture topics.Analysis of audiotape recordings,
ally laboratory and classroom practicum assignments.
Reading s
:
rSatSd^o'jfc^^opfSsf ^ "h°1C °r in part ’
Br
Your
e
Voic^
rth
N
r a
?
d
,
Beah' ice Jacoby. Your Speech and^ourJ^ i_ce
. ew \ork : Appleton-CcntuFy~^oiTsTT969
Eisenson, Jon.
New York: MacMillan Company, llT6 8 7
?1]1^
r
ov eme rpt_o_f Vo ice and Diction
.
Ewing, A.W.G. (ed.)
Child
. Manchester
Press
,
19 57
.
Educational Gu id a n c e and t lie Deaf
England: Manchester University ~
Ewing
,
Talk
A.W.G. and E.C. Ewing. Teaching Deaf Children toWashington, D.C.: Volta Bureau, 19 64“".
Gordon, Morton J. and Helene H. Wong. A Manual for Speech
Iin prove.jnejrt:.. Englewood Cliffs, New J^F5W7 Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1961.
Haycock, G.S. The Teaching of Speed:. Washington, D.C.:
Volta Bureau, 1953. *
Hudgins, C.V. and F. Numbers. "An Investigation of the
Intelligibility of the Speech of the Deaf,” Genetic
Psychology Monographs
,
25: 209-392
,
1942.
Pike, Kenneth. Inton ation of America n English. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: University of "Michigan Press',' 196 3.
Sanders, Derek A. Aural Rehabilitat ion. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc. 19 71.
Sanders, Eric. "When Speech Sounds Are Learned,” Journal
of Speech and Le arning Disorders . Vol. 37, No. 1,
pp. 55-63, Feb. 1972.
Schoolf ield
,
Lucille. Better Speech and Better Reading .
Magnolia Mass: Expression Co., I960.
Speech Dev elopmen t, Curriculum Series, 1 971 . Northampton,
Mass.: The Clarke School for the Deaf, 1971.
Van Riper
, Charles. Speech Correction. r • • ,Methods. airnd QTH u ^e Principles and
IHc. 1T62. g Ncw ^ erscy . Prentice Hall
Ev a
1
1 1at ion and Feedback
:
]leriodic exaininat ion s are scheduled T n
n:b*»r
learning activities is also submitted.
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EDC " lhe TeachinC of Language to the Deaf
Credit^: 4 semester hours
Instructor: Isabel S. Blish, M. A.
Overview
:
aw^s^tLsrsau an?
Prerequ i
s
Ite s
:
Admission to the Teacher Education Program
Objectiv es
:
J
"
system^”
Etruoture and Principles of our lanEuaEc
2
‘ teaching®
^ detail °ne analy1:ic system of language
3
' thetic
U
systems?^
neeS With alter"atc “alVtie ““ syn-
4
* T° 6 iv f
trainees an opportunity to use acquired skillsm a classroom setting.
Lecture To p_i c s :
1. Considerations of language structure
2. Attitudes toward language
3 . Linguistic theories
4. Psycholinguistics
5. Generative- transformational grammar
6
. Principles and techniques used in language development
with deaf children
/. Informational language development
8. Structural language development (Analytic)
A. 1 itzgerald Straight Language System
B. Other structured systems
9. Natural Language Development (Synthetic)
A. Groht 1 s Natural Language System
B. Oral-Aural Approach
C. Reflective Language Instruction
10. Utilization of media in language instruction
11. Current research
Assig
n
me nt_s :
Readings selected from the bibliography below to supplement
lectures. Preparation of an annotated bibliography.
Weekly written assignments concerning analysis of language
using the Fitzgerald Key.
Preparation of practice materials for use with children.
Practice in re-writing material following specific guide-
lines to meet the needs of children at various levels
of competency.
One research paper on some aspect of language acquisition
and development in hearing impaired children.
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Sugges t ed Read j nrs
:
Hcl crcnces should include
three sections of the bibl
ces will be found in profc
selections from each of thelography. Additional reforen-
ssional journals.
Professional journals
:
Elementary J^npT.ish
pie Elementary ScTi >1 Journal
American Annals of tne ' Dc a
F
’
Pro.ceedir
i
gs~ of the Convent10n o
f
American 1 ns true t rs of the DeafThe Volta Rev ie
w
Evaluati on and Feedback:
Periodic examinations are to be given A
t above ) also provides feedback. ’Conferencto further evaluate progress.
research paper
es are planned
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CLARKE SCHOOL LOR THE DEAF
Hb2 - Teaching of Language to the Deaf
Bibliography
The Deaf Child
Connor, Leo E. > ed . Speech for the Deaf Child: Know-
* ec*ge and Use . Wash i ri
:
, ton, D . C . : A1 exuiiderGraham Bell Association for the Deaf, 1971.
Foreword Connor
Chapter II Lehman
Chapter XIl’I Simmons
DiCarlo, Louis M. The Deaf . Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964.
Chapter III Language
Groht
,
Mildred A. Natural Language for Deaf Children.
Washington, D.C.: The Volta Bureau," 1958 .
Harris, Grace. Language for the Preschool Deaf Child.
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:
~~ ! m>C 1,63 '
”°,tllods of Toachinn ElementarySubjects to the Deaf
4 semester hours
Marjorie E
. Magner
,
M.A.
,
M.E.D., Supcr-vising Teacher, Lower School
Hiddio
D
sThoil
M SUPervisi^ ^“hcr,
^
^cherj^Uppcr^School
* "* SUperVi8in« T—
Ralph S. White, M.E.D.
,
Media Director
Overview :
This course accents the need for continuous consistent
for 2?°
PC
!
ina
^
ed academic program. Basic considerationstlie development of curriculum in a' program for deaf
Du\mose
n
of
r
?h°
UtllnGd *nd dis ?“ssed. The second major
P H° * e coursV s to each graduate studentthe skills necessary to produce a variety of classroom in-structional
.materials and the opportunity to gain practicalexperience m planning and carrying out an effective well-coordinated presentation of these materials in a classroom
env ironment
.
Ob j ectiv es
:
1* acquaint trainees with operation of a school for thedeaf.
2.
lo present an overview of the curriculum, methods and
sources of information related to deaf children at three
stages of academic development:
A. Lower School (ages 3 to 9
)
B. Middle School (ages 9 to 13)
C. Upper School (ages 13 to 18)
3 • To develop skills in the utilization of instructional
materials - media in the classroom.
4. To
.
give . student an opportunity to apply knowledge ac-
quired in an actual classroom setting.
Lecture and De
m
onstration Top ic s
:
. Organization of the Clarke School program at lower, middle
and upper school levels
2. Perceptual development; sense training
3. Techniques and instructional materials for developing com-
munication skills in deaf children
A. -Auditory Training
B. Lipreading
C. Speech
D. Language
E. Writing
4. Techniques and instructional materials for teaching elem-
entary school subjects to deaf children
A. Language
19'l
6
.
7 .
8 .
B. Reading
C. Mathematics
D. Science
E. Social Studies
F
. Physical Education
G. Hygiene
1 rocedures for planning, implementing,
room activities evaluating class-
Procedures for recording and reporting student progress
and other pertinent information
Introduction to the utilization of media in the classroomlechniques for producing and using the following:
A. Graphics
B. Still photographs
- prints and slides
C. Film
D. Videotape
E. Mounted and laminated materials
F
. Transparencies
Assignments :
Readings assigned from bibliographies located in Clarke
School Curriculum Guides. In addition, students are ex-
pected to prepare detailed teaching units for each student
teaching assignment. Each unit consists of the identifi-
cation of goals and terminal objectives; the presentation
of instructional materials; the utilization of media; the
specific methods and techniques involved in presentations;
the proposed method of evaluation; and the final results.
Suggested Readings :
Ciarke School Curriculum Guides: Reading, Mathematics,
Science
,
Media, Personal and Social Tiygiene
.
Kemp, J. Planning 8 Producing Aud i o -viVuar~11at er i a 1 s .
Scranton, Pa.: Chandler Publishing To
.
,
l§T>ir.
Evaluation :
Students will be evaluated on the quality of the units which
they prepare for teaching, as well as the quality of a media
unit. Criteria for grading are mentioned above (Assign-
ments). The student's ability to meet these criteria will
be a major factor in determining a final grade.
Course
:
Cred its
:
Instructor
Overview
:
fmr
P?
,
0,1 " Problems in the nine.,; ; ( , n andGuidance ol the Deaf
2 semester hours
L
- MarvoUi
,
M.E.D., Director, SmithColiege
-Clarke School Graduate TeacherLd u c ation Progra
m
of'thfdet? hiBtoric«l «v e„t, in the education
bl ems
e
a
d
f
C
fcchng
d
th
d
ifneld . -"temporary pro-
Prerequi r.it e
:
Admission to the teacher education program
Ob j cct ivc s
:
1. To acquaint students with historical developments in theeducation of the deaf.
2. To present national and local issues, trends and events
which influence this field.
3. To make students aware of organizations serving the deaf.
\
. lo present counseling theories as they relate to the
aeaf and their families.
3. To give students a chance to develop the ability to lo-
cate and utilize resources and reference materials in
this field.
Topics :
A
- Overview of current issues in the education of the deaf
b. History of education of the deaf: pre-Christian era —
20th century
C. Demographic survey of school-aged deaf in the' United Stat
D. Methods of detection of deafness:
1) Pre-natal
2) Neo-natal
3) Post-natal
4) Infant and pre-school screening
E. Counseling
1) Seven basic view points
2) Parent counseling and deafness
F. Schools and Services
1) Early childhood education programs
2) Elementary programs
a) Day vs. Residential
b) Public vs. Private
3) High Scliool opportunities
4 ) Higher Education
a) Academic
b) Technical
196
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
Organizations serving the deaf,
and teachers
a) Professional
h) Vocational assistance
c) Service
their
Systems of Communication
1) Oral
-Aural
2 ) Manual
a) Sign language
b) Finger spelling
c) Modifications
3 ) Other
a) Rochester Method
b) Cued Speech
c) Acoupedics
d) Verbo-tonal
e) Total communication
Multiple handicaps
1) Etiology
a) Rubella
b) Meningitis
c) Heredity
d) Learning disabilities
Problems of integration
The lav? and the deaf
Standards for professional preparation
families
Read ing, Assignment s :
Giangreco. and Giangreco
,
The Education of the Hearing Im-
paired . Springfield, 111.: Charles Thomas
,
1970. (Several
copies available in the professional Library)
.
Davis and Silverman, Hearing and Deafness (3rd ed
.
)
.
New
York: Holt
,
Rinehart S Winston, 197 0 . Chapters 16-18.
Written Assignments :
Preparation o i a comprehensive paper concerning a signifi-
cant contemporary issue in the education of the deaf.
Selection may be made from topics listed above, or through
discussion with instructor. Copies of this paper should be
prepared for distribution to class members.
Evaluation :
One Final examination related to readings and material dis-
cussed in class. ••
l fJ 7
Course :
Credits
:
EDC l,65A “ Auditory and Speech Mechanisms
2 semester hours
Instructor: Arthur Boothroyd, Ph.D., Director, Clarence
W. Barron Research Department.
Overview :
this course deals with hearing and speaking processes inpersons with normal and impaired hearing. Lectures coverbasic acoustics; the anatomy, psysiology and pathology
of hearing; auditory perception; the anatomy, physiology
and acoustics of speech; and the nature of the speech
code. The presentation is designed to relate materialdiscussed to the developing deaf child.
Prerequ isites :
Admission to the teacher preparation program.
Objectives :
1. To prepare the intending teacher of the deaf for courses
dealing v;ith the assessment and alleviation of problems
caused by hearing impairment.
2. To facilitate the reading and objective interpretation
of research reports.
3. To help the intending teacher understand the problems,
needs and potentials of individual hearing impaired
children.
Lecture Topics
:
if Basic Acoustics
Vibrations, cycle, frequency, amplitude, intensity.
Sound pure tone, complex tone, harmonics, noise.
Decibel scale.
2 . Anatomy and Psysiology of Hearing
Description and function of: external, middle and inner
ears, auditory pathways.
3 . Hearing Impairme nt
Causes and consequences of damage to various parts of
the hearing mechanism.
4 . Auditory Perception
Pitch
,
loudness, timbre, and temporal pattern.
Theories of pitch and loudness perception.
Functions of hearing: arousal, recognition, spatial
awareness
,
speech development, speech control.
The recognition process as hypothesis testing-role of
probability.
Effects of hearing impairment on auditory perception.
5 . The Speech Process
Speech mechanisms, breathing muscles, larynx, articulation
Periodic and aperiodic sound, resonance.
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PhonaLion, vocal pitch, formants, vowels, and vowcl-like consonants, acourstic correlates of tongue posi-tion, lip opening, velar action. Turbulence, stops
and. fricatives.
1
Coarticulation
.
Temporal factors,
feedback mechanisms.
Speech synthesis
.
Speech in the hearing impaired.
The Speech Code
Speech wave as a carrier of information.
Redundancy
Distortions of the speech signal.
Speech
.
percept ion by persons with normal and impairedhearing.
Practicum Assignments
:
i* 1 reparation and interpretation of sonagrams.
Reading Assignments :
1. Chapters 3 and 4 of "Hearing and Deafness," Ed. by
Davis, H. and Silverman, S.R. Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1970.
2. Chapters 3, 4, 7 and 8 of "The Speech Chain," by Denes,
P.B. and Pinson, E.N. Bell Telephone Laboratories,
1963 .
3. Chapter 2 of "Speech and the Deaf Child" Ed. by Connor,
L. A.G. Bell Association, 1971.
List e
n
ing Assignments :
1. "The Paramatnc Artificial Talker," Phonetics Department,
Edinburgh University.
2. "How They Hear," Gordon N, Stowe and Associates.
Viewing Assignments :
'
1. A Sense of Hearing - A.T. 6 T.
2. Senses of Han - Indiana University.
3. Silent World, Muffled World - National Medical A/V Center.
4. Nervous System in Man - Indiana University.
5. The Speech Chain - B.T.L.
6. The Vibrating Larynx - Boston University.
Written Assignments :
1. Report on the practicum assignment.
2. One paper on a prescribed topic. This may be in the form
of • a take-home final examination.
Evaluation and Feedback:
Students progress Is assessed by short tests administered
during the course. The final grade will be based on the re-
sults "of these tests and a final examination and/or assigned
paper
.
Courn g
:
EDC4G6B - Audiometry, Hearing Aids and
Auditory Training
Credits
: 2 semester hours
Instructor: Arthur Boothroyd
,
Ph
. D
. , Director, Clarence
W. Barron Research Department
Overview :
I his course deals with instrumentation and procedures for
assessing and developing auditory function.
Prere quisites
:
1. Aomission to the teacher preparation program.
2. Course 465, Auditory and Speech Mechanisms.
Ob j ect ive s
:
1. To facilitate the interpretation of audiological test
data
.
2 . To provide the intending teacher with an understanding
of the auditory potentials and limitations of individual
deaf children.
3. To develop knowledge and skills in the operation and use
of amplification equipment.
4 . To provide an understanding of the basic principles in-
volved in structuring the acoustic environment of the
hearing impaired child for optimum development of audi-
tory perception.
Lecture Topic s
:
1 . Educational Aud iology
Medical vs. functional diagnosis
Problem of teacher/audiologist- communication
History of auditory training in deaf education
Research data on the auditory capacities of the deaf
2 . Auditory S ensitivity
Measurement of pure tone thresholds
Tactile Sensitivity
Test limits
Problems of testing very deaf and very young
Relationship of pure tone sensitivity to speech and
language development
Measurement of speech thresholds--relat ionship to pure
tone sensitivity
3 . Discr iml nat ion and Recognition Tests
Binary choice ,* 'multiple choice and open set
Standardized tests
Language factors
4 . Other Tests
Impedance measurement
Loudness function, tolerance, recruitment, differential
sensitivity
Spatial perception
Auditory control of speech
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5 .
6 .
7 .
Hoar i hr Aids
1 unction, components
DistSrtion
tPUt
’ Cain * fl’CqUOncy ^ponsc
Relating electroacoustic and audiological dataEnvironmental factors, noise, reverberationThe group hearing aid—wired, wireless
The ' earraold
1' 1"® ald8" forraal and informal tests
Teacher responsibilities
Auditory Train.in,g
The auditory environment
—importance of making it mean-ingful, informative
,
and consistent
Methods of
. increasing the arousal value of sound
xercises m discrimination and recognition within li-SGt
T
(toy
^? environmental sounds, speech sounds,names, colors, digits, etc.)
Auditory games
Instruction work concept of decision point
Importance of association
—motor
,
visual, pictorial and
verbal
Uses and limitations of prerecorded material
Use of the tape recorder
Hearing in speech training
Sensory A id
s
Research
Alternatives to amplification
Transposition, recoding
Visual and tactile devices
The future of the digital computer in deaf education
Tract icum Assign )nents :
1 . Pure tone audiome try A
2 .
3 .
Operation of the audiometer and. tests of normally
ing subjects.
Pure to ne audiome try B
Tests of Clarke School students
Hearing, Aids
Diagnosis of hearing aid faults and repair, where
can be accomplished with replacement batteries,
or receivers.
hear-
th is
cords
Observat 5 on :
1.
Students will observe a complete evaluation of two out-
patients and two Clarke School students.
Reading Assi gnments :
1. Chapter 3 oi
~
11 Audiology
,
" by Newby, A . 1 1 . Appleton, Cen-
tury, Crofts, 1964.
2. Chapters 4, 10 and 13 of "Hearing and Deafness," Ed. by
Davis, H., and Silverman, R. Holt, Rinehart and Win-
ston, 1 970.
3. Chapter 10 of "Audiometry," by Glorig, Williams and
Wilkins, 1965.
20 3.
M
. Chapter »i of "Teaching henf Children to TalkLwnng, A.W.C'.., The Volta Bureau, 19G7Chapters G and 7 . "Aural Rehabilitation" bv
I)., Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1971.
" by
Sanders
>
Viewing Aj--e i.gnment s :
1. Auditory Screening for Infants - National MedicalA/V Center
2. Auditory Response of Newborn Infants - New York FilmLibrary
3. Not Cleared for Hearing - Price Filmakcrs
4. Autisms Lonely Children - Indiana University Film Rental
0. Audiological Procedures with Pre-School Deaf Children -
Penn. State University A/V
6. Principles of Parent-Child Programs for the Pre-School
Hearing Impaired - Penn. State University A/V
7
. The Pitch Indicator - Clarke School
8. Auditory Training - Clarke School
Written A s s i g ninent s :
— 1 I . —A . . -
-r- - -
,
*
1. Reports on the practicum assignments and observations.
Evaluation and Fe edback
:
Jly short tests given during the course. Final grade will
be based on the results of these tests, the written assign-
ments and a final examination.
Note :
It will not be possible to provide a complete practicum or
observation during the summer offering of this course.
Course
:
Credits
:
L'DC MG /A - Methods of Teaching Sto idle Deaf and Hard of Hearing
pcechreading
2 semester hours
Instructor
:
Arthur Boothroyd
,
Ph.D., Director
\< • Barron Research Department
Clarence
Overview
:
ihis course deals with the process
of developing speech reading skill
reading ability.
of speech reading, methods
s and tests of speech
Prerequ i
s
i t e s :
Admission to the teacher training program.
Objectives :
1. To give an understanding of the processes involved in
speech reading, and the principles involved in develop-ing these processes in the prelingually and adventi-
tiously deaf.
2. To familiarize the student with available methods and
materials for developing speech reading skills.
Lecture Topi c s
:
1 • The Speech Read in g Process '
Communication by spoken language
Visible aspects of phonatory and articulatory activities,
prosodic features, etc.
Phonemic groups recognizable by visible features
Redundancy and perceptual strategy
Recognition process
Comparison of auditory and visual perception (temporal-
spatial factors, short term memory)
Pre and post lingual deafness
Analysis, synthesis, coding and Gestalt psychology
2 • Instruction in Speech Reading
Discussion of adult "methods," development of new percep-
tual strategies
Speech reading in the prelingually deaf, relationship to
language and speech development
Visual motor association
Available materials
Limitations of speech reading for language and speech
development
3 . Tests of Speech Reading
Purposes, possibilities, available tests
Reading Assignments:
1 . Chapters 5 and 8 of "Aural Rehabilitation," by Sanders, D.
Prentice Hall, 1972
20 3
Sections of "Visual
. Communication for the Hard of
Chanter
1
] 2 nM'ii
i
'
,C
^
11 anc
!
0yer
» ^entice Hall, 1951p 1 of Hearing and Deafness" by Davis, H
197 0 ?
llVerman
*
S,R,) Holt
>
Rinehart and Winston,
Speechreading (Lipread 5 ng
)
Sections of
Barley, SpringField 7 ThTarles Thoma_
,
ections of "Speechreading, Principle and Method- "
by Jeffers
1971.
and
Balt, National Educational Press, 1972.
el' T on <5 friAM . Il'p-u „ r*. . 1 1 , , ,
15
,
Secti s from:
byBruhn, M.
A
Sections from:
Hunger, A.M.,
Sections from:
Haspiel
,
G.S.
9
.
Sections from
:
E.B. Lippincott, 1950.
The Muller Wa 1 1 c Method of Lipreadinp,"
,
Nichols Press, 1929.
’’Speech Reading--Jena Method," by
Interstate, 1954.
"A Synthetic Approach to Lipreading," by
Expression Compnay, 1954.
’’New Lessons in Lipreading," by Nitchie
,
Viewing Assignments
:
1. Heider Lipreading Test - Clarke School, 1947.
2. Diagnostic Test of Speech Reading - Myklebust
,
H.R., and
Neyhus
,
A. I., Grune and Stratton, 197 0.
3. Selections from:
Morkovin Life Situation Films, University of Southern
California
Parent Education Film and Record Series - John Tracy
Clinic, Los Angeles, California.
Noun vocabulary films - Captioned - Films for the Deaf.
Written Assignments :
1. A paper . on a prescribed topic concerned with speech read
ing training or testing.
Evaluation and Feedback
Final grade will be based on the written assignment and/or
a final examination.
Course
:
Credi ts
:
" 60a - Psychology of Exceptional Children
2 semester hours
Instructor
:
Solis L. Kates, Ph.D.
Overview
:
Principle emphasis is on the psychological growthdevelopment of deaf children.
and
Prerenuisite :
Admission to the teacher education program.
Object! v e s
1* acquaint students with the psychological problems
associated with a hearing loss.
2. To contrast normal development with that of a child
with sensory deprivation.
3. To contrast deafness with other handicaps from the
psychological standpoint.
Lecture Top i cs
:
1. Personality growth and deafness.
2. Deafness versus other handicaps or deprivations.
A. Blindness
B. Mental retardation
C. Specific learning disorders
D. Emotional disturbances
E. Cultural deprivation
3. Personality development and cognition.
A. Piaget
B. Erikson
C. Bruner
D. Werner
4. Social and operant learning theories.
5. Psycholinguistic development.
Ass
i
gnments :
Readings are to be assigned from the list below as well
as current research articles.
Suggested Reading s
:
Bruner, J.
,
Olver, Rose and Greenfield, Patricia. Studies
.in Cognitive Growth . New York: John Wiley and Sons, 19 66
Cru i ckshank
,
William M . ( e d . ) Psych o 1
o
gv of Exceptional
Children and Youth. Englewood Cliffs , I'!.!.: Prentice,
1*963 Cifnd Edition) .
Furth, H.G. Thinking Without Language . New York: Free
Press, 1966.
Garrison
, K.G. and Force, D.G.
Children
. New York: Ronald,
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Levine, Edna S. The Psychology of Deafness.
Co 1umb i a Un iveri£Tty Pre s s , 196
b~ Now York:
Lew .i s
,
M . M . Language and Person aili ty 5 n Dea f Ch i 1 dren
.
London : Nat lonal Foundation for Educational Research
,
1968
.
McNeill, D. The Acquisition of Language. New York:
Harper, 1970
.
'
'
Piaget, J. and Inhelder, Barbel. The Psychology of the Child.New York: Basic Books, 19G9. J '
Evaluat ion an d Feedback:
Periodic examinations are planned. Students will also
report on readings.
20 6
EDC ,,G 3 - Observation and Student Teaching
0 semester hours
Alnn L. Marvelli, M.E.D., Director, SmithCo liege
-Clarke School Graduate Teacher Edu-
cat ion Program
.
Bill G. Blevins, Coordinator, Smith College-
Clarke School Graduate Teacher Education
Program and Assistant to the President,
Clarke School
.
A lull year of classroom involvement
,
averaging three hoursper day designed to give students practical experience.
Prerequ i site s
:
Admission to the teacher education program.
Description :
A minimum of 400 liours of observation and student teaching
of deaf children in educational level from preschool through
eighth grade. Required in Lower, Middle and Upper Schools.
The practicum experience is arranged to give students a
comprehensive exposure to the 'many types of problems imposed
by deafness. It provides an understanding of the course
work involved, particularly the Methods Courses and requires
preparation of materials and practice teaching, both in tu-
torial and classroom situations, to enable students to ac-
quire teaching skills and techniques upon which success
depends-.
Practicum includes student teaching, both tutoring children
on an individual basis, and classroom teaching. Unstruc-
tured contact with deaf children is provided in dormitories
,
social situations and academic settings. Students live on
the campus with 220 deaf children in residence and serve
meals to the children in the dining rooms. Students parti-
cipate in dormitory activities and in testing and interview
programs. Students attend faculty meetings and parents’
conferences. Trips are taken to six or eight different types
of schools in programs for the deaf, and to the Perkins School
for the Deaf-Blind. These trips include visits to Gallaudet
College, NTID, Rochester School, American School, New Jersey
School, Lexington School and the Boston School.
Structured observut ions of classroom teaching are provided
and students are required to write up their notes and sub-
mit them to the demonstrating teacher. Formal student
teaching assignments are made to a minimum of six classes
in Lower, Middle and Upper Schools and extends throughout
Course :
Cred its
:
Supervis ors
:
Overview
:
207
the entire academic year. Observations and Student Teach-
deLrLc^r^ch b? T SV’«^ioinr. Teacher* of^hc' ihreeqai JlK.nJo, each of whom is a fully qualified and ccrti-fled teacher of the deaf - and the coordinator of theprograin is also a fuliy certified and experienced teacher
r h Studcntn are assigned to teach the full
"S®°f elumentary school subject:-,. Additional practice
-teaching is made as a requirement of the speech
f
c
f?^ 8 5 ai?d evolves 100 hours of speech laboratory workwith deaf children. Student teaching assignments areguided and supervised
. by qualified teachers of the deaf.Lesson plans are required and teacher-student conferences
and evaluation sessions dire held. Students are encouraged
'r
o use the various types of media available in their stu-dent teaching practice, and are required to video tape alesson for self-evaluation and criticism.
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to the M.E.D. candidates.
hour courses
EDI 1C A" 01 AMD CHILD STt
3 3 0a - Read ing
:
guage an3 meaning, si ue
and fluent reading Rocogn^incAo^Inc^is^il^iCs?
ljn'o^'v and _Prqe-; ; ce» The nature of lan-
in ^ the teaching, of beginning
3M2a - The Tf ing ' ^ning Process, The
cat? on a pawho.l ogy emphasizing current
tlie instructional process ', the conditions
learning and the psychology of teaching.
application
research on
of cognitive
of
41°a - Current Problems in Child and Adolescent Develop-
merit. Broad aspects oi child development (ages threethrough thirteen) as they relate to teacher education.Selected problems and study based on a good understanding
of the research in the field.
440b - Rese arch in Educat ion . Training in research metho-dology and design in the analysis of teaching, learning
and the educational process.
r
454b - Current Problems of Preschool and Elementary Fdu-
cation . Current philosophy and learning psychology as
appTTed to curricular problems. Research and reading of
the literature, reporting, and leading critical discussion.
PSYCHOLOGY
216b - Vi sual Perception. Directed reading, discussion,
and research on topics Tn perception, selected from: per-
ceptual illusions; the interactions among sight, touch,
and other senses; the perception of space; size and dis-
tance perception in children; the role of learning in
percept ion
.
218a - Human Learn ing The study of conditions influenc-
ing the processes of learning and memory; explanations of
these processes in terms of current theories of learning.
220b -
•
Psycho logy of Language . A psychological interpre-
tation of language based on empirical research. Topics in-
clude the role of grammar in thinking, indices of literary
style, word association phenomena, meaning and metaphor,
communication theories
.
233a - Child Psychology. Study of the theory and princi-
ples of the development of the child from birth to puberty.
Survey of related research.
APPENDIX H
Rating Instruments Used
for
Internal and External
Teaching Evaluation
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SMITH COLLEGE-CLARKE SCHOOLGRADUATE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Student
:
Cooperating
Teacher
:
Class
:
Critic Teacher'
Period
:
s Comments
Clock Hours
:
This student observed
3/7, 4/7, 5/7, 6/7,
She actually taught
:
of the weeksi
in my class (circle
7/7 of the weeks.
1/7, 2/7, 3/7, 4/7,
one)
: 1/7
,
2/7
,
5/7, 6/7, 7/7
Discuss briefly the material that she taught.
II. Please evaluate the performance of this student by
checking the appropriate columns below:
Above Belov;
Average Ayerage Average
Stating objectives clearly
Preparing lessons thoroughly
Using originality and creativity
in planning
Organizing materials well
Communicating well with the
children
Using class time productively
Fostering a positive class-
room atmosphere
Establishing good rapport with
the children
Maintaining acceptable class-
room discipline
III. In the same manner as Part II, would you please assess
the following professional qualities:
Attitude
Cooperation
Perserverance
Vitality
Dependability
Empathy
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IV. aPI’ I'eciate any further comments
1 regard to strengths, weaknesses or overallimpression of this teacher-in-training that mightprove helpful in composing a letter of recommendation
Grade
:
(Cooperating Teacher's Signature)
Supervising Teacher's Comment s
Grade
:
(Signature
)
SMITH
COLLEGE-CLARKE
SCHOOL
FOR
THE
DEAF
GRADUATE
TEACHER
EDUCATION
PROGRAM
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are
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as
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> G H 6 •H CO
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• p P p G P fd rH X) G •H H
G O fd fd 0 o 0) rH G > to n M
o p a) •H QJ G G 2 p o P to PPPG G W rH O u n H Q) rd QJ <
m o P< ex o o ,C to o p > t—
1
p n
rH X) CX o ^ H CaD rH fd •H o ,Q O'
> fd rd G < CO rd rG o p id
G ex S a) to H P p o 0) p n
QJ G >> ex ex > G p G *H G p > P- <
. (XOH fd o •H O H a) :? P b X) p QJ
P P P Ua p co i—
i
p £ C o p O o I
w p fd X CX o t/i fd b rd to QJ r" G H a H 0) P
fd a) o w 0) QJ G C £ 0) o bi3XJ ex to QJ < CO GO M
g e g a) ex •r~ n H *H p o n fd fd O G CO O G IP
p G bl) ,c n bfl G CO It o p Q) G QJ ex qj tr w •H rC [*H
O O o o 10 P G 0) o to aj tx0 G 0) e rC c Cm QJ P G ChLp
>,P Q) a) G rd to •r- ex qj c p < rC •H co p -t*f~ O X) fd QJ p fd
G X) QJ CO G O rH p G O P , rd p P G tr ft ex p G > P I'd
tO aj rd ex G p P CO .G C OJ c X CX P Q) 11 P X
td p p to re r QJ tr P F p p ex to rd | qjd bOH rd <d rd QJ (1) G b o a > a to X •r- +J O G P 1 Pi
G GPP r—
1
P G 10 T G c 0) r- cs O' H tr o < Q P O QJ P | QJ
P P 5 P ex, CO ex D C a n — P-, V < o ex > In
TEACHER
EVALUATION
FORM
(continued)
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APPENDIX I
Individual Performance Data
on
1972 M.E.D. Program Graduates
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Individual Teaching Ratings
for
1972 Smith/Clarke Program Graduates
Number of Teacher Evaluation FormsNumber of forms returned:
Rate of return:
sent out
:
_
Score
Unsatisfactory 0
Below Average 1
Average 2
Above Average 3
Superior
-4
Skills S
Knowledges Student
ABCDEFGHIJKLM N 0 P Q R S
Stating
Objectives 33313434 3 3133233333
Preparing ~ ~~ —
Lessons 333 2 344433233343333
Using ong- '
inality 33X2344 433233333333
Organizing
Materials 3332344433233 2 34422
Communi- ~~
eating
_
3332443434 223332333
Developing ~ “
Skills •
1. Speech 3341433434 2 23233322
2.
Language 33424 3 3434223242322
3
.
Lipread-
ing 33414334 33223233322
4 .Other XXX24XXX33XX32X33XX
Using Time
Productively3 X 3 2 4 43 4 33X23234433
Fostering
Positive
Classroom
Atmo s phere 2 322 4 3433223333233
Maintaining
Acceptable
Discipline 2242243433313233233
Attitude 3 244344444343334 4 33
Cooperation3 2343444443 43334 433
Perserver-
ence 3234344433343344433
Vi tality 333 4 3 4 443334 3 334 4 33
dependabi-
lity 3334344 4 43 3 432444 4 2
24
19
79%
Class
Mean
2.84
3.11
3 .06
3 .00
3 .00
3.00
3.05
2.78
2.87
3.12
2.77
2.74
3.47
3.42
3 . 37
3.37
3.42

